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Hon William P. Thompson, reporter of
of the Maine Supreme Judicial court,
died at 10 a. m., Feb. 6th, at his home in Bangor,after an illneas of about two months, at
the age of 72 years.
He had been in ill health
for the last year and a half, but not seriously
until about two months ago The news of his
death was a great shock to his many friends
in this city who were not aware of the serious
nature of his illness.
Mr. Thompson was born
in Troy, Me., attended the public schools and
taught school to obtain the means for a higher
education. He attended Freedom Academy a
number of terms, also the E. M. C. Seminary
in Bucksport,
and after graduating from
Kent’s Hill Seminary came to Belfast and began the study of law in the office of E. K.
Boyle. He passed bis examination arid was
admitted to the Waldo county bar in 1870, and
cisions
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Cooper of Washington, D. C.

In
for

election.

again in 1892,

Congress
Miliiken,

against Hon. S. L.

though defeated again had the 6atisfacof reducing the Republican plurality.
He

always ran ahead of his ticket, and when
elected county attorney for Waldo county was

the-only
he

to

candidate

elected.

In

the Democratic ticket

on

1891

Thompson

Mr.

wa6

elected mayor of Belfast on a citizens ticket
and was re-elected the next year. In 1893 he

appointed

was

collector of

for the

customs

port ol Belfast by President Cleveland and
held the office for four years. In 1899 he was

appointed

federal

bankruptcy for
Bangor
and formed a partnership with A. L. Blanchard, who, as well as his brother, B. M. Blanchard. had read law in Mr. Thompson's office.
Waldo

referee in

partnership continued until a short time
after Mr. Thompson was appointed by Gover-

This

nor

Plaisted

reporter of decisions of the

as

Maine supreme court,
H. Smith of Presque

succeeding Judge George

Isle, July 22, 1912, which
office Mr. Thompson held at the time of his
death. Mr. Thompson was twice married.
V\ hen a resident of ‘Vassalboro he married
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present
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Mr. Cooper is an eloquent, scholxceptional lecturer. The men of
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at the head of

them, a son, Carrol A. of
city, and a daughter, Mrs. Charles Heacock, now deceased. His wife died before his

return

Belfast.

to

Emma Hilton

In
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ot

1883 he

When
Donald, survives him.
Bellast Mr. Thompson attended
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other meal
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city who, with
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one son,
resident of

a

the

and

Unitarian

member of
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organizations.

The remains arrived

on

nesday accompanied by

the 9 50 train Wed-

immediate family
Carrie H. Littlefield of St, Andrews,
N. B., and Miss Mary H. Hilton of Belfast, Mrs.
Thompson’s sisters; Messrs. Henry W, Mayo,
Willis Y, Patch, Clarence B. Towle and A. L.
Blanchard, honorary bearers from the Penobscot County Bar; Eben F. Littlefield, chairman
and

his

Mrs.

of the Industrial Accident Commission of Aujusta, who was delegated by Gov. Oakley C.
Curtis to represent the State officials. They
met

were

at

the

depot by delegations

Bar and

from

County
city government,
accompanied the body to the Unitarian
where
the
services
were held at 12
church,
o’clock, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, pastor, officiating. Mr. Wilson read selections from Hethe

who

accorded for man’s best work and had done his
work well and was faithful to every trust.
There were present delegations from the Psnonscot and Waldo C;unty Bars, the Belfast
Cily Government, the Masonic Lodges, the
Fire Department, the Post Office, business
and many personal friends.
The bearers were Messrs. Robert F. and John
men

of the

city

R.

Dunton, Ruel W. Rogers, Fred Waldo
Brown, Eben F. Littlefield, County Attorney
Walter A. Cowan and Ralph I. Morse. The
fioral tributes were abundant and beautiful.
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lot in

Cemetery next spring.
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Robertson is
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ilobertson of Frankfort visited relaiwn
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last week.

bearers and to accompany the remains to Belfast, the committee being Terrance B. Towle,

Mayo, Willis Y. Patch and Albert L.
Blanchard. A committee of three, John R.
Mason, Matthew Laughlin and Henry W. Mayo
was appointed to submit resolutions on the
death of Mr. Thompson, at the next session of
the Law Court, in behalf of the Penobscot

Henry

service.

and Mtb. John Palmer of Monroe were
Cay guests of her sister, Mrs. E. A, Rob-

Littlefield
feuests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grant
aroline

Marr

and

Flora

fcy.
’Mends of Mrs. Fred
tbtu of her illness and

•V'ery.
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hope

for

are
a

sorry

speedy

and Mrs. Edward Walker will hold their
n6 reception Friday evening, Feb. 11th.
home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
Charles Riley. All are cordially invited.

the services

forenoon because of
The Supreme Court, Justice

presiding,
There

was

were

in

recess

many

during

the

beautiful fioral

tributes.
Nathan Foster Houston died at 2 a. m. Feb.
home, No. 35 Church street, after a

8th at his

illness,

death resulting from arteria
He was born in Belfast, Oct. 20,
1829. a son of the late Joseph, 2nd, and Susan
Foster Houston and was the great grandson of
John Mitchell, the first settler in Belfast. His
father was born on the Houston farm in what
is now Searsport, in the house given to their
grandmother, Hannah Mitchell, by her father,
John Mitchell, and built on one of the first
division lots he drew. His mother belonged to
the Foster family of Lexington, Mass., and
some of her ancestors are buried under the

long

*

services.
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in Bangor Tuesday afternoon, the Bar attending in a body. The Bangor municipal court
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Sewers.
State road.

Sidewalks.....

Fire
department.
Police department.
City team....
Little Rivfer bridge account.I.
General school purposes.
Miscellaneous.

501 66
106 46
75 46
294 60
44 65

400 00
108 03
81 35
68 58
7 72
659 60
2 40
8 50
46 97
119 26
163 29
81 40

10 82
376 57
114 60

Total.,$3,266
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firm in what he believed to be
right. The funeral will be held at bis late
home. No. 35 Church street,tomorrow, Friday,
at 2 p.m., Rev. Harry Lutz of Newton, Mass.,a
former pastor of the Belfast Unitarian church,
will officiate.
Mr. Lutz was his personal
friend and an associate as trustee of the Free

71
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other
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It

with sorrow that we learned of the
death of Mr. Leslie A. Knowlton, a

was

sudden

respected citizen of Monroe
late Saturday night, Jan. 8th.
It came as a shock to his many friends. While
Mr. Knowlton had been in poor health for
well known and
which occurred

some

in his
the

years he

was

about the

activities,which had been such

impression that

Knowlton
the
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of
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born in Swanville
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recommendations of the finance committee.
That the city treasurer, C. J. Pattee, be authorized to borrow $8,010 and issue the city’s
note in anticipation of 1915 taxes and other
collections due the city.
That the city treasurer, C. J. Pattee, be authorized and requested to charge the contingent account and credit to the account of Edward Sibiey, collector, $1,800, the amount
allowed against taxes for 1915, for special
water service furnished the city in accordance

their

loss, besides his wife, one son, Chester D.
knov’iton, who resides in Monroe; one daughter, Mrs. Gussie I. Clements, and one grandchild, of whom he was very fond; also two
brothers, Frank Knowlton of Searspcrt, and
Eli Knowlton of Swanville.
He was a loving
husband and a kind father,and ready always to

of
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who

25

went

a
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Maine.

Miss

awarded the Grange registering the largest
number of members in proportion to their entire membership,went to Riverside Grange of
Poor’s Mills with 22

ship

of

60.

Equity

present

out of

of Belfast

a

dent

at

Arline Thompson of Bar Harbor, a stuthe Castine Normal school, was the

guest Friday and Saturday of her cousins, Mr,
and Mtb. A. C. Hopkins.

member-

Edy the Atkins left Monday,after spend-

Miss

second,
with 19 present out of 66 members. Other
Granges registering were Seaside of Belfast
and Tranquility of Lincolnville.
large

cruwu

evening .for

was

ing

several

weeks’

vacation with Belfast
duties in Waterville.and will
visit her parents in Kent’s Hill.
friends from her

was

confetti

wore

to

ton

Spanish cavalier. The first comic
received by Miss Natalie Pottle,
a

Grange will hold its regular meeting
tomorrow, Friday,with the program arranged
Seaside

dunce’s costume, and the second
for last week.
who was dressed as a !

last

week James P. Baxter of Portland
elected president and Alfred Johnson of
Brookline, Mass., recording secretary.
was

Kev. J.

Vaughan Hayes,

Wilbor Richardson and Orlando E.

Dairy Instructor J. H. Blanchard will Frost motored to Rockport Tuesday to attend
the ordination of Rev. Hosea YV. Rhoades,
address a meeting of North Waldo Pomona
About 1,200 were present.
in Jackson today, Feb. 10th.
formerly of Belfast, as pastor of the Rockport.
There were many additions to the exhibits | Grange
At the regular meeting of Morning Light Baptist church. Mr. Rhoades had been preachin the annex after the first day, and as last
ing for several years in Lee, Me.
year they attracted much attention.
Among Grange, Monroe, Saturday evening, Feb. 5th, a
Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Smith of Bangor were
the interesting exhibits was noted a display of short program was presented, including a
number of readings and the discussion on in the city Feb. 2nd, to attend the funeral of
16 varieties of apples, raised by E D, Ramsey;
vegetables exhibited by Mrs. A. Samson; vege- •Preparedness." The Lecturers’ Conference* William Arthur Shales.' Mr. Smith was obliged
to return at once on the afternoon steamer to
tables, eggs and honey, shown by Irving Hills at Augusta was reported by the lecturer. Feb
12th a Lincoln program will be given and cake attend a funeral in Eddington the next morning,
of Northport; home made soap, by G. G. Wells
State

rustic.

1916.

RESOURCES

of Belfast, showing a four-years-old borax
Tax deeds.
$1,058 08
soap, also an oatmeal soap; large display of
356 00
neighbor in times of sickness and need- Stone and tarvia.
1,072 50 fancy needlework by Mrs. Blanche Bickford; a
lie was baptized and a member of the Church City team.
19 45
E. M. Farnsworth Co.
handsome Battenburg lunch set by Mrs.
of God.
He was a member of Morning Light
605 00
Sewer assessments.
169 13 Thomas W. Lothrop; jellies,
by Mrs. Cora
Grange and for many years a member of the State of Maine, Soldiers’ Burial, etc...
State of Maine, pensions, etc. 1,692 00
I O O. F. Lodge. The floral offerings at the
Herrick; jellies, by Mrs. M. W. Brown; knitted
20 00
Swanvilie, to fire Dep’t.
bed spread, Mrs. Jesse Webber; a model of the
funeral consisted of a beautiful pillow from
390 57
Discount on taxes.
his wife, a basket from each of his children, a
173 67 ill-fated steamship Lusitania, made by Sherj City team maintenance.
1,490 37 man Peavey, 19-years-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
basket from Morning Light Grange. The fu- Sewers.
32
Frank W. Peavey of Condon street, and many
neral services were held at his late home in Sidewalks. 1,422
170 85 !
School charity.
Premiums
Monroe, Rev. A. A. Biair of the Universalist Belfast Free Library. 1,282 46 beautiful pieces of embroidery.
j
and ribbons were awarded Thursday as folchurch, Belfast, (fficiating*
The interment
Garrison Hill.
115 46
was in the Monroe village cemetery.
lows:
Little River Bridge. 1,077 76
Best butter, Irvin Hills, blue ribbon.
91
4,076
Highways.
\
Nellie A., wife of Stillman C. Grotton, died
School contingent. 1,955 02
Best eggs, Irvin Hills, blue ribbon; E. D.
Feb. 5th at her home, No. 17 Pearl street, State Road...
650 63 !
Ramsey, red ribbon.
after a short illness with typhoid pneumonia, Repairs and Insurance.
410 34
Best exhibit of apples, 15 varieties. E. D*
3 75 J
Town of Brooks, tarvia.
which she contracted while caring for her fos58 77 Ramsey, Belfast, 1st, 2nd and 3d.
C. H. Sargent, collector 1908.
ter mother, Mrs. Frances D. Kimball, who died
••
1909
90 30 !
Best exhibit of vegetables.
Irvin Hills
of the same disease at the Grotton home Jan. Wayland Knowlton, collector 1910. 1,120 31
Northport, 1st.
621 80
27th.
Mrs. Grotton was born Aug. 17, 1878, F. W. Brown, collector 1911.
Exhibit of carrots.
Mrs. Ambrose Samson
43 54
1912.
the daughter of Charles and Abigail Robbins
1913.
10 81
Belfast, ribbon.
Hamlin of Belfast, but for years bore the S. A. Parker, collector 1914
2,207 04
Miss Mary E. Brown
Best exhibit of jelly.
name of
Kimball through adoption.
Mrs. Edward Sibley, collector, 1915. 6,757 06
first.
Northport,
00
&
M.
L.
R.
R.
B.
Stock.500.000
Grotton was a member of Seaside Grange and
Best exhibit of preserves. Mrs. Cora E,
Treasurer, Trust Funds. 68 870 40
an attendant at the Methodist
church, but had Treasurer, cash. 3,314 64
Herrick, Belfast, first; Mrs, Ambrose Samson.
never identified herself with any of its socieTown of Northport. highway.
13 50
Belfast, second.
ties, The funeral was held at the Methodist Assets and liabilities account. 92,806 27
Best exhibit made by Waldo County boy.
church Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev.
$694,817 08 Sherman Peavey, aged 19 years, Belfast. Luf
Horace B. Sellers officiating.
The bearers
LIABILITIES.
sitania model, first; lngersoll watch.
were
Messrs. Alton K. Braley, Everett M
Bonds outstanding.$590,000 00
Rudolph Cassens. aged 13 years, Belfast,
A.
J.
and
Hart,
Clarey
George W. Chaples.
Loans.
3,500 00 flying machine, second; “Boy Life,”
239 80
Cemeteries.
aiic luiiuwmg
L^uwaiu
prizes ior xancy worn were
naveuer uieu
dan. d lu ai
me
Belfast Water Co.
2,020 00
awarded by the committee Mis. Ralph Dhome of his nephew,Eugene Haskell,in Brewer.
Trust funds. 68,870 40
36
Southworth, Mrs. Sherman G. Swift, Miss
The deceased was born in Winterport 79 years Bonded interest.$ 9,651
500 00
Brown tail moth.
Marian M. Heald and Miss Belle Keating:
ago, and was the last of a family of 14 children.
100 00
City*park..
Best exhibit of fancy work, Mrs. Harold
Fifty years of his life were spent in San Fran- General School purposes.
2,214 66
cisco, where he accumulated considerable pro- Contingent. 12,410 88 McKeen, 1st, $1.00; Mrs/ Blanche Bickford,
730 47
Fire
$nd, 75 cents; Mrs. T. W. Lothrop, 3rd, 50
perty. He lost his home in the great earth- Free department...
107 56
text books.
cents.
quake and directly afterward came East, since Free
855 80
school.
High
making bis home with relatives. His property Memorial
Best individual piece of fancy work, Mias
1,000 07
building..
investments in this State included the brics
817 90
Maude Field, 1st, a year’s subscription to Recblock in Rockland occupied by the Rockland Paupers.
Police department.
345 77
reation.
Hardware Co. Mr. Havener was a man of fine
Street lights..
836 75
character and highly re., pec ted by a large circle
Sofa pillows, Mrs. Herbert Bucklin, blue
of schools.
100 00
Superintendent
of friends.
He is survived by a large number
605 60
ribbon, Mrs. Blanche Bickford, red ribbon,
of nephews and nieces, among the latter being Transportation.:
10 16
Miss Florence Brown, yellow ribbon.
Mrs. Mary Ferry of Rockland. The burial was Overlay.
in Winterport.
Spreads, Mrs. Russell Stephenson, blue rib$694,817 08
bon; Miss Mary Woodbury, red ribbon; Mrs.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles Grant Glidden died at his home in
C. J. Pattee, City Treasurer.
Jesse E. Webber, yellow ribbon.
Northport Feb. 5th, aged 75 years and 3
Quilts, Mrs. Lucy Perkins, b lue ribbon; Miss
months.
He was a native of Northport, the
IN BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
Josie Knowlton, red ribbon.
son of the late Grant and Hannah Dill GlidPetitions were received fiom Thomas P.
Rugs, Mrs Mary Carter, 1st $1; Mrs. Melvin
den. For many'years he lived in Brewer, but
Leaman et al., and Charles M. Hall, both of
Pattershall, 2nd 75 centB.
returned to his home town about 12 years ago
East Belfast,for licenses to build and maintain
Crochet, Mrs. Blanche Bickford, centerto pass his remaining years. His wife, forfish weirs on their shores. City Clerk (Jarleton piece, blue ribbon; Miss Mary Woodbury, shams
merly Miss Eliza A. Snow of Salem, Mass., Doak was instructed to advertise
according to and scarf, blue ribbon; Mrs. Jas. McKeen, red
died Feb. 1st and her remains were taken to
the ordinance in the case.
ribbon.
Brewer for interment.
Mr. Glidden's reWarrants were issued for the regular city
Wooden shoes from Routa Delgarda, Azore
mains were taken to Brewer Monday, where
election to be held March 13, 1916.
the luneral services were held Tuesday.
Islands, Miss Clara Patterson, blue ribbon.
The matter in regard to insurance under the
Basket made from shell of armadillo, Mrs.
compensation act for the city’s emKingsbury B. Crockett died Feb. 5th at his workmen’s
ployees was left with the mayor and city solici- Lottie Ford, blue ribbon.
home in Prospect, aged 82years anc. 9 months.
tor for investigation.
Collection of fancy work. Miss LaVaughan
He was a well known and highly respected
Adj ourned.
blue ribbon; Miss Josie Knowlton
Knowlton,
is
He
survived by three sons: Wilbuf
citizen.
also blue ribbon.
CONGRESS FOR PREPAREDNESS.
S., of Holden, Percy C., of Haverhill, Mass.,
Friday was children’s day and the attendGeorge A., of Prospect,and by three daughters.
Party Lines Ignored for the Good of the ance was good, the little
Mrs. Jennie S. Aveiy of Brewer, Mrs. Efiie M
on^s bringing the
Nation.
older ones with them. Kenneth McCorrison,
Webster of Porterville, Calif., Mrs Bertha E,
Feb. 7. Speaker Clark and a lad of ten
Washington,
years, was awarded a watch for
Johnson of Buck6port. The funeral was held
Republican Leader Mann fought side by side the best instrumental
in the House today tor national defense. With
selection—playing a
Monday afternoon at the home.
party lines (Alliterated most of the members medley on the violin.
Oscar A.Thompson.a veteran of the civil war followed their leaders and two navy measures
The baby show was opened at 2 p. m.# with
One, to Mrs. James S.
died on,Wednesday, Feb. 2nd, at his residence, passed without a dissenting vote.
Harriman, Mrs. Austin W.
for adding 300 midshipmen to the
provide
7144 Emersld avenue, Chicago. He was 69
entering class at Annapolis next July, passed Keating and Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes judges
years old and was born in Frankfort Me.
He 173 to C, and the other, to equip navy yards for Each child was given its choice from a box of
constructing battleships numbers 43 and 44 toys to amuse them while Morris L.
came to Chicago in 1882 and for many years
Slugg
All of the Maine
passed without a roll call
was engaged in manufacturing printing wheels 1
delegation, Democrats and Republicans, will weighed them all, as the cups were to be
and rubber stamps. He is survived by his support the President’s
awarded
the
heaviest
and
preparedness bills.
lightest in proporwidow, Lizzie M., a son, Charles Henry, and Indeed there is virtually no dissent from any tion to their age. The winners of the four
of New England, unless it be that some Rethree daughters, Mrs. Alex T. Squier, Mrs. J.
silver cups were:
publicans favor even a stronger program than
F. Walsh, and Mrs. J. N. Church.
the Preaident has proposed.
Helen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herber 1

help

than any

framed picture,

costume,

that

That the city treasurer, C. J. Pattee, be authorized to forward to the Belfast Water Co. a
check for $2,727.25 in full allotment of all demands of said company against the city of
Belfast up to Dec. 1, 1915, in accordance with
the decree of the court in the allotment of
said claims and to charge the same to the account of the Belfast Water Co. It was further
ordered that the treasurer forward checks for
$37.10 each to Justices Savage, Cornish and

Balance February c\

a

<

47 barrels tarvia.$176 25
30 tons of whole rock. 196 00
300 tons of crushed rock. 300 00

King.
Trial

city

out of the

The prize,

1

with the contract.
That the city* treasurer, C. J. Pattee, be authorized to credit to the account of stone and
tarvia the sum of $312 70 and charge to the
assets and liabilities account in further adjustment of the city’s trial balance as of March 1,
1915, to conform to the inventory of the actual
amount of the material then on hand, the
amount of material being as follows:

Total.$671

people

j preceding day.

Mrs. George M. Gray, wno has been
in
uiitnuance
in
me
clerking
! for J. W. Ferguson & Co., went to Gardiner
night, including many 1
to
her
recently
who
is
join
husband,
school children and young people from Searsemployed
in Gardiner, Mrs. Gray will clerk for
Buzzell
port and other nearby towns. It was the pret- |
& Weston in Augusta.
| tiest fight of the four
years, everyone taking ;
Dinsmore of B. C, Dinsmore & Son; Elon B.
George and Maurice Reynolds of Unity were
Gilchrest, assistant treasurer of the Belfast what came their way with the best of gr ce and
visiting in town recently, the guests of Mr.
Savings Bank, and Henry Mudgett, the popu- retaliating in kind. 1 he hand hv request, re- and Mrs, olanard Gibson. Mrs.
Lizzie
lar clerk in H. W. Clark’s. Their escorts were
peated the overture given at the Band Min- nolds, the boys’ mother, isil! at her domeReyiu
William H. Hall of the Hall-EUis Hardware strels and it was received with rounds of ap- Unity.—Fairfield Journal.
Mr. and Mrs. Fitzroy Kelly of
Co„ C. B. Holmes of the Consumers Fuel Co., plause. Arthur N. Johnson sang by request
Newbury
the engagement of their
and Herbert B. Foster of the Old Corner Drug and Morris L. Slugg spoke of the depleted street announce
daughter,
St. Barbe
Gladys, to
store.
They received an ovation and most of condition of the band’s treasury and made a I non of Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt h. Eustis ofEustis,
WinGeorge
the crowd seemed to enjoy the joke played on strong appeal for all to help our band. C, L Chester.—Boston
transcript.
them by the management. There were thirty Pratt of the Teddy bear booth offered to give
Miss Geneva Stephenson and a classmate at
other couples in costume including Spaniards, i 20 per cent of his evening’s receipts to the Coburn Classical
Institute, Miss Alice Cloutier
band
and
presented them with $5 10.
pierrots, a nun, dunces, a bride, folly, clowns,
of Vassalboro, arrived Friday to remain over
The total attendance during the week fell
etc. The first prize for the prettiest costume
with Miss Stephenson’s parents, Mr.
j Sunday
went to Miss Ida Carleton, who represented short of the 1915 fair, but exceeded that of and
Mrs. D. F. Stephenson.
|
Folly in a pink and white striped costume with 1914.
At the meeting of the New England Hisspangled decorations. Albert H,Morse received
toric Genealogical Society at its rooms in BosNEWS OF THE GRANGES.
first prize for the handsomest men’s

give

July 4, 1862,
Ephraim ar.d Elmira Knowlton, and

was

An

PERSONAL.

Old Folks Day.
Miss Lucy E.
but the storm that afternoon and evening preEasting left Monday to visit
m Portland and
vented the attendance of some of the old weight, 14 pounds.
Boston.
Harvard Dwinal, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harfolks who had planned to be present. The
Miss Grace Luce of
Liberty is the guest of
prize winners were each given a coupon good vard Salisbury of Belfast* aged 4 months, Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Luce.
for one dollar in trade at any store in the city weight, 16 pounds and 9 ounces,
Alfred Johnson of Boston left Feb. 1st for a
John Scott, son of Dr. and Mrs. John B.
they might select. The prizes were awarded
few weeks’ visit at Panama.
of
Darling
Belfast, aged 17^ months, weight
as follows:
Miss Lena A. Rose of North Islesboro was in
Oldest lady present, Mrs, J. N. Stewart of 30 pounds and 8 ounces.
Belfast last Friday on business.
Other
entries were:
Belfast, who will be 90 years old Feb. 23d.
Herbert Hilton Young of Belfast.
Miss Katherine E. Brier left Tuesday fora
Oldest man present, Henry E. Babcock of
Marian Frances Rock wood of Belfast,
few weeks’ visit in Norfolk, Va.
Belfast, 88 years.
Jennie Marie Pi Hey of Belfast.
Oldest man coming the longest distance
Mrs. W. L. Howe of Lincolnville is the guest
|
Doris Lillian McMahan of Belfast.
Thomas B. Cook of Unity, 81 years.
I of her sister, Mrs, Esther G. Davis.
Lloyd Ivan Jackson of Belfast.
Oldest lady coming the longeat distance,
Mrs. N. C, Partridge of Saudypoint returned
Irene Verna Berry of Belfast.
Mrs. Olive F. Mixer of Brooks. 77 years.
home Saturday from a few days’ visit in this
The
dolls
Oldest married couple present, Mr. and Mrs.
congress was also held in the
city.
Henry E. Babcock of Belfast, married 62 booth of the Central Maine Power Co., and
Miss Nellie Hichborn of Stockton Springs ie
there were a large number of dolls and doll !
years.
a few weeks with her sister, Miss
Others deserving special mention were Mrs. mothers in evidence. The parade was started spending
Emma Hichborn.
T. F. Slipp, Belfast, 88 years; Samuel G. Stimp- from the stage and went several times around
the center booths. The children were all pre- L Mra. George Kelso of Searsmont was in Belson, Belfast, 84 years; John Colby, Montville,
sented with cups and saucers as souvenirs of fast the past week, the
82 years.
guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Josephine F. Knight, aged 76 years, of the event, and prizes were awarded as follows: Herbert R. Knight.
For best dressed doll. Miss Isabel Coombs.
Searsmont was present to enjoy the dancing
Hon. J. W. Manson of Pittsfield has anFor largest doll, Miss Georgie Whitehead.
and at the hour of community singing, with
nounced that he will be a candidate for State
For
most attractive doll, Miss Helen R
Mr. Eldridge S. Pitcher as a partner, gave sevSenator at the June primaries.
Vinal.
eral special dances. She was awarded a pair
Milton Stephenson is spending the mid-winFor smallest doll, one inch long, Misses
of slippers for her graceful dancing.
ter recess from Colby College with
Ruth White and Eleanor Fowler.
hisparentsP
Mr. and Mrs. E>. F. Stephenson.
Thursday was everybody's day but the Btorm
Friday evening the dance was a leap year
of the morning kept many away, especially
Edward Sibley was down street Monoay for
affair, the ladies returning the courtesies of
those in the surrounding towns. The com- the
previous evenings, and was much enjoyed, the first time since an illness w hich had conwas
a
feature
of
the
munity singing
pleasing
fined him to his room for
particularly by the younger set.
severa^ w-eens,
morning, with several good voices in the floor
Arthur N. Johnson sang two sojos and was
Mrs. H. W. Cook of Brunswick was in Belbooths joining in the familiar songs. As early
heartily encored.
fast Thursday and Friday on business in conas 6 30 p. m
the crowd began to collect in orSaturday was Grange day and brought in nection with the Chilureii’s Aid Society of
der to secure desirable seats in the balcony to
more
from

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS.
The following accounts were read, approved
and ordered paid:

A

t.v/uu.vu

his friends and

Elizabeth Haswell.

and two

The regular meeting of the City Government was held Monday evening with Mayor
Charles R. Coombs presiding.

Contingent.$
Highways.
High school.
Transportation of pupils.
City building..
Street lights...
Free Library.
School contingent.
Free text books and supplies..
School repairs and insurance..
Paupers.

Hills of Belfast, sired 17 months,
weight 30
pounds and 6 ounces.
Olive Estelle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
A. McMahan of Belfast, five months old*

The Food Fair.

City Marshal George W. Frisbee reported
for intoxication; two persons conto the poor.
He served the city as treasurer veyed to the Bangor Insane Hospital, and 16
nights’ lodgings furnished. The report was
| from 1883 to 1894. After the death of J. Y.
McClintock
he managed that estate until the accepted.
|
Stephen S. L. Shute reported five still fire
[ property was sold to the Dunton Brothers.
He was a life-long advocate of temperance; alarms, as follows: Jan 3d, fire in Elizabeth
Knowlton block, Main street; Jan 12, chimney
was one of the prime movers in the Sons of
Temperance and one of the early members of fire at 74 Union street, and tar kettle boiled
the Good Templars Lodge. With hi3 family over in front of the Eaton block; Jan 14th, fire
he was identified for years with the North in chimney of F. H. Roberts’ house at Head of
At the age of 21 Tide; Jan. 15th, chimney fire in Hatcil Gott’s
Congregational church.
house, corner of Cross and Spring streets. No
years he united with Phoenix Lodge, F.& A.M.
damage in first four and in last only slight. see the masquerade and the five Boston ballet
and was one of the oldest past high priests of
The report was accepted.
dancers advertised by the managers to appear
Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter. He was a
The following orders were read and passed
and lead the grand march.
charter member of Palestine Commandery,
Promptly at 9 the
orchestra struck up a march and in danced, or
Knights Templar, and its treasurer for years. in concurrence:
That a street light be placed on Water street marched, the ballet girls escorted by
He was also instrumental in erecting Masonic
partners
on a light pole already erected and occupied
Temple and was devoted to the order of Ma- by a private light and maintained by M. R in full evening dress and high hats. Their
pink or red tarleton skirts, wired to stand out
Knowlton.
sonry. One sister, Miss Helen R. Houston,
That the Mayor be authorized to draw an in perfect ballet fashion, their pink tights and
who has made a home for and with him at No.
order on the city treasurer payable to Russell
blondine. hair, were all in keeping with the
| 20 High street, survives. When Mr, Houston L,. Carter for $150 00 in part payment for re- role
and their dancing left nothing to be de! realized he was failing he bought the Brooks
moval of brown tail moth nests.
It is needless to say that they
That the City Clerk spread upon the city’s sired.
house on Church street, where he could as
records a transcript of the Trial Balance as of
monopolized the attention of the spectalong as possible attend to business. In June. March 1, 1915,
as reported at the close of the
1914, his sister came to live with him there previous administration, and also a transcript tors, and later they were recognized as
of the same Trial Balance after the changes jruuug UCIUtBb UUBIUCBB UICII, Vl£,t XlVlU X,
and watched over him in his last days. Mr
J a.Jaka nnAAAil
AAAAW^nAAA
U .U

this

town

special meeting of the Penobscot Bar,
church are not selfish enough to
held in the library of the courthouse in Bansplendid evening's entertainment
gor Monday noon, John R. Mason, Esq
pre"r themselves.
They plan a banquet
and Charles H. Reid, Esq., acting as
-rved at 6.B0 on Wedneeday evening, siding
it was voted that the Bar
At the close of the banquet the I secretary pro tern,
attend in a body the services at the residence
be invited to come in and join with
on Fifth street at 3.30 p. m, Tuesday.
A comenjoying Mr. Cooper’s lectun?. The
mittee of four was appointed as honorary
to the banquet and lecture will be
:

upper High street,
and waa associated with Alfred A. Small under
the firm name of Houston & Small. Mr. Houston was also interested in vessel
property and
in real estate in this
city and Islesboro. The
Belfast Savings Bank was organised in Oct.
1868 and Mr, Houston its first vice president,
and a trustee, and waa president from 1888 to
1903. He represented Belfast in the State
Legislature from 1883 to 1887 and waa on the
State Valuation Committee in 1880. He waa
one of the promoters of the Belfast Manufacturing Co, and its treasurer until they sold
to the Critchett Sibley Co. For many years he
was treasurer of the Belfast Real Estate Co.
He was one of the incorporators of the Belfast Hotel Co. that built Crosby Inn and waa
treasurer of the Coliseum Company.
He took
great pleasure in his work for years as a trustee of the Belfast Free Library.
He was
twice elected mayor of Belfast in 1876-77 and
from 1877-78, and gavtfthe salary of the office
on

children were-born to

Harriet Johnson of that

of the

among his close personal friends,
him to speak in a very familiar

tannery

a

passed his early life there. Later he came to
Monroe In early life he married Miss Merry

Miss

brews and repeated that beautiful poem, “Our
Young
Dead," by Hosmer, the noted Unitarian divine
s ian Association of
Washington, He
spoke sympathetically to the bereaved, rea period of about twenty years.
ferring to the words of eulogy that were on
time he has been in very close
the lips of all who knew Mr. Uhompson in his
oth Congressmen and Senators in
home city.
He had lived to the limit usually
House, a large majority of them

^

conducting

In 1908 he removed to

county.

Waldo

f'

Democrat

a

governor of Maine against Hon. Edwin C.
Burleigh and was defeated, but cut down the

in the 3d district

Abraham

what

as

the stump in every campaign.
was the
Democratic candidate

was on

tion

see

part in politics

active

took an

and

would he

^^b

that

rning will be upon the
All
tre Here Today.”
to

^E
^E

lawyer to invade the Waldo courts at
time, and he admitted that it was rather
slim pickings on the start, but he finally made
good and for nearly 25 years was a beloved
; and respecfed citizen of Belfast and his removal to Bangor was a matter of general regret. He was a law partner of Hon. Robert
F. Dunton for a time, and when the partnership was dissolved continued his practice. He
young

but declined to enter the contest for

filled.

was

sermon at the

^E

The

formidable array of

a

legal talent including A G. Jewett, William
H. McLellan, Nehemiah Abbott, and others,
and Mr. Thompson used to say that it waB
like Daniel going into the lions den for a

Unitarian

mBL

Belfast to practice law.

to return to return to

and

;ure.

hoir

law in

Belfast at that time had

Uiurcnes.
Prof.

after opened an office for the practice of
Vasealboro, and was there elected to
hiB first office, that of superintendent of
schools. In 1876 it was Vassalboro’s turn to
furnish a candidate for the legislature and
Mr. Thompson was nominated and elected.
He declined a second term, as he had planned
soon

martyr, Mr. Houston was educated in the
public schools and from early manhood waa
identified with Belfast’s business life. He was
engaged for many years in the wool business,

City Government.

NUMBER ft

coffee will be served. Children will be admitted during the lecturer’s hour.

and

a

■

That the grange and the church almost always work together, was the statement of ExState Master Charles S. Stetson of Greene

Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 2nd, at the annual
subordinate grange
lecturers held in City Hall, Augusta.
About
400 were present. State Master W. J. Thompof China urged the lecturers to awaken
son
the dormant energies of the granges.
A message from the National grange was brought by
conference of Pomona and

:

j
|
I

Mr.

Stetson, chairman of the executive

com-

mittee of the National grange, while definite
lines of study for lectures were pointed out by

Merrill of the State College of
meeting continued through
Thursday with W. T. Guptill, Commissioner of
Agriculture and leading grange workers of the
State having a part in the program.

Dean Leon S.

Agriculture.

The

Burnham Grange Burnham, has adopted the
following resolutions of respect:
Whereas, it has pleased our Heavenly Father
in His infinite wisdom to remove.from Burnham
grange, No. 500, sister Sarah Delilah Perkins,
a charter member of this grange; therefore, be
it.
Resolved, That Burnham grange has lost a
valued and honored member, one who was ever
faithful in attendance, and her presence will be

missed and her memory cherished.
Resolved, That the sympathy of.the members
this grange be extended to the bereaved
family in their great loss.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family of the deceased and a
copy placed on our records.

of

uui

uidun

days

out of

ivceuircu,

mourning

for

30

urapeu in
respect to the

Augusta

Granite Grange, North Searsport,has adoptthe following resolutions of respect:
Whereas. God in His infinite wisdom has

ed

again
our

entered our order and taken from us
beloved sister, Mrs. Charles Gilkey; there-

fore, be it

Resolved, That in the death of Sister Gilkey
Granite Grange has lost one of its most esteemed members.
Resolved, That the Grange deeply sympathizes with the bereaved husband and son, and
while we know how feeble and inadequate our
ministrations of consolation must, appear to
them in their great grief, we wouid earnestly
point to One abundantly able to console and
comfort them.
Resolved, That our charter be draped fur
thirty days, and that a copy of these resolutions be placed on our records and a copy be
sent to the sorrowing family, and also to the
papers for publication.
Susie E, Carter,
Committee
Carrie B. Spaulding,
on
Augusta Stevens,
Resolutions.

)
)

►

THE AIK KAIDS ON ENGLAND.
London, FeD. 3.
ernment

The removal by the Govthe restrictions on the

of most of

publication of

news

about the air raids has

re-

flood of accounts of the latest visit of
the raiders. A part of Staffordshire was the
only place in which much material damage
was done.
The towns in this district were
fully lighted when the Zeppelins approached
and the light appears to have been of considerable use to the visitors, before the electricity
could be shut off. The deaths and injuries in
this district were in many cases attended by
leased

a

a

brief visit with

Frederick party will leave for the South
days, planning to visit i Savannah,
spend a few days at Palm Beach, returning
later to St. Augustine, the jewel of the Florida
east coast. Here they will remain until early
in May, then journey leisurely north by way
The

in

few

a

of

Washington.

Crosby, puichasing agent of the
Navigation Co. of New York, Mrs.
Crosby, Mrs. Fields C. Pendleton, he.- mother,
and Miss Alice Pendleton, left New York Saturday via. Atlantic Coast line for a two
weeks’ vacation in Florida, goi g south as :ar
Carl

K.

Hudson

Key

as
at

They

West.

make their

htadquartere

Miami.

Copies

Daily, printed at
Pasadena, Calif., of which
Bradbury F. Cushing of Belfast and Boston is
manager, have been received by friends in
this city. It is eight pages, 7^ by 10£, and
contains the hotel and other news.
Eric Collin is the editor, William E. Grattan, financial
editor, and T. Whitford, business manager.
of the Hotel Green
in

Hotel Green

Mr. and Mrs. James C
for

an

extended trip

Durham left
the South

to

Monday
West

and

They will go directly to New Orleans, La.,
where they will remain for a visit. Mr. Dur-

plans to visit
City, Mo., and

ham

his brother William in Kan-

sas

return

Arizona,
Mrs.

Mrs.

Henry

'Belfast last W
her
ill
is

home about the first

Durham will go to Phoenix,
to remain until the first of May.

of March.

ut'

deceased.
Maude E. Mudgett, Ethel M. Allen,
Hunt, committee on resolutions.

for

but Mr a. Smith remained

friends.

Hilton

H.

ednesday

of

and

Chicago
Thursday

father, Edward Sibley, who had

at

the home of Mrs. Charles M.

uow

couvale&ceul.

Mrs.

Hilton

in
visit

was
to

been quite
Craig, but
came

East,

meeting of the trustees of
Wellesley College, having recently been appointed a member, and will remain to take her
daughter, Katherine, a student at WTeliesieyc
to the mid-winter carnival at Dartmouth colto attend

the

lege.
GOOD RECORD

OF A

WINTERPORT

MAN.
A former W

interport

man

tinction in Massachusetts

has achieved dis-

police circles.Edward

Smith, who was born in that town, Jan. 20,
1856, being retired on a pension SaturdayFeb. 6, because of disability by the Lynn.

E.

Mass., municipal council after continuous serthe police department from Jan. 1ft.
1888, during which time he was never reprimanded by his superiors. He was at one time
a
member of the Massachusetts miiitia and
served as a sergeant in Co. L.. and later as
vice with

When
color sergeant ot the Eighth regiment.
he joined the force he was a powerful, athletic
young man with more than a local reputation
as a wrestler.
He moved around with surprising speed, going so fast that his walk approached a run and it used to be said of him
that he could try doors faster than any member of the force. Mrs. Emma Curtis of Orrington is a sister of Mr. Smith.

Maine Is Growing.

The increase in the number of polls reported
town and city assessors to the State
Board of Assessors indicates that a steady and
healthy growth in Maine’s population is going
harrowing circumstances, as, for instance, the on.
The number of polls since April 1, 1916,
killing of the woman missionary with a Bible has increased, according to these reports,4,472.
in her hand, of a baby in its mother’s arms as
A net increase of 1,931 is shown by the tabushe was nursing it, of a whole family as it eat
lated reports of the cities and Hon. B. G. Mciround the fireplace, as also the decapitation Intire, chairman of the
board, thinks the pro®f a workman and the cutting off of a worn- portion of gain in the cities will hold
good in
in’a legs in the street while she stood watch- the towns. Four cities
show a decrease:
only
Workmen’s houses were Auburn, 609; Ellsworth, 10; Belfast, 62; Bath,
ing the airship.
»lown to atoms, churches were destroyed, 119. Total gain, 2731; total loss, 800; net
gain,
buildings were unroofed.
193.

by the

MEMORIES OF SOUTHERN CITIES.

colored cooks were supreme, and

New Orleans.

My first visit to New Orleans was in
June, 1857, going there from Boston via
Albany, Niagara Falls, (where a week
was spent) Chicago, and over the Illinois
Central, just built,

Cairo,

to

by

thence

steamer Falls City to New Orleans. In
the spring of 1858 I was again in New
en

route

from

take up my residence
previous visits were in the
to

there.

days

mates, and
sufficed.
fortune

and

of

customs

food for lunch in hot cliof McClusky’s

hunk of sponge cake

a

McClusky, by the way,
selling soda water at 10

made

a

cents

a

giass. while everywhere else somewhat
smaller glasses were sold for five cents.
The ice cream

The

places were mostly patevening. Some were on

ronized in the
the ground floor—one on Canal street had

of slav-

a fountain playing in the center of the
room—others were on the second floor,
with tables arranged on the galleries

ante bellum

by

well described

Reminiscences

a

structure

Mrs. Dins-

in her interesting paper recently
published in The Journal. So also with

occupies

now

site—was

the

of the most notable in the

one

a

large

city.

with tables at

room

more

was

what continues to be the French section^
below Canal street, and the streets in

which patrons could sit while partaking
liquid refreshments. The story is
told of a countryman w’ho wandered in

very

XI.

Next day began most inauspiciously
with an accident to both pairs of our

of the

day

and

seating

I cannot recall now with any
distinctness the impressions of a youth
in his teens, who had never been beyond

juleps. Calling a-/aiter

Boston from his home down in Maine, of
this foreign city—a city foreign in lan-

bring me one of them drinks with grass
in it.” The waiter returned with the

general.

one

on

around and saw others

glasses,

a

the very

catastrophe
near-sighted

which only

with

sympathize.
choice specs” a
can

himself looked

Donning

drinking

visit to the oculist at his opening hour
necessitated a hurried taxi ride to the
Santa Fe station in time for the San

mint

he said:

“Boy,

“second

our

at

a

little table ii

de Panama below us, and realized tha
we were still in Uncle Sam’s domain

however tropical the surroundings.
There was little or no excitement or
the "Isthmus,” and the only Concessioi
that interested us was the Painted Des
ert of the Santa Fe. Here, in a spaci
of several acres were gathered representall the southwestern

Indiar

and here the tourist could witness

tribes,

daily life

the actual

their homes,

On<
their domestic life,

of the Indians.

ing

Diego.

San

It

ate

their work of pottery making, baskel
and blanket weaving, and the hammer

HEL.EN Ivi, TODD.

BY

we

roof-garden we watched a parade o
U..S. soldierB and marines in the Plazt

saw

fix

As

country.
the

out of silver and copper ornaments,
their ceremonial dances and their religious rites. Every phase of Indian life
was represented, and each tribe, frorr
the Cliff Dwellers to the Navajos, hac
its owr, abiding place. The adobe huts

had been made by the Indians themselves and brought from Arizona and

Mexico.

New

Cactus and pinon wood

SIRES AMD SONS.

;

Ryan, like President Wllexceedingly fond of detective

Thomas F.

anxious bird even necked my nose—no r
did they leave until the last choice mor
sel of corn was gone.
A little tea-room in the balcony of tb ,1
Indian Arts building, under the man
agement of the local D. A. R., attractei
us, and with its Colonial furnishingB i
seemed a delightful bit of old New Eng
land slipped into the heart of a foreigi 1

atives of

ot

Western Travels,

of

the old St. Charles Hotel—I use the preadvisedly as a new and more splendid

At the time of my first visit New Orleans was essentially a French city, with
a small American colony in the Garden
so

or write to-day for free sample.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.

Families and

built out over the street.

days, as I did later with the changes parties would occupy these tables
wrought by the Civil war and the busi- whole evening.
ness activity which followed its close.
The bar room on the ground floor

district,

Don’t bolt your food. Your stomach is not a food-chopper. Take time
easy, while you eat, or you will soon
have a hard time with your stomach.
Remember your teeth are to chew
with. Keep this in mind and your
stomach will he grateful.
Indigestion
and dyspepsia are caused by fast eating. Go slow, and don’t bolt your
food. When your stomach is upset,
your liver out of order, or your bowels
need attention,
take “L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine. It will soon settle the stomach, regulate the bile, and
■establish good habits. For over sixty
years, many hale and hearty people
have found it a reliable stomach remedy. Try it yourself and know how
good it is.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,

big glass

a

soda water and

ery and my social relations and environment through relatives were such that I
became thoroughly familiar with the
manners

heavy

for

care

San Antonio,
Texas, to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, to
join the 2nd division ol' the Utah army
and cross the Plains; again in December,
1858, to spend the winter; and in December, 1865 I sailed from New York in the
steamer Eastern Star for New Orleans,
Orleans

eagerness to be fed. They balanced o;
my bead and they perched on my hand
as I tried to scatter corn—one over

EAT SLOWLY
and Grow Strong

you

ceuld also have Spanish, Mexican or
French dishes at their best.
I have
never seen or eaten finer beefsteaks than
were served at a New Orleans restaurant, and I still recall my last dinner in
the Crescent City, which included green
turtle soup and broiled pompano—the
daintiest fish that swims. One does not

1

son, Is
stories.

Edwin V. Morgan, American ambassador to Brazil, has presented to the
Widener library at Harvard 600 volumes of Brazilian history and literature.
Professor Charles Vancouver Piper,
known as the “grass man" of the department of agriculture, is responsible
for the introduction of Sudan grass In
this country, through which a remark
able revision of land values in some
parts of Texas has already been created.

MRS. CROSBY’S SUMMER HOME, NORTHPORT AVENUE. BELFAST.

Professor Theodore W. Richards of
Harvard, to whom has been award- j
ed the Nobel prize for chemistry, is d! I
rector of the Gibbs memorial laboratory, Is author of papers on the siguflcance of changing atomic volume and
has revised the atomic weights of oxygen, copper and other elements.

—

--

--—

Counfc Zeppelin, Germany’s air king,
in such poverty In his early years
that he was obliged to live in a little
cottage on an allowance made to him
by his friends. At thirty years of ace
he married a lady belonging to one of
was

the German aristocratic families. For
than thirty years Count Zeppelin
devoted himself to the construction of
dying machines.
more

Why bear those pains?

Flippant Flings.
Mrs. Belmont has written an opera
for the suffrage cause. A ballet for the
ballot, as it were.—Detroit Free Press.

A

from the real Painted Desert
|
perspiring porter hust- brought
gave the necessary “local color.” We
So Japan wants cash for the bayo
guage. in manners and customs and in juleps, the man took a sip, and then, led us aboard our Pullman, and then we
a
hour there, and in the
nets she sent to Russia? Isn’t she willarchitecture
Subsequent visits, follow- turning to the waiter, said: “Boy, keep waited for the wheels to turn —ami wait- spent delightful
we
purchased Indian ing to charge bayonets?—Pittsburgh
ed by several years residence, obliterated bringing 'em.” Near by was Santinis’ ed and waited. The temporary non-ex- “trading-post”
Chronicle.
baskets and blankets as well as —I shall
these early impressions.
Living and with its tiled floor, walls all marble and istence of the Bakersfield tunnel was
Now they say that Venus is inhabhave to confess—the inevitable post
relations
the
French
frescoed
and
bar
social
in
was
mirrors,
ceiling
|of again brought to our notice, for it
having
ited. In that ease should the earth
cards.
quarter I was yet in touch with business marble and mahogany. Only sterling sil- over an hour before a connecting train
wigwag its congratulations or its eoneiecinc cnairs, or
and journalism and thus became familiar ver was used, and at noon patrons were pulled in, and we were again travelling
eiectriquettes,
which
were
so
numerous about
the
A honntiful
with all sections of the city; with the served individually with a dainty lunch. smith
A Cincinnati judge holds that a baby

Diego

train.

A

opera at the Theater d’Orlears and later
at the New Opera House, both in the

On

Carondalet

uroKers ana

cotton

buyers had their offices, was
Fred Gruber, pro-

Dewdrop Inn,

the

Here

prietor.

tre, the home of the legitimate drama,
and the St. Charles Theater, both above
Canal street: the water front with its

where

street,

at noon

a

table, daintily

appointed,

would beset, with a round of
beef at one end, a ham at the other, and
various delicacies and relishes between,

aipfl

grounds possessed a strong fascination
for me, so one evening about dusk we
hired one and started for

the street
as the motorcar.
But would this Involve the same penalty for speeding?—

broke

gardens. We

Pittsburgh Gazette-Times.

the sands.

on

moment at

a

As

we

little station

paused for
we caught

a

a

were

a tour of the
toid that the mechan-

ism of the chairs was so simple that “a
child could run them.” In that our informant doubtlesB spoke the truth, but

glimpse of the ruined Mission of San
Capistiano, one of the oldest of the
for the patrons, mostly substantial busi- Missions, founded in 1776, where, by the it might quite as truthfully hsve been
and four abreast loading cotton, the lug- ness men, to help themselves. Near the way, the last scene of the Mission Play added that they were so slow that the
gers from down the er st with fruit, post office was the Sazarac, extending we had seen at San Gabriel was laid. proverbial tortoise could beat them. On
vegetables and fish, the broad levee through a whole block from one street Frequent glimpses of the broad highway level ground, or a down grade, we got
covered with cotton bales, molasses in to the other, and which was said to of El Camino Real were vouchsafed to on famously, but when we attempted to
casks and sugar tn barrels, hams and yield its proprietor a yearly profit of us also, and we watched for the Mission climb a slight incline our power slowed
shoulders stacked up like cordwood; the $100,000 to $150,000.
In the French Bells, which are posted at frequent in- down- to an almost minus quantity, so
French market for many years one of quarter the drinking places were more tervals along its length. The many that Will decided to get out and push as
hundreds of river steamers arriving and
departing daily, the ships moored three

chief attractions to visitors, the
‘short dinners"—not, however, so-called

the
—

at

line club

preceded

the

beginning

of

then hut

one

organization

served

Kieiie of Comus—that obMardi Gras with a spectacular

ones

termed

For three successive years these tickets
earned o me, and one year I had the honor,
and pleasure, of escorting five ladies to

black mammy who had cared for my
ir. her childhood and was now
raring for her children. The colored
aunt

negroes' paradise,

the

the passing scenery to the other
occupants of the car platform, who were

there

many free colored men and women
of wealth, who wore tine clothes and

of anyone from the outside world.
colored porter on the car behind us

rivaled the white citizens in their

them

of diamonds and other

display
expensive jew-

Others hired their time from their
owners in the c. untry and lound remun-

}

was a

supply.
Mississippi river
water

houses

Most

had

the

It
water, undiluted.
was about the color and nearly the consistency of pea soup, and could not be

used without filtering

or

left to settle in

The

spied

also, and thereafter spent the
greater part of his time in the door of

or

white

An

ordinary

house

was

man or woman

in the north.

And

when you take into consideration what
owners of servints had to do, in

I

|
1

hastily back into the
decorum 'consistent

paid $20 a month, and it took
three to do the work done by one dignity.

servant
two

dear.

turbed

to

with

preserve the
his porter’s

were

as

undis-

non-existent, and
“play gooseberry” too long

if we were

as

rather than

retired into the

we

maintaining

and allowed them the

them in sickness and old
age, the labor was no less expensive and
with greater care and responsibility.
1 have by no means exhausted the sub-

car

But the lovers

the

to our own seats

car

rear

platform

un-

molested.
San

Diego presents

a

bewildering

ar-

ject, |but

ray of hotels to the stranger, and buses
from them all were in waiting when we

Orleans to

arrived in the attractive railway station,
which is built in the favorite Mission

may have exhausted the reader,
and so bring these memories of New
a

dose.

C. A. p.

to any city.
We took our seats in the “double-decker” motor bus belonging to the U. S.

style,

CAUSED BY THIN BLOOD
Many people

trouble because

think

they

Mrs. Lottie Springer from Windsor is
visiting her sister, Mrs. M. J. Nelson.
Mr. and Mrs. John Black, Jr., from
Freedom visited his father, John Black,
two days last week.

silver,

dicament

and

wheeled

like babies in

us

coming

saw

to
a

pre-

our

our

rescue,

was no

danger

of our ever exceedlimit in that vehicle.

and would do credit

Grant,

and were soon whisked up town
the hotel, which has a beautiful location fronting the Plaza, and is one of the
to

where the air was sweet with the perfume of the roses and honeysuckle that
The night
grew thickly all about us.
had the balmy softness of the South,

the bright stars shone overhead and the
lights of San Diego twinkled in the distance, while behind us, through the thicket of pepper trees, glowed the splendor
of the

Exposition.

disturb

our

No

one

came

solitude, and when

near
a

to

little

distance away a nightingale sang softly
we felt that
the memory of the San

Diego Exposition would linger with us as
a dream of beauty.
The illusion was not

dispelled even when we returned to the
U. S. Grant, for there we found an orchestra playing in the lobby, and as we
listened we watched1 from the balcony
garden the ever changing colors in the
beautiful electric fountain in the plaza

below.

we

found in the West.

and the transformation of the arid

mesa

side

trip to Tia Juana, Mexico, from San
vegetation
Diego, but we had been strongly advised
come, has been a veritable triumph for not to do so, since Tia Juana was
simply
the landscape gardeners of San Diego. a collection of
gambling dens with “loto the Paradise of

Thp huilriincrs

it has be-

all of thp Mission f.vnp

arp

of architecture that

California,
a

in Southern

and their cool whiteness

was

the eye, as the heat of the
was intense.
The exhibits them-

delight

day

prevails

selves

to

were

and after

of

secondary importance,

brief survey of them we devoted the greater part of our two days’
visit to a full enjoyment of the wondera

ful gardens abounding on every hand.
The magnificent out-door organ presented by the Spreckels brothers seemed
to be the center from which all the rest

cal color” artfully supplied for the especial benefit of America tourists, and
that we would miss nothing by omitting
it from our

itinerary. The customs officers, especially Mexicans, were particularly officious, and charged exorbitant

duties
co,

on

as an

all articles purchased in Mexiincident related

by

one

of

our

friends will illustrate. He was one of
an auto
party of five visiting Tia Juana.
One of the ladies purchased an opal ring
in

one of the many souvenir
their return to the border

shops. On
they were
of the Exposition life radiated, and its stopped by customs officials, and when
notes, mellowed by distance and the nothing dutiable was declared, tbry
soft, balmy air, sounded throughout the were each taken to a private room and
grounds and created an effect magically subjected to a thorough search. The
beautiful.

Daily

concerts

were

given

this organ, which is to be a permanent institution in San Diego, and which

on

ring

was

found in the toe of the young

lady’s boot, and she was obliged
a duty of two hundred per cent

pay
before

to

George Belden, Roy Howard and Watts is protected from the occasional inclem- she was allowed to take it into the
big earthern jars, which always remindjars in which the forty rob- Nelson harvested their season’s iee on ent weather by an elaborate and sub- States. The customs officers had been

ed me of the

told in the Arab-

concealed,
Nights. The main dependence,

the Belden Pond last week.

stantial

housing
Troupes of Spanish

of cement.

notified

Arrests Inflammation.
Prevents severe complications. Just put a few
drops on the painful
spot and the pain disappears.

on
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Boston is thinking of holding a
world's fair in 1920.
Here's hoping
Boston changes its mind. Detroit Free
Press.

11

PRESTON’S

Understand that Boston is thinking
of holding a world’s fair in 1920.
What's the excuse or isn't there any?—

Livery, Boarding
Is
situated

Philadelphia Inquirer.
It is said Boston is thinking of holda world's fair in 1920.
Boston had
better think pretty fast or she will be
holding it In 1923 or 1924.—St Louis

ing

’•

|

& Transient Stable

Washington street just oft h'ain street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
ly28

ti

VV. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

I

on

rKuariLt i.

English Etchings.
Middle names were once illegal in

E, K. Grant and wife of Frankfort

ing

relatives in

were

Vacant land, In the shape of building
Bites, amounts to 14,000 acres in Lon
don alone.
London's telephone and telegraph
wires extend 72.500 miles overhead
and 921.000 miles underground.
The Idghest inn hi England is the
Tan inn, perched at the summit of the
Pennlnes. at an altitude of 1,727 feet.

Pert Personals.
Uncle Andy may die poor, but Uncle
John D. has given up hopelessly.—St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

Kipling at fifty reminds us of the
early age at which he reached the
maturity of his powers —Boston Herald.
Wouldn't it be a Joke on everybody
concerned if England should some day
send Baron Astor over here as ambassador?—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

PITH AND POINT.
The wages of sin

are

always prompt-

ly paid.
How much easier it is to avoid debtthan creditors!

It’s easier to get people to take your
advice than to make them use It.
A man’s good opinion of himself nevgets too heavy for him to carry.

er

Politeness costs nothing.
You can
pay your respects even to the bill collector.
—

No one knows how long it will take,
but they’re fighting it out on the same
old lines.
Men who fail—the fellows who are
an argument and a

always there with
reason why not.

—

recent

Bronchial and Lung diseases follow a negcold. As your body struggles against

cold germs, no better aid
King’s New Discovery.

can

be had than Dr.

Its merit has been
by old and young. In use over 45 years.
Get a bottle today. Avoid the risk of serious
lung ailment. Druggists.

“The
The first "black book" of the war
has appeared.
That would seem an
appropriate color for most of them.
Health officers everywhere are advising the people not to sneeze in public.
Save your sneeze until you get home.

According to an astrologist, “weddings will be numerous in the spring.”
Sometimes these astrologists seem al
most inspired.

League

American
has

just

Protective

issued

let entitled ‘Roster of

Tariff

unique pamphthe Sixty-fourth
a

Congress.’

which will be useful to every
person who wishes to communicate with
any member of Congress. The pamphlet also includes letters of approval of
the Tariff League’s work from a large

number of congressmen
business concerns.”

and

practical

TRUCKING

Cry
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Sheriff’s Sale.

lected

tested

With the trenches a stone's throw
apart, only a foolish fighter would attempt to read between the lines.

A.
WHEREAS,
County of

business visi-

j

ous

The great trouble with the man who
gets there with both feet Is that he
thinks the world Is his doormat.

was a

Farm for Sale

dry

<
c

Notice of Foreclosure."

visit

B. Snow of Jackson,
Waldo, State of Mai
his mortgage deed dated
January 20,
tor in Bangor
1899. and recorded in Waldo
County R.
of Deeds, Book 253,
Page 441. convej
Mr. and Mrs. Lindley Dickey are visiting
mortgage to Ira Gardiner of Dixmont,
relatives in Stockton Springs.
County of Penobscot, State of Maine.
real estate described in said
mortgage d
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Benson are guests of follows:
A certain lot of land situated in K:
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harding in Swanville.
said County of Waldo, containing aboi
Mr. and Mrs George C. Ward of Frankfort hundred (100^ acres end
being the
visited Mr. Ward's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ira premises conveyed to me ny W. T Ednr.
by his deed dated January 22. 1898, and
Ward, last Sunday
ed in W'aldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 251
392. Also a certain other lot of land s
Chester Wood visited his brother and wife
in Jackson, containing
thirty
(30) acres
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Wood, in East Oror less, and being same
conveyed to me
F Bessey, by his deed dated March li
ringcon last week.
and recorded in said
Registry of Deed.The Pythian Sisters held their installation
251, Page 426 Also a certain other pi
land situated in Monroe, in said Count
the night of Feb. 3d. The Knights of Pythias
taining forty (40) acres, more or less, am
held theirs Feb 1st.
the same premises
conveyed to me b\
Elwell, by his deed dated October 25, 18:
F. E. Harding of Brewer, traveling salesrecorded in said Registry of Deeds, Bo
man for Hannaford Bro's, Portland, was in
Page 267. Also a certain other piece o
situated in said Jackson,
town calling on the trade last Saturday.
containing tv*
seven (27) acres, and
being same premis
Mrs. Jennie Dockham attended the “Frank- scribed in a deed from David
Hasty,
fort Sewing Society,” which was entertained Samuel C. Snow, dated February 27, 18
recorded in the said Registry of Deeds
Jan. 26th by Mrs. Irene Parker of Frankfort.
184, Page 222 Also a certain other pi
land situated in Troy,
containing on.- hi,
Mr, and Mrs, W. S. Killman visited thei
and thirty (130) acres, and
same
daughter, Mrs. John Boyd, in Frankfort lately ses described in deed from being C. Ca
Lyman
Aaron Snow, dated April 18. 1898, and
Mrs. Boyd and daughter Ada are victims of
ed in said Registry of
the grip.
Deeds, Book 248,
371. Also a certain other piece of land
ated
in
Jackson, containing two hundred
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Fred A.
acres, more or less, and being same pr<
Lane, who bad spent several months in Beldescribed in a deed from Aaron Snow to 8
fast, are pleased to welcome them back to C. Snow, dated November 26, 1875, ami
ed in said
their home here.
Registry of Deeds, Book 212
459. Reference to all of which deeds and rSeveral of the potato raisers have been haul- are hereby made for a more particular dt
tion. Also a certain other piece of land si'
ing in potatoes this week, filling a car for L in
said Jackson and being the same
pre
E. White of West Winterport.
They have described in a deed from Aaron Snow LoS
sold them for $1 per bushel.
C. Snow, dated January 24, 1885, and ret
in Haid Registry of Deeds, Book
212, Pag
Mr. and Mrs. Murch Clark and son, Thomas, being the home farm on which I now liv<
taining about two hundred (200) acres.
who recently came from Bethel, Vt., and had
And whereas, Kate A. Lane of
Brooks,
been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Dow,
ty of Waldo, State of Maine, is the owi
are now with Mr. Clark's mother, Mrs. Delia I said
mortgage and the debt thereby secu
And whereas, the conditions of said
Clark, in West Prospect.
gage have been broken and remain so.
therefore by reason of the breaking o
COUGHS AND COLDS ARE DANconditions thereof, 1 claim a foreclose
said mortgage and give this notice as re*
GEROUS
ed by law.
Few of us realize the danger f Coughs and
Dated at Brooks, Maine, this 28th d
Colds. We consider them common and harm- January, A. D, 1916
3w6
KATE A. LAf
less ailments. However statistics tell us every
By SElH W. NORWOOD, her Attorne
third person dies of a lung ailment. DangerLuther F. Ames

England.

are

town.

by telephone of her purchase,
Eugene Rowe, who has employment
howand Mexican sing- even though it amounted to only fifteen
ian
at South Poland, and who was obliged to
ers and dancers in gay costumes were dollars, and they were looking for the
ever, was the cisterns, which held the come home on account of
Mississippi river barges are to be
sickneSB, has
rain water from the roofs. These were so far recovered as to return to his found here and there entertaining scat- ring, and all protests were of no avail.
equipped with wireless apparatus, but
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking,
it can never hope to compete with
We did regret that time would not pertered groups of sight-seers, and even
large wooden cylinders, put together work.
Mark Twain in making the river faFurniture and piano moving a specialty.
like a cask and supported on posts a few
Several from this way attended the the vendors’ standB, Arab-like effects mit a visit to Point Loma and Coronado
mous.
feet above the ground. They were placed funeral of Richard Belden, whose sad of gay striped blankets supported by Beach, but since our reservations had alLeave orders at the stanie corner of Main
death occurred Jan. 24th. The funeral
four upright spearB, made it easy to ready„been made to the Grand Canyon
outside the buildings and in some places
was held from his late home Thursday
and
Cross streets, and they will receive
Your Hve Hundred Muscles.
for the next day, they were of neceBBity
I do not think
we were in a foreign country.
were very conspicuous.
afternoon, Rev. W. E. Overlock of imagine
The five hundred muscles in the human
attention. Telephone connection.
prompt
left
body
for a future visit. The journey
water was much used as a beverage.
Washington officiating. Sheepscot Lake It needed only the tropica] effect supdepend on pure and rich blood for their health
W. W. BLAZO,
The day began with a cup of strong Grange of East Palermo, of which the plied by the palmB and flowers to com- back to Los Angeles was uneventful, and and contractile energy which is the ability to
deceased was a member, attended in a
the illusion. The pigeons flutter- after we had read the Eastern mail that labor. If they are given impure blood they
coffee before rising, more coffee at
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.
plete
the
become
A
loses
its elasticity,
enfeebled,
body.
large number of people were
step
breakfast, and a light wine at dinner, present, showing the esteem in which ing in great numDers abcut the Plaza was awaiting us there, we spent our the arm its efficiency, and there is incapacity
for
was poured the young man was held.
our next day’s to perform the usual amount of labor
which
and
de
attracted
our
evening
table
Panama
re-packing
He
was
laid
claret,
attention,
generally
What a great blessing Hood’s Sarsaparilla
into a goblet of crushed ice, thus further to rest in the cemetery near his home. when a vendor held up a packet of parch- journey.
has been to the many toiling thousands whose
He leaves to mourn their loss a father,
blood it has made and kept pure and rich! This
ed corn, with a smile and a “five cents,
diluting an exceedingly mild beverage.
mother and one brother, two grandr
The inventory of the estate of the late medicine cleanses the blood cf all humors, inThe restaurants, soda fountains, ice fathers and three uncles, besides other please,” I fell a ready victim. The
Rt. Rev. Robert Codrnan, D. D., bishop herited or acquired, and strengthens ai d tones
bargain in Maine.
Opporthe whole
It is important to be sure
cream parlors and bars merit a para- relatives, allot whom have the sympathy word “victim” is an appropriate one in of the Protestant
Biggest
Episcopal diocese of that you system.
tunity knocks only once; your great
get Hood’s Sarsaparilla when you chance
waB of the entire community.
market
Maine
at
the
time
of
Orleans
this
for
his
The
New
no
sooner
had
I
the
death-in
for
Boston
and
connection,
satisfaction
is to
prosperity
graph.
ask for it.
No substitute for it is like it.
BUY NOW the beautiful home known aB the
corn in my hand than I was surrounded last September, shows real estate, four
abundantly supplied with fruit and vegeRobbins-Frank
farm.
Children
Berry-Heagan
pieces, valued at $16,300; goods and chatChildren
by hordes of hungry pigeons, fluttering tels,
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing untables, fish in great variety, poultry and
$167,423.64, and rights and credits,
FOR FLETCHER’S
der penalty of law. Address
were not exabout, beating their wings, and even $36,821,24. The total inventory of the
FOR FLETCHER'S
game, and the restaurants
F. E. ELKINS, 131 Eureka Street,
celled anywhere. For certain dishes the
CASTORIA pecking at my hat and clothing in their estate is given at $193,244.78.
86tf
San Francisco, California.
CAS
bers

as

i

Globe-Dispatch.

ors

So much of our time was spent at the
Exposition that little was left for the
The Panama-California Exposition first
town itself, but on the last morning of
claimed our attention, of course, and af- our
stay we engaged an automobile for
ter a hasty lunch we took the trolley to an
hour’s drive about the city and out to
the Exposition grounds. These are lo_ Ocean
Beach, an amusement resort a
cated on a high mesa behind the city, few miles
away. Many tourists make a
finest hotels

rights

perambulator,

the ride in comfort, but I may add that
we took great care not to
get caught
again at the bottom of the hill, and that
there

same

Nagging Boston.

to the nearest “chair station.
Here he
testified in our behalf and helped us to
exchange our chair for another with a

car,

erative employment in the city as cooks
in other lines. Good cooks command- I particularly sentimental passage I caught
ed wages of from $25 to $150 a month. his eye, whereat he choked and dodged
was

form of blue and

the speed
carefully and ostentatiously ing
j
On one of our evenings we strolled
I brushing and re-brushing his passenthrough the gardens into a quiet pergola
a
; gers’ hats and wraps. In the midst of
his

or

All labor

“first aid” remedy. One of the gorgeous Balboa guards in his imposing uni-

evidently the newest of newlyweds, and
newly charged battery. This proved a
were so engrossed with one another that
decided improvement, and we finished
they were quite oblivious to the presence

they have kidney
have backache but
more backache is caused by overstrained
and undernourished muscles than by
anything else. In such cases the blood
than falls to the lot of many in the needs building up.
Many rheumatic people suffer pains
north. In the morning, as was the custhat could be avoided by building up the
tom in those days, my aunt would go to
blood.
When rheumatism is associated
market attended by one or two of the with thin blood the rheumatism cannot
be
cured
to stay cured until the blood ia
servants, who trailed behind her, carrybuilt up.
ahe went trom stall to
ing caskets.
v»r. \\ imams nnK lies nuim up mo
stall in the French market making her ! blood and sufferers from backache would
purchases, which were placed in the do well to try this treatment before giving
baskets to be carried home. Poultry way to worry over a iancied organic disease.
Rostand the tonic treatment with
was bought alive and was killed and
l)r. Williams’ Pink Pills will correct most
dressed by the cook. Practically every- forms of backache, even rheumatic.
For people who work too hard or dance
thing used in the house would be bought
much anil sleep too little, better habit3
each day, as at that time there were no too
and a course of treatment with Dr. Wilfacilities for keeping perishable food. liams’ Pink Pills are all that* is needed
The red ants were a great pest.
They to drive away the pains and aches that
would make their way through a cork are warnings of a coming breakdown.
Two books, “Building Up the Blood’*
into a bottie of syrup, find a way into
and “Nervous Disorders,’’ will he sent
to
be
the sugar bowl and seemed
everyfree, if you are interested, by the Dr.
where.
Cochroaches were numerous, Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
too, and the house larder was in constant N. Y. You can get Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills at the nearest drug store or by mail,
danger from these insects, as well as
postpaid, on receipt of price,50 cents per
from rats.
box; six boxes, $2.50.
I
While on ihe subject of housekeeping
PALERMO.
perhaps something should be said of the
very importain and independent person, waited upon by the other
servants, and all had a much easier time

cook

presently distracted

was

from

nights

elry.

the Pickwick Club to witness the procession and then to the Varieties Theater
to see the features of the procession

In the days of slavery J saw nothing
of the I rrurs of this Southern “institution," of which I had heard and read so
much
What we in the North would call
the boss” in my uncle’s house was the

Our attention

were

sent anonymously to the favored
and were not olherwise obtainable.

presented on the stage as "Three Courses
and a Dessert,” before the dancing began. And, by the way, the words Mardi
Gras and Carnival are strangely used, or
rather misused, by those unfamiliar with
their meaning. Mardi Gras, in English
is ‘‘Fat 'Tuesday,”
preceding Ash Wednesday. the first day of Lent, and Garniv
1 is “farewell to flesh!”

These

of opera, and French
drama Saturday and Sunday nights.
New Orleans in ante helium days was
five

were

procession and a ball, and its membership was kept a profound secret. Tickets to the bait were highly prized,
They
were

wine or beer.

open on Sunday, as were the
At the Orleans theater there

were

theaters.

—

Mystic

The

water) light

and

places
was

motorists we saw on the road, and the
excellence of the road itself, made us
think longirgiy of the faithful little Ford
in the garage at home.

or

Lunt.

There

and had their habitue8

who spent the lime piaying chess, cards
dominoes and sipping eau sucre (sugar

the Lake-end and the carnival fes-

tivities that

rooms

Juan

buggy has the

single bottle will

Sloan’s
Liniment

rp.

vealed to us, as the road followed the
shore line so closely that we could watch
the waves of the blue Pacific as they
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STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO, SS.
Taken this

twenty-second day of Jar
D, 1916, on execution dated January
teen, A. 1). 1916, issued on a judgment re
ed hy the Supreme Judicial Court, for
County of Waldo, at the term thereof 1
and held on the first Tuesday of January
1916, to wit, on the fourteenth day of Jai
A.D. 1916, in favor of Robert C. Logan of
fast, in the C >unty of Waldo, against Fra
Logan of Caribou, in the County of Arou>
for one hundred four dollars and sixty
cents, debt or damage, and thirteen dollar
seventy-one rents, cost of suit, and w
sold at i ubiic auction at the office of
Harriman in said Belfast, to the highest b
on
the tenth day of March, A. D. 1916,
o'clock in the forenoon, the following des»
A

real estate and all the right, title and int
which the said Frank E. Logan has in a
the same or had on the second day of Jut
D. 1915, at eight o’clock and thirty minut*
the afternoon, the time when the same *
attached on the writ in the same suit, t
A certain parcel of land with the build
thereon, situated in said Belfast and bom
as follows:
Beginning on the easterly sid
Bridge street at the intersection of Green strt
thence east by said Green street five rods
stake and stones; thence northeasterly, at n*
angles with said Green street eight rods;thi
west five rods to said Bridge street; then
southwesterly by said Bridge street to
place of beginning, and being the homest*
of the late Thomas P. Logan.
Also one other certain parcel of land "
the buildings thereon, situate in said Bell
and being the same premises described it 1
deed of George P. Eames et als. to the
Thomas P. Logan, dated December 18, A
1897, and recorded in the Waldo Registn
Deeds, Book 248, Page 308
3w5
FRANK A. CUSHMAN, Shr
>

WANTED
Good choppers for logging to cut by
Contract work furnished for men and tei
if desired.
MILTON B. HILLS.
Tel. 17-21.
Lincolnville, Me
tf4

Rodier voile, teen late)}, bod the full
straight gathered skirt banded with black

p
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RECENT DEATHS.

satin ribbon from the top of the hem well
up toward the belt. The lower bai.d about
three inches in width and the others
graduating up to halt an inch. Strange

i()c, and 15c.

to

A recent issue of the Boston Sunday
A mother of six children writes: "My baby
Post had the following notice of the was
very sick and a friend of mine suggested
death at her home, 35 G street, South trying
Dr. True’s Worm Elixir. Now 1 have
six children and am never withBoston, of Dr.Arathena B. Drake—New
out Dr. True’s Elixir, the FamEngland’s only love doctor: "The death
of Dr. Drake at the age of 88 brought
ily Laxative and Worm Expeller, in my house. Mrs, B. N.
sorrow to
hundreds of her friends
Gile, West Newbury, Mass."
throughout Greater Boston and New
Lots of other children’s cases
England. Her acquaintance was counseem almost hopeless when the
try wide. Believed to be the only "love
trouble is worms.
Signs of
'worms are: “Deranged stomspecialist” in New England, l)r. Drake
had a wide reputation. She was the au- ach, swollen upper lip, Bour stomach, offensive
thor of several books,chief among which breath, hard and full belly with occasional
about the navel, pale face
was a bound collection of letters, in es- gripings and pains
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitching
say form, dealing with every sort of love eyelids, itching of the nose, itching of the recknown to humanity. Louisa M. Alcott, tum, short dry cough, grinding of the teeth,
author of “Little Women,” was her per- little red points sticking out on tongue, startsonal friend, and Abraham Lincoln, Wen- ing during sleep, slow fever. At all dealers—
dell Phillips, Theodore Parker and other 35c, 60c and $1.00. Advice free. W rite
noted men were among those whom she
had personally met. Walt Whitman, the
/v
Auburn, Maine

y these graduated bandings do not
shorten the wearer as even widths would
s

do. The waist
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draperies were edged with
the narrowest width ribbon, and the sash
made of the widest width.
Summer
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be made up now with assurance that there will not be
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in styles from the models already launch-
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A. BLAIR TALKS TO WESTBROOK SEMINARY STUDENTS.
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The Rev. A. A.. Blair of the First
Universalist Church of Belfast was the

also a personal friend of Dr.
poet,
speaker at the second vocational lecture Drake, and his photograph was always
of the term at Westbrook Seminary, on her desk.
She knew Lowell, LongMoulton Chap 1, Tuesday morning, Feb. fellow and Holmes and
was an intimate
1st, before the student body and several friend of Sallie Joy White, Boston’s first
friends, Bpeaking on the Call of the newspaper woman. She was a graduate
Church or the Call of the Ministry.
of the College of Physicians and SurIn opening he declared that ministry
geons and a trustee and treasurer of the
was not in the sense of the term a vocaalumni of that institution.
Dr. Drake
tion but it was a calling and desire to had lived in South
Boston for more than
the
uplift
world, to devote one’s life to 60 years. She was well known to thousdo good.
ands of the older residents of City Point,
He averred that one to enter the minhaving lived in the now crowded Peninsula
istry must be qualified in the highest district since the days when pastures
senBe of the word and that no one should
and woodlands filled the hilly slopes that
undertake this for his life’s work unless run down to Dorchester and Pleasure
he feels perfectly sure of his ground and
bays. Her medical practice was large
willingness to devote his whole life. No and of wide scope. She waB one of the
man should enter this life as a business
best known and most highly regarded
proposition.as it was not such and today as women physicians in the country. Dr.
in other phases of life there are men who Drake was born in
Lincolnville, Me. Her
are not at all fitted and are utter failures father held
public office in his town, and
in the ministry, whereas in the business her ancestors
her mother’s side
on
world or a regular profession they would
fought on the American side in the Revsucceed. He advised no student to enter
far as is known she
war.
So
olutionary
into any life, in fact, unless they are
had no relatives, living alone with her
adapted or qualified or rather desired to
housekeeper, Miss Matilda Bailey, 60
be qualified.
Miss Bailey had been her
years old.
In a most pleasing manner and interhousekeeper for 40 years. In January,
esting way he outlined the duties of a 1914, Dr. Drake adopted Miss Bailey,
minister and also mentioned the social
petitioning the United States Probate
end. He said that God made the earth
Court for the permission.”
and everything for a direct purpose, and i
like this man was made for a direct pur- \
Rev. Albert H. Thompson, long paspose and place in this world. This is tor of the
Congregational church in Raywhat man should find and has to find his
N. H., whose death, Jan. 29th,
place and if he does not succeed in finding mond,
was reported in our Searsport corre
this place he is an utter failure in the
last week, was born in Chelof cases, because he is not spondence
majority
_I_*
J
When he was
sea, Mass., Jan. 27, 1849.
3 years old his father, a sea captain, and
Dr. Blair who spoke this morning has
were drowned at sea and he
his
mother
an
exceptionally pleasing personality
in the home of relatives at
and kept the entire members of the was reared
Me. He was graduated from
student body deeply interested and was Searsport,
at Andover in 1868,
accorded a splendid reception at the close Philips Academy
and from Amherst in 1872. He was the
of his talk.
valedict rian of his college class and its
1916 A “THRIFT YE \R.”
permanent secretary. In 1875 tie was
graduated from the Yale Divinity School,
‘‘Or. January 1st,” says Merle Crow- and was also its permanent class secreIn 1874 Mr. Thompson was liell in the February American Magazine, tary.
"
the American Bankers’ Association censed to preach by the New Haven
launched a movement to make 1916 West Association, and on Feb. 26, 1879,
‘Thrift Year,’ a movement which has he was ordained at Bingham, Me. From
already developed into the mightiest ef- 1875 to 1877 he was stated supply at
fort of its kind ever undertaken in Georgetown, Conn., and then for two
America.
'One Million New Savers in years at Bingham, Me. In 1880-87 he
1916,’ is its slogan. Through the ‘Fami- was acting pastor at Wakefield, and durly’s Money Department,’ this magazine, ing this period wrote a history of the
from time to time, will keep its readers town for the History of Carroll County.
He had served the Raymond church since
in touch with what is being done.
"The campaign, happily enough, falls 1888, and March 30, 1905, was installed
He long served
on
the centennial of the establishment as its settled pastor.
of the first savings bank in America, the Rockingham Conference of Congreand
the Provident Institution for Savings in gational
Presbyterian churches as
the Town of Boston, founded on Decem- secretary-treasurer. Mr. Thompson was
a Mason and was the chaplain of Rayber ]8. 1816.
“A steering committee of hankers is mond Grange and of Gov. Bachelder Poactively directing the crusade, and back mona Grange. He was a regular correMr.
of them is an Advisory Thrift Commis- spondent of various newspapers.
sion, made up of seventy-five prominent Thompson leaves his wife, wno was
Arvilla P. Hardy, daughter of the late
men, am' ng whom are ex-President Taft,
Cardinal Gibbons, Hugh Chalmers, the Loammi Hardy of Ossipee, long register
automobile man; Eugene Lamb Richards, of deeds for Carroll county, and two
Superintendent of Banking in the State j daughters, Miss Elizabeth H. Thompof New Y'ork, and Herbert F. Gunnison son, who has a library post at Trinity
of the Brooklyn Eagle.
College, and Mrs. Arvilla H. Ewell of
“But the bankers and the commission j Fostoria, 0.
are not boosting alone.
Many other big
organizations have enlisted for the cam- j
John Winslow Pitcher died Jan. 30th,
paign, such as the Y’outig Men’s Christian in Stoughton, Mass. He was born in
the
Postal Savings Bank Belfast m 1842, the son of Luther A.
Association,
system, the National Civic Federation, and Elmira Campbell Pitcher. He enand the Nation: i Americanization Comlisted in the 26th Maine regiment, and
mittee. This last organizaiion and the was
honorably discharged as a soldier of
Postal Savings Bank system are conceti
He learned the dry
the Civil war.
trating on our foreign element. Carter goods business with Hogg, Brown &
1 B.
Keene, director of the postal banking iaylor of Boston, Mass. In 1869 he mar
organization,is sending out publicity mat- ried, in Btddeford. Ella Barren, and the
ter in seventv-two different languages,
same year became associated in business
encouraging people to take money out of with his uncle, T. W. Pitcher, of this
their stockings and put it in the postal
He was subsequently in the dry
city.
banks, where it will be doing active goods business in Rochester, N. H.,
good.”
Lewiston, Me., and in Beverly, Mass,
where he was successful, retiring in
REFERENCE BOOKS
1900. Several years were spent in WashAT STATE LIBRARY. ington, D. C., with his daughter, before
buying a little farm in Stoughton, Mass.,
State Librarian Henry E. Dunnack in
where he had lived simply and happily
forms The Journal that the following list for eight years. The funeral was held
of 85 reference Dooks has been added to : at the late home Feb. 2nd and the burial
will be in the National cemetery, at
the already fine list in that department,
There
survive the
Arlington, Md.
and that anyone wishing to secure these I widow; a son, A. L. Pitcher of Mystic,
books may do so by sending a post card Conn., and a daughter, Mrs. C. T. Richardson, of Washington, D. C. From a
to the Maine State Library, Augusta,
farmer’s son, lacking advantages, he
Me., and paying the parcel post fee;
learned a business, from wbicn, by conArchitecture of Colonial America, Et>- stant application, frugal living, sterling
erlein.
integrity and honor in ail nis dealings
Book of the thin red line, Newbolt.
with his fellows, he earned a compeCall of the East, Fraser; Civilization lence, educated his children, arid left as
of Babylonia and Assyria, Jastro; Con- a legacy lo them a loved memory.
quest of Mt. Cook and other climbs, DuNews was received at Prospect Ferry
and New,
taUi, Constantinople, Old
Jan. 27lh of the death of Rev. Newell
Dwight.
Farm Economy; Fighting Cheyennes, A. Avery, at his home in Ashland, N.
H. He was born in Prospect June 30,
Grinnetl.
Heart of Europe, Cram; Holy Earth, 1847, the eldest son of Edward and Hannah (Harding) Avery.
1 Bailey.
In early life he
!
In the Footsteps of Napoleon, Mor- entered the ministry. His fiist pastorate
was
at
gan; India, its lift and thought, Jones;
Islesboro, where he was orIndian Why Stories, Linderman; Intro- dained a minister July 4, 1875. He
the
American
from
Steiner.
Cobb Divinity School,
graduated
ducing
Spirit,
Bates College, in 1880. He had held
Kitchener, Begbie.
Letters on an Elk Hunt, Stewart; Lib- several pastorates, and for the past ten
i erty of ^Citizenship, McCall; Life and years had been pastor of Christ Baptist
Letters of John Hay, 2 vols., Thayer; church in Ashland, N. H. He married
Lord Strathcona, 2 vols., Wilson; Luther Sarah Chase Goodwin of Wells, Maine,
who survives him. He had been in his
Burbank, Williams.
Means and Methods of Agricultural ! usual health up to the time of his death.
Education, Leake; Memories of a pub- He had been out making calls, and ex| lisher, Putnam; Men of the Old Stone pired almost immediately after his reAge, Osborn; Monroe Doctrine, Hart; turn, the cause of his death being heart
failure. Besides his wife he i3 survived
| My Year of the Great War, Palmer.
New England Highways, Johnson.
by Jone brother, George A. Avery of
!
Origin of the War, Rose.
Prospect Ferry, and one sister, Mrs.
Reminiscences, Abbott; Remodeled j Fred R. Goodwin of Hallowed. Mr.
Farmhouses, Northern!; Romance of Old Avery was a man very highly esteemed,
and will be greatly missed by a large
Belgium, Champney.
of business efficiency, circle of friends. Funeral services were
j Salesmanship
Knox; Soils and plants as related to Agri- held from the oid home in Wells, Maine,
culture, Cunningham and Lancelot.
Saturday afternoon, and the burial was
Travels in Europe, Muir.
in the Goodwin family lot in that town.
War in Europe, Hart; We Discover
j New England, Hale.
Captain William Upham Grozier, U.
S. N., retired, one of the moat notea sea
WAR UPON PAIN !
captains of the American merchant maPain is a visitor to every home and usually rine in the old dcys of fast sailing ships,
and who won a reputation as a fighter
it comes quite unexpectedly.
But you are
during the Civil War, died Jan. 28th at
prepared for every emergehcv if you keep a the Soldiers’ Home in Monte Vista, near
from hardening of the
small bottle of Sloan’s Liniment handy.
It is Denver, Col.,
arteries, at the age of 80 years. Capt.
the greatest pain killer ever discovered.
Simp- Grozier was born in Orland, Me, June
ly laid on the skin—no rubbing required—it
21, 1835, and came of a noted sea-faring
drives the pain away. It is really wonderful.
family.- His youth was spent in ProvMervin H. Soister, Berkeley, Cal., writes:
incetown, Mass., where he received his
“Last Saturday, after tramping around the
early education. Some of the merchant
Panama Exposition with wet feet, I came home vessels he commanded and in which he
with my neck so stiff that I couldn’t turo. I was part owner, were the Commodore,
Blue Jacket, Sierra Nevada, Western
applied Sloan’s Liniment freely and went to !
and the barque Carrie Humphbed.
To my surprise, next morning the stiff- Empire
rey. At the outbreak of the Civil War,
ness had almost
disappeared, four hours after he with the late Rear Admiral
Dyer, enthe second application I v. as as good as new.” listed
at
Provincetown as gunners’
1916.
March,
At Druggists, 26c.
mates.
Capt. Grozier served four years
and eight months to the end of the war,
when he retired with the rank of acting
master.
Upon the reorganization of the
FOR FLETCHER’S
navy, at the close of the war, Dyer remained in the service and rose to the
rank of rear admiral. Capt. Grozier
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pretty afternoon frock of pale
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commanded the United States gunboats
Nauset, Vicksburg and Mohawk. Later,
he was executive officer of the U. S. S.
Vermont, and served on the Wabash,
Ohio, Susquehanna and Powhatan. After retiring from the sea he spent several years in ranching and mining in the
Southwest. He went to Colorado fifteen
years ago, but never engaged in any
kind of business. He leaves a wife,
Mrs. Josephine B. Grozier, and a son,

Joshua Grozier, a prominent attorney,
both residing in Denver.

The funeral services of the late Mrs.
Alvecia M. Wiggin were held Jan. 29th,
in China, at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. W. H. Jones. Kev. E. E. Longley
officiated. The floral offerings were very
beautiful.
The bearers were W. W.
Washburn. John A. Woodsum, George
E. Roberts and T. M. Foster. Interment
was in
the family lot at China Village
Mrs. Wiggin was born m
cemetery.
1842 and was the daughter of the late
Thomas and Jane Webb Parmenter.
Early in life she urited with the Methodist church at China and in 1862 married Isaiah Wiggin and moved to Albion, where they united with the Christian church. She leaves to mourn their
loss, two daughters, Mrs. A. W. Seekins and Mrs. W. H. Jones, both of China;
one sister, Mrs. G. W. Murch of Freeport, Me,, and three brothers, Charles
A. Parmenter of China, J. M. Parmenter of Sidney, Ohio, and Elmer E. Parmenter of Woodfords, Me.; also several
nieces and nephews.
As a devoted
mother, a loving sister and friend she
will be greatly missed.

A highway patkol.

STORY OP THE POTATO.

It fa not of much advantage to build
good roads unless they are kept up. Foi
tnis reason the plan of the Maine Highway Commission to have 500 men patrol
the trunk lines appeals to ub strongly.

Who Introduced It Into
Europe it Not
Known.
Of all the giftB
Europe has received

In the course of

extended automobile
trip over Maine roads last fall it was
brought to our attention that two-thirds
of the complaints at the condition of
roads were for faults that a patrol might
easily have remedied. Stones of all sizes
scattered promiscuously over the highways, and hoieB caused by washouts
were ihe greatest troubles encountered.
At the time we commented on this, for
it seemed such a comparatively easy
matter to clear the stones from the roads
and to fill the holes. Apparently, however, it needs some such organized effort
as the
Highway Commission now proposes to bring about this much-to-bedesired reform.
The delightful scenic
stretch of picturesque highway between
Camden and Belfast would have been 50
per cent better last summer if the
thousands of annoying small stones could
have been raked out of the way. The
surface of the road itself was smooth
enough to permit, of comfortable riding,
but the small Btones everywhere made it
decidedly jolty. And so it fa in many
other sections of the State. Roads that
would be at least classified as fair are
berated roundly for no other reason than
that they are strewn with stones and the
holes and glaring inequalities in the surface are not filled in. This should be
neither difficult nor expensive work and
ii is to be hoped that the highway patrol
materializes with the coming of summer.
—Aroostook Times.
an

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, as.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he ia senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
doing business in the City of Toledo, County
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
each and every
cured by the

case
use

of Catarrh that cannot be
.of HALL'S CATARRH

FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
acts through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces
of the bystem. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toiedo, O.
CURE.

Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constiDation.

from America, none has been more
valuable and of greater economic
importance
than the
potato, and its introduction as
an article of food
forms one of the most
interesting chapters in the history of the
human race.
History relates that the Spaniards on
their arrival in America found the
potato
cultivated by the natives,
and, according
to Humboldt and
Darwin, growing in its
wild state in both South and North
America. The introduction of the
potato
to Europe is ascribed to more than one
man. Some say it was Sir Walter
Raleigh,
others Sir Francis Drake, who
brought
the potato to Ireland and
England. Another version says that it was Thomas
Henot, the mathematician, who returned with the potato after an American
excursion of two years’ duration. Perhaps all werp instrumental in introducing
the potato to the Old World.
In Germany it is
generally accepted
that the introduction of the
potato is due
to Drake, and to show their
appreciation
the people of Offenburg, in
Barden, Gerhave
honored his memory by the
many,
erection of his statue in one of the
public squares of the town.
Others agai claim that the Spanish
seafarers brought home with them the
potato on their return from America. It
has been proven, however, by
scientists,
that it was the Bweet potato andjnot the
solanum tuberosum that was introduced

E. Pinkham’s

Vegetable
Compound Helped Her

DuringChange cf Life.

Richmond,
Beven

Heed

and

Comlike a
new woman.
I al-

ways had

—

dizzy spells, nervous
feelings and heat
flashes.
Now I am
in better health
than I ever was and recommend your
remedies to all my friends. ’’—Mrs. Lena
Wynn, 2812 E. 0 Street, Richmond, Va.
While Change of Life is a most critical period of a woman’s existence, the
annoying symptoms which accompany
it may be controlled, and normal health

the

testimony—it can be investigated.
Herbert E. Patterson, High street, Belfast,
says: “The secretions from my kidneys were
irregular in passage and contained sediment.
Often the passages were too frequent, then
again scanty and attended by a scalding sensation. I used nearly every medicine I had ever
heard of, but without good results.
I finally
got Doan’s Kidney Pills at Poor & Son's Drug
store,J and after taking three boxes, 1 was
cured. Today I am in good health.”
Price 50c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
for a kidney reiiedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills

Mrs. Harriet Foster died Jan. 31st in
Newark, N. J., aged 81 years. Mrs.
Foster was the youngest daughter of

Milburn

the late Henry Darling of Buckspnrt.
Her husband was the Rev. Davis Foster,
for many years pastor at Winchendon,
Mass. They had three children, Henry
Darling Foster, who died in California,
Prof. Herbert D. Foster of Dartmouth,
and Miss Harriet Foster of New York.
She is also survived by two sisters, Mrs.
Frances A. Swazey of Bucksport and
Mrs. Charlotte Thurston of Bangor.
The burial was at Winchendon, Mass.
WINTERPORT BOARD OF TRADE.

Winterport, Feb. 3. Last|night. a representative body of citizens of Winterport met in Odd Fellows hall for the
purpose of organizing a Board of Trade
to co-opeiate with the Central Maine
Power Company in bringing industries to
the towr. Enthusiasm ran high as numerous speakers pointed out the unexcelled
shipping facilities of Winterport, the
beautiful location on the Penobscot river,
and the natural possibilities for development.
Winterport has suffered in the
past from lack of power. Many limes
manufacturers have come to view the
port, drawn by the fact that there is
direct boat service with Boston throughout the year, as well as good railroad
service, but the necessity of using steam
power has decided them against locating here. Now, however, with unlimited
cheap electric power, it is felt by the
citizens that a determined effort should
be made to bring industries into the town
that should be attracted here by its location and other natural advantages.
The officers elected were as follows:
President. Joshua Treat, Jr.; secretary,
Walter A. Cowan; treasurer, Charles A.
McKenney. Articles of association were
adopted, and the second Wednesday of
each month was set for the regular meet-

ing.

THE

Late col. alden j. blethen.
Kent's

Hill

Benefactor.

A fine portrait of the late Col. Alden J.
Blethen of Seattle, the gift of his son,
Hon. Joseph Blethen, has just been added
to the number ot portraits on the walls
of the re-decorated Deering chape) in
Bearce ha 1 at Kent’s Hill seminary, Col.
Blethen was a student at Kent’s Hill in
the 60’s, graduating in '68.
He was a
trustee of the school from 1872 until the
time of his death in 1915. When, in 1882,
Dr. Torsey ;was soliciting funds for the
erection of a house for the president of
the school he wrote Col. Blethen, at that
time editor of the Kansas City Journal,
arking for a donation of $100, Immediately he received a note from Col.
Blethen announcing a contribution of
$2,000. The doctor at once telegraphed
the colonel his acceptance. As a result
of this campaign, Blethen Hall, the home
of the president, was secured and erected
on
the campus at a cost of $7000. Col.
Blethen has repeatedly manifested his
interest in substantial ways, live years
ago donating nearly
$1,000 for the
thorough repairing of the house. Col.
Blethen was himself a school man,
being
for five years in charge of Little Blue,
now the Abbott school,
Farmington, before going into the fields of law and of

journalism.
MANY
Worms

CHILDREN

HAVE WORMS

—the

same

that cured Mr.

Patterson.

Foster

dizziness.

For these abnormal conditions dn not
fail to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Springfieid

HATTIE MAY SWIFT, Libelant.
STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo, ss.
Brooks, January 28, 1916.
Subscribed and sworn to by the said Hattie
May Swift, that the above allegations as to the
residence of the libelee is true. Before me,
SETH W. NORWOOD,
[notarial
seal ]
Notary Public.
My commission expires Sept. 29, 1922.
STATE OF

MAINE.

Waldo, ss.

[L S.]

Judicial Court,
Vacation.
Belfast, January 29, A. D. 1916.
Upon the annexed libel, it is ordered by me,
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that
notice be given to the libelee by publishing an
Supreme

Assets

childhood ailment.
Gross assets.
$8,270,347 15
They make children irritable, nervous and | Deduct
items not admitted.
18,939 71
restless, besides robbing the body and mind of
Admitted assets.$8,251,407 44
proper nourishment. Watch your child.
Examine the stools and at first signs of worms
Liabilities December 31, 1915
give your child a treatment of Kickapoo Worm Net unpaid losses.$ 364,060 34
Killer. They kill the worms, act as a laxative Unearned premiums. 4,617,187 IE
All other liabilities.
67,600 00
and1 expel the worms and
poisonous waste. Cash capital... 750,00J 0C
Tone the system and help restore your child's Surplus over all liabilities. 2,462,659 92
are

a

Agents' balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.

Deduct items not admitted.

your

Druggists.

Only 25c.

at

__

Total liabilities and surplus.$8,251,407 44
3w5

300,000 00
2,112,770 00
6,430,932 00
1,479,571 45
1,345,541 40
68,734 69
16,567 32
11,754,106 86
58,733 26

Admitted assets.$11,695,373 60
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
577,261 47
Unearned premiums. 5,673 329 62
All other liabilities.
364,115 88
Cash capital.
2,500.000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,580,666 63
Total

I A

liabilities and surplus-$11,695,373 60
3w6

Sachets

j
|

It may be for your own personaluse.
It may be a strong
flower extract, a dainty sachet,
a r.ice bottle of Toilet Water, a
Favorite Toilet Soap or a FaWhatvorite Face Powder.
ever it is in the line of Toilet
Goods, we certainly have it,
and in large assortments of the
various kinds of commodities.
°ur
these goods.
We sell all the
popular advertised brands at
the lowest market prices.

Waters

Tr*ilo+
I Oliex Qnstnc

ooaps

CU«wUrv

onavmg woaps
m

Hair Tonics

Face F owders

I

prices.aree£trem»y

■

anQ

Brushes

Surely
to

this is the best place
buy Toilet Goods

A, A. HOWES & CO.
Groceries, Drugs

iFresh

and Medicines.

ORRIN J,DICKEY,
Food
Notary Public.

EVERY DAY AT THE

REAL

Hogan
Bakery

ESTATE

Titles

Investigated

Deeds Executed

Cottages, Farms,

Whole Wheat Bread j|
DOUGHNUTS
FRIED IN LARD AND ONLY

Summer

Pythian Block,

Belfast, Me'

1 IBfe
postal card and you

>

'M
W
H4

10c. per doz.

Homes and

Kents,

TRY THEIR

Telephone 249-3

second-hand’
goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell drop me a

}1 prompt call.
l/l Kit H. „OOMHS,
Main Street, Belfast

OFFICE

James H, Duncan, C. E„

To let in

Inquire

SEARSPORT, MAINE,

Odd fellous block.
ot

RALPH H. HOWES.

Land Surveying,
Valuation of

Topographic

Timberlands,

and

Hydrographic Surveys,

common

health and happy disposition.

$

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash i'i office and bank.

The Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Company.
Assets December 31, 1915
Real estate.$ 131,000 00
Mortgage loans. 163,5(0 00
Collateral loans.
61,457 £2
Stocks and bonds. 6,829,503 00
Cash in ffice and bank.
285,868 36
Agents' balances.
694,771 5*3
Interest and rents.
104,246 40

December 31. 1915

Real estate.

people

in

attested copy of the same, or an abstract thereof, together with this order thereon, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County
of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty days
at least before the next term of said Court, to
be holden at Belfast, within and for said County, on the third Tuesday of April next, that he
may then and there appear in said Court and
answer thereto, if he see fit.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK,
Justice^ Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of Court
thereon.
3w5
Attest:—GEO, I. KEATING, Clerk.

Fire & Marine Insurance Com-

pany, Springfield, Massachusetts.

Perfumes

SWIFT of Searsport, in said
County o: Waldo, wife of Samuel Oscar
Swift, respectfully represents: that her maiden
name was Hattie May Hill; that she was lawfully married to the said Samuel Oscar Swift
at Newark, in the State of New Jersey, on the
second day of June, A. D. 1907, by Rev. Ernest
Smithers, a minister of the Gospel; that your
libelant and her Raid husband lived together as
husband andwife at Newark,in the State ofNew
Jersey, Middletown, in the State of New York,
and at Hall Quarry, in the State of Maine, until
the third day of October, A. D, 1910; that your
libelant has always conducted herself towards
her saidhusband as a faithfu*,true and affectionate wife; that on the said third day of October,
A. D. 1910, the said Samuel Oscar Swift utterly

And the said Hattie May Swift further
alleges that she has used reasonable diligence
to ascertain the present residence of the said
Samuel Oscar Swift, but has been unable to do
so, and does not know where he is.

sense

UP-TO-DATE DRUG STORE"

•

MAY

ior the cause herein set lorth.

E.

We do not carry side lines of articles found in department stores,
we do carry everything to be found in an

Toilet

deserted your libelant without cause, that said
utter desertion has continued for more than
three consecutive years prior to the filing of
this libel; that there is no collusion between
your libelant and the said Samuel Oscar Swift
to obtain a divorce
And that the said libelant and libelee cohabited in this State after their said marriage;
that the libelant resided in chis State when the
cause of action accrued as herein set forth and
has resided here in good faith one year prior
to the date hereof.j
And the said Hattie May Swift also represents that not any children has been born to
them during said marriage.
Wherefore, she prays that a divorce from
the bonds of matrimony between herself and
the said Samuel Oscar Swift may be decreed

Lydia

ut

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.

HATTIE

of

Fretty, Practical, Useful and
Necessary Articles.

for Divorce.

To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County of Waldo on the
third Tuesday of April, A. D. 1916.

use

For All the Year Around

Company, Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

Libel

timely

suffocation, hot flashes, headaches,
backaches, dread of impending evil,
timidity, sounds in the ears, palpitation
of the heart, sparks before the eyes,
irregularities, constipation, variable appetite, weakness and inquietude, and

Oiy

It’s local

the

of

the potato.
Today the potato is the most serviceable article of food to be found, and it is
the standard of all nations.
The greatly despised and neglected
tuber has come into its own. It is one
of the most profitable crops a man with
ground can raise. Upon the potato the
world today depends for its brain and
brawn and daily sustenance.—Memphis
use

by

restored

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Such warning symptoms are a

England.

having

headache

the Change
of Life and was also
troubled with other
bad feelings common at that time

for sake of curiosity and the poorer
classes were hostile to the new vegetable. The Scotch would not plant potatoes
because they were not mentioned in the
Bible.
The true value of the potato as an
article of food when first introduced in
Europe was understood or realized by
but very few people.
For a long time potatoes were planted
by the English notability as a curious
exotic and remained extremely scarce.
Not until the middle of the 18th century
did the potato become extensively cultivated and its food value recognized in

succeeded in

a

during

more

Henry E. Greeley, of the firm of NickThis Advice.
erson, Spratt & Greeley, died Feb. 1st
at his home in Bar Harbor. Mr. Greeley
Kidney trouble is dangerous and often fatal.
had an attack of grip about a month ago
Don't experiment with something new and
and following that Hodgkins’ disease untried.
developed. The disease made unusually
Use a tested kidney remedy.
Commercial Appeal.
rapid headway, but the end was not exwith Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Begin
the
in
attendance
pected by
physicians
Us< d in kidney troubles 50 years.
He became unconto come so suddenly.
Children
Recommended here and everywhere.
scious about midnight Monday and death
FOR FLETCHER’S
A Belfast citizen’s statement forms confollowed at 5 o’clock Tuesday morning.
Mr. Greeley was 58 years of age and had vincing proof.
CASTO R

been in business in Bar Harbor about 25
years aB a member of the firm of NickerBon, Spratt & Greeley, hay and grain
dealers. The senior member of the firm,
Andrew N. Nickerson, died at Corinna
January 1st and Mr. Greeley complained
of not feeling well when he went to
Corinna to attend the funeral of his
business partner and was taken sick
shortly after his return to Bar Harbor.
He is survived by his wife, by two
daughters, the Misses Helen and Janet
Greeley, by one young son, Henry
Greeley, and by his mother and two
brothers, who live in California.

Va. —“After taking
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Vegetable
pound I feel

In France it was only after employing
exceptional methods that Parmentier, a

Don’t be Misled.
Should Read

Mrs. Wynn Tells How Lydii

into Spain.
Those persons who first received the
potato seed planted them in the gardens

chemist,

Belfast Citizens

HEAT FLASHES,
DIZZY, NERVOUS

General

Engineering Work.
lyrll

MEN

WANTED-TO BRING OR MAIL

their Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new. Single edge, such as
Gems, 25c. Gillettes. 36c; Durham Duplex
60c. per dozen. C. E. Sherman, 72 Main street,
s
Belfast, Me.

While in Portland

Slop

at the

PREBLE HOUSE
with running water.
with private baths.
House just put in first class order.
40

rooms

25

rooms

European Plan, $1.00 per day up.
American Plan, $2.50 per day up.
Every car passes the door.

FRANK M. GRAY, Manager
4w3

~

in the Courant’s write-up. It is the first
Maine club to be organized in Connecti'1
•
cut, andjtbe Courant says: ‘‘Its chief pur
Feb. 7,1916. Tbe ultiWashington,
BELFAST. THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 10,1916
pose will be to keep the warm spot for
mate purpose which President Wilson exthe State of their birth in the hearts of
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
pects—or at any rate, hopes—to achieve
its members, and to gather once or twice
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co. a
by his speech-making tours is his own reyear for an old fashioned Maine spread,
election. He realizes that when he is once
composed entirely of edibles grown and
renominated the proprieties of the PresiCHARLES A. P1LSBURY. \
Manager garnered in the Pine Tree State.”
dency will not permit him to go out on

Washington Whisperings.

Republican Journal

The

A.dvertis'NG Terms.

For

one

one

square,

BANISH
Hood’s

inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

reported

the rampage and
threatening to kill all the Gringoes he
he can catch. It is up to somebody to
Villa is

color’

won’t do.
Orders

If

turkey

envious.

received last week to fill
ail the houses in Maine of the American
were

Ice Co.

These include the houses on the
Kennebec, two houses at North Booth-

do

a

called enthusiasm is

And

Jregarded

as

signifi-

coffee is* made just cant.

your

purpose which the
had in mind before starting oul
with his little bag of speeches was tc
The

right—full strength

“Watchful waiting”

Villa first.

catch

would make a

they

on

to

immediate

and clear—and you
pour into your cup cream from the top
of a bottle of the milk Harriman used to

President

leave at the doors of his customers, you
will see just the color of these eggs.
You may have teen told that eggs put

procure a reaction of pressure upon the
Democrats in Congress who afe opposing
his programme of preparedness. The

the

employed on the Boston
Herald before Sally Joy White entered
journalism; and of Miss Knight Mr.
was

Lake

to

to

the writer in
“the best

Washington that
the paper.”

she

man on

cases

it has done

from

Mr. Fowler

Congress.

of Mr. Hinds in bis

was

boyhood

the guardian
and his home

with his guardian, of whom he always spoke with high regard. In a personal note accompanying the obituary Mr;
was

tornadoes

posiresentatives and produce
tion on the part of the recalcitrant Dema

pick

that

them into the next

ru>..ita

...

now

shift of

|

|
|

imnerillintr the Presi-

o

|

|

Belfast

days before

a

full

pansy

grown

man

had

blossoms

picked i
his
i

from

Of course we sometimes have
unseasonable weather—too cold in sum[ mer and too waim in winter; but those

garden.

1

:

of

signed

Degrees

suffers

of cold

more

in

a

are

in

er

ours

announced that more than

Congressmen

Democratic

twenty

had

formal compact to stand togeth
opposition to the President’s milia

tary bills and that recruits

to Florida and suffered from the

went

cold.
one

friends

Last winter

that
same
The
night
premacy.
Mr. Wilson opened his speaking campaign in New York, Mr. Bailey of

Pennsylvania

who leave Maine for the winter resorts do
not always find the change entirely satis-

factory.
:

strangle

were

coming

in almost every hour.
This does not mean that there will be
no legislation for defence at this session.

relative, and

climate like that of

George Davis of Swan Lake avenue met
a serious accident Feb. 2nd while driving
home with the City Bakery cart.
He wad
about 8 miles from the city, and on account of
the rough travelling the iron of the whiffietree broke, letting the whiffletree down or. the
horse’s feet, who became frightened ar.d with
a leap threw Mr. Davis to the ground, breaking his leg. He clung to his horse and with

He
as

served

Governfaithfully
or for four years, ar.d is eminently de-

serving
cupy

a

eminently qualified

and
seat

to

oc-

in the United States Senate.

faith with the

A POLM BY MRS. HIGGINSON.
Of

the

following

Thomas Wentw'orth

verses, written

Mrs.

by

a

Higginson and published

been

'.maw a

nvci

emu

weie

visitors to the Canadian

felUIIlireU

capital.

Dy

ail

The

valuable

library seems to have been
saved, but everything else was destroyed.
The loss is estimated at $6,000,000,
with no insurance.
One candidate for the Republican
nomination for governor has withdrawn,
leaving Carl Miiliken in Aroostook, Dr.
Hagerthy in Hancock, Weeks in Somerset, and Col. Frederick Parkhurst in
Penobscot. The Eastport Sentinel in
reviewing the situation says that two of
these candidates “are not taken seriously-by anyone—possibly not even by the
candidates themselves','’ and would eliminate

third.

“The

Germany,

my

How I

organizer, whose strength with Republicans and Progressives alike, are
hurst

conceded.

"With Park-

Navy Department since the beginof the war in Europe to hasten the
construction and completion of these adthe

ning

the candidate of the party, the
September will be more than a
for the Republicans,—it will be a

this

xt-.....

neglect

the part of the
administration to carry out the mandate
of Congress to equip the navy for adeon

quate national defense at this time?
In a resolution setting forth this condition Mr.Kelley referred tothePresident’s
recent statement that“the world is

Frcm this carnival of crime
Snatch thy noble soul in time,
Before the rising flood of Hate

as

*■«

Why

Germany!

and leave thee desolate!
Mary Thacher Higginson.

]

and

we

are

not

of

our

LINCOLN VILLE.

landslide.

on

fire

daily treading
own

amidst dangers
making and not under
man can tell what a day

control; no
may bring forth.”

our

His resolution

tary of the Navy

proposed

that the Secrebe directed to negotiate

with contractors and government
ship yards to learn the earliest time
within which these war craftcan be com
at

once

pleted,

and report to the House.
“The President has said in his recent
speeches that the country faces a crisis,
said

Mr.

Kelley, “and none could tell
day might biing forth. If this
language means anything, it means that

what

election in

victory

the House, not one is completed.
More important still, no ipparent effort has been made, by the President or

me,

tremble, lest the years
Bring thee legacies of tears!
Lay thy proud ear to the ground.
Hear that muffled, angry sound
From hearts bereft on distant strands.
From ravaged homes in nearer landB—

Engulf,

Democrats have been in control of

the

-i:*:—„

fearsome note—I yearn to save
Thy children from that tidal wave!

an

the Naval Affairs

a

need of defense is.a present need.
Oreadnaughts and battle cruisers authorized by this Congress will not be

our

Several from here attended the food fair in
Belfast last week.

Hartford, Conn., are
The Ladies Aid supper at Mrs. H. L. True’s
forming a new club, the State o’ Maine
available for the defense of the country
Club, in which all who claim a birthplace last Thursday was well patronized and a good- for four years to come,
in one of the sixteen counties are eligi- ly sum was received.
“lienee it seems to me that the first
Mr. Leslie Gray had the misfortune to cut
ble for membership. The Hartford Daily
duty of Congress is to see that the sixtyhis
f
oot
while
quite badly
cutting wood in tbs seven
Courant reported 40 members Jan. 29th,
ships now under construction 01
Maine

and

a

people

in

meeting for organization

was

to be

held

the following Thursday. All the
counties except Hancock and Sagadohoe
were then
represented—Waldo county

by Henry

W.

formerly of Searsport, Dr. Edwin Pond Parker, formerly
of Belfrst, and R. A. Warren.
The

Burri^l,

initial credit for the club is given to E.
A. Jackson, long a resident of Hartford
who was acquainted with and collected
the names of the local men from Maine.
Dr. Parker’s picture is given with others

woods

last week.

authorized for the American navy arc
Hiram Farrow, Esq., of Belfast was in town
completed and made available at the
on business last week and was a guest of Hon*
earliest possible moment. Preparatione
and Mrs. A. H. Miller.
which do not materialize for five years
Mrs. George Brown, who attended the
would not avail us anything if ourdangei
Grange Lecturers Convention in Augusta las is a present one.
week, arrived home Friday.
“I cannot understand how the PresiThere will be a mask ball at Tranquility
dent, knowing the danger as he only can
know
it. has made no suggestion to ConHall Monday evening, Feb. 14th. Cash prizes
will be offered for the best couple in costume gress tlfat the ships now under construction
and also for the poorest. Good music $nd first
class management are assured. A baked’bean
supper will be served in the banquet hall.
✓

to be rushed to completion.
we are not in dangenorthe
President has been negligent in thiq re-

ought
“Eitl^er
*

1

the cart and

Sale

Begins
Saturday, Feb. 12,
Ends Tuesday, Feb. 15

harnessed the horse back in-

drove to the city.

He

was so

was

badly

was impossible to set it until
afternoon, when Dr. F. C. Small was
called and was assisted by Dr. Tapley. Mr.
Davis suffered intensely, but at this writing is
quite comfortable and his many friends ex-

that it

the next

a

j

series of suppers and concert; to be
giver
class and which are sure to have tht

tend

by the
hearty

Valuable things to you at any price
doubly
valuable now.
Come and see what
q
red coppers will buy for you.
w

|

sympathy.
banquet of bates alumni.

support and cooperation of all.
The
A. 1. T. class is the
largest organized class in
the school and is a class of
married ladies,
who in four months have effected a

REMEMBER THE DATE.

Lewiston, Me Feb. 4. The annual banquet
of the Stanton Club, composed of Maine alumni
of

Bates

College,

was

held this

evening

JAMES H. HOWES.

at

Rand Hall.

president, Jed

The

F. Fanning, ’93, of Porttoastmaster, and the speakeis were I
Pres George C. Chase, ’68, of the college; Hon.
Arthur S. Littlefield, ’87, Rockland;
Mrs.
Ethel Cummings Pierce. '94, Lewiston; Pres.
C. P. Quimby, ’10, of Westbrook Seminary;
Hon. Carl E. Miiliken, *97, Island Falls; Prof.
R. D Purinton, '00, Lewiston; Rev. J. Stanley
Durkee, 97, Brockton, Mass; Prof. F. E. Pomery, 'S9, Lewiston, and Will C, Macfarlane of
Portland.

land,

joyable

event. Thirty-seven plates were laic
for the class and their
gentleman guests. Tht
sketch of the class history and purpose, and s
toast to the class were
very capably given by
the teacher, Mrs. William A.
Ellingwood
After the toast had been
to with

was

The Bates

For All the Year Arouro
Pretty, Practical, Useful and
Necessary Articles.

College Quartet,

sang, and several
Earl B. Renwiok, T8.

bass solos

We do not carry side lines of articles found in department stores,
ut we do cany everything to he found in an

were 6ung by
J. Y. Stanton, emeritus professoi of
Greek, for whom the club was named, was the
guest of honor.
Officers were elected as follows: John R.
Dunton, '87, Belfast, president; L. E, Moulton,
'93, Auburn, vice president; L. M. Sa iborn, '92,

Prof

responded

the class song, Mr.
Ellery Bowden, in benall
the class, toasted the Burr club and
gave
brief history of lhat organization.
Following
the banquet a musical
program with readingt
was carried out.
It included an original read-

of

UP-TO-DATE DRUG STORE
Perfumes
Sachets

Portland, secretary-treasurer; L. B. Costello,
'98, Dr. E V. Call, '00, Mrs. Ethel C. Pierce,
’94, Mrs. Aletha Harms, '13, Lewiston. Harold
A. Allan, ’06, Augusta, Raymond S. Oaks, '09
Portland, Miss Helen Vose, T3, Sabattus, executive committee.

ing by Mr. Carroll Young, in which he had eel
forth in rhyme the romance of the class teach-

TOll©t

It may be for your own perIt may be a strong
sonaluse.
flower extract, a dainty sachet,
a nice bottle of Toilet Water, a
Favorite Toilet Soap or a Favorite Face Powder.
Whatever it is in the line of Toilet
Goods, we certainly have it,
and n large assortments of the
various kinds of commodities,
Our prices are extremely low on
these goode
We Hell all the
popular advertised brands at
the lowest market prices.

Waters

Trkil^vfr
I Oliex Qnanc

ooaps

onaving ooaps
B

No Pooh Bah For

Hair Tonics

Rockland.

■

Rockiand, Me., Feb. 6. “The office of
Mayor and that of judge of the Police Court of
Rocaland are incompatible, and cannot be held
by the same person at the same time
In this manner does the Supreme Court dis-

pose of this city’s contested election case,
which has been pending since March 1, 1915.
On tne face of the election returns Charles
M. Harrington, the Republican candidate, was
eiected by a plurality of three votes. After
many inspections of the ballots Ex-Mayor

j

j! Philip

Howard,

the

awe

_

vOmDS ana

I

Brushes
I

Surely this is the best place
to buy Toilet Goods

A, A. HOWES & CO.

Democratic candidate,

Caimed that the corrected returns would give
him the election by two votes, and the matter
was taken to the courts
Mr. Howard was
meantime appointed judge of the
Municipal

|

P uwuetb
nu/rlorc

r

j-

Groceries, Drugs

j
I Court.

and Medicines.

Miss Julia
called

Curtis and Miss Addie B. Cross
Mrs. H. W. Woods Suuday afternoon.

on

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Haskell have gone to
Hampton, Mass., where they have em-

Many people suffer the tortures^of
1 ime muscles and stiffened joints because
of impurities in the blood, and each succeeding attack seems more acute until
t heumatismhas invaded the whole
system.
To arrest rheumatism it is quite as important to improve v -nr general health as
to purify your bloo:,r\i:id the cod liver oil
inScott’sEmulsion is nature’s great bloodmaker, while its medicinal nourishment
strengthens the organs to expel the
impurities and upbuild your strength.
**Scott’s Emulsion is helping thousands
every day who could not find other relief.
Refuse the alcoholic substitutes.

South

the sick list. H. W. Giggey, who has been
very sick with typhoid fever, is somewhat
better.
schools in town have all closed.

The

pupils

in the

Ray

school not absent

The

one

the term

for

cry

on

Kelley

of

little

to

swollen

day

were Ethel
Braddock, Henry
destroyers, thirty-nine submarines and
and Isabel Stubbs. Absent only one
two transport and supply ships authorized Kenney
day, Arline and Lloyd Wentworth. Special
by Congress, or under construction since mentioo is due Isabel
as she did

Germany, my Germany!
Land of magic and of song,
To all youth thou dott belong.
Often in my childhood dreams
Have I sailed thy castled streams;
Met, when lost in woodland ways,
Thy immortal elves a id fays;
And have hailed thy Christmas tree,
Whence the Christ Child smiled

will-

Committee, has disclosed to the HouSe
that of the nine dreadnaughts, seventeen

A

one

the

generally

Representative
Michigan, a member of

Unitarian church of this citv as a candia brother and later, with |others of the
family, spent a summer in Castine. This is
Mrs. Hgginson’s poem:

candidate,”says
Sentinel,“with whom we can make
my Germany!
good in the primary and later in the elec- Germany,
Not for valor in fair fight
tion itself, is Parkhurst, whose qualifiSwells the warning voice tonight;
But for deeds that brand thy name
cations as a man, whose experience as
With the burning mark of shame.
a

Patrick H.

the

lover’s

are

defense has been laid bare.

date,

a

who

and anxious to seethe country put in
state of adequate preparedness.

difficulty

no

carried to his home and the limb

Washington, D. C., Feb. 7, 1916. An ployment in a hospital.
appalling oversight of the Democratic
There is a general epidemic of colds and
administration in providing for national grip all through town, and
many people are on

Evening Post, a writer in the
Boston Transcript says that they ‘‘are as beautiful as they are powerful; surely among the
finest, noblest, moBt enduring poetry of the
great war.” In republishing them the Rockland
in the New York

buildings at Ottawa
entirely destroyed by fire,
with loss of life and many injured. The Courier-Gazette
says: "Mrs. Higginson was
fire is declared unofficially to have been Miss
Mary Thacher of Rockland.” If not bom
caused by the explosion of a gas bomb or i n Machias Mrs. Higginson’s home waB there
infernal machine, by whom placed may in early childhood and young girlhood, and her
be readily inferred. This is to punish brother. Stephen Thacher, was a schoolmate
Canada for her loyalty and patriotism in of the writer. The family moved to Rockland
and later to Boston, where Mrs.
sending men and money to the aid of the from Machias
Peter Thacher, waa enmother country. The buildings destroy- Higginson's father,
rrawed in the Dractice of law until hie Heath.
ed stood on an eminence overlooking the
Some years ago Stephen Thachtr preached in
The Parliament

nave

Republicans

ing

the

as

with

|

and well

The Values are as Big
Prices are Small.

and Mrs. T. P, Leaman and sons Tom
Ross arrived yesterday from an extended
visit with relatives in Connecticut and in
other places en route.
Mr.

and

Hinds says: “The first time I ever went Florida with the
temperature around On the contrary such legislation is aser and interwoven the
Belfast I went with him, (Mr. Fowler)
members of the class. Il
freezing than in Maine with the mere try sured—by Republican vof_s. The speech was much
and I think we lodged in the Phoenix
appreciated and heartily applauded
several degrees below zero. This year of
Leader
Mann
made
that
The
Minority
present officers of the class are as follows
Hotel, and it seemed to me the most our friends went to Southern
California, clear.
President. Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr ; vice Dre^ipalatial house man could conceive of. Of which the railroad literature would lead
Mr. Wilson’s speeches have contained dent, Edith Wingate; secretary, Mattie L
course you must understand that I was a
one to believe is a land of perpetual sunreferences of scorn for those Cole; treasurer, Georgia Chipman.
frequent
small
very
boy.
shine and summer.They found snow which i who would make the
question of national
Someone has
named
KNOX.
Congressman laid on the ground tor two days, and the defence a partisan matter, yet his whole
Peters as Hon. E. C Burleigh’s suc- orange trees just escaped freezing. Then I intent in taking his trip has been to seElmer Penney is very sick with pneumonia
came floods which put the railroads out
cure
cessor in the U. S. Senate, in case Mr.
Democratic support for a plan
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Wentworth were
Sunday
Burleigh should not desire reelection. of commission, cut off light and power which he, a Democratic 'President, has
callers at B. L. Aborn’s
This serins somewhat premature, but if and in some sections caused great loss of formulated and which he would like to
Mrs. Nancy Crosby spent Sunday with her
candidates are to pe named so far in ad- life and destruction of property and left see adopted 'by Democratic votes alone.
While these are It is a common remark here that if the daughter, Mrs. R. W. Emerson.
many people homeless.
vance we might as well take a hand in it,
Mrs. B. L. Aborn attended the Grange Lecand so move to amend by substituting abnormal conditions, reading of them President is sincerely desirous of legisturer’s conference in Augusta Feb. 2-3.
the name of Hon. Wm. T. Cobb of Rock- shpuld make more contented those who lation for national defence, he will abanMr. and Joe Bailey are rejoicing over the
land. Mr. Cobb is not. only a gentleman cannot get away, even if they desired to, don efforts to compel Democratic support
ind a scholar but a business man of with winter life in the Pine Tree State. for it ana will begin to co-operate in good birth, Feb. 3d, of a daughter, Mildred Irene.
widely recognized ability.

Big Saving Event

WITH A VERY LITTLE NAME.

Mr. Walter Carter, who for a number ol
employed by the Rickers of th€
Poland Spring House, is visiting his niece,
Mr8. Warren Pierce.

to

the State

The

years has been

|

|

returned

extended

Mrs. Roscoe Black has returned from Mas-

Lincoln supper next Saturday in the M. E. vestry. It will be the first ol
a

an

sachusetts, where she had been with hei
daughters, Mrs. Wm. Russell and Mrs. Jame*
Cooper.

Scrofula is either inherited or acBetter be sure you are
quired.
quite free from it. Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla and begin taking it today.

hold

Lucy Leavitt

home last Tuesvisit with her sister
day
Mrs. Perley Stanley, in Cranberry Isle.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Liecrou
underwent a alight operation last week by Dr.
E. L. Stevens, assisted by Dr. H. L. Kilgore.
Miss

splendid
dent’s program from a party point of
organization. The class teacher is the
nmintu
anr)
i<717o»*rl
tlraat
thfct
pasview. No change of opinion of this sort
tor’s wife, Mrs. A. J Lockhart, and the
princifarmers flocks and herds and are often at- .has
yet manifested itself among the re- pul officers for the
present months are a9 fob
tended with the loss of human life. Last i bellious Democrats.
Perhaps it is a lows: President, Mrs. C. C.
Moody, secretaryj
week we read in our exchanges of floods
i little early to look for it—but the fact Mrs. L. M. Wharlf; treasurer; Mrs. Bid ward
in Southern California, a blizzard in Colthus
far
the
| remains that
only activity
Nealley. The regular standing committees
orado, extreme cold in the Northwest,
displayed has been among Democratic j are fully appointed and working.
j
enow
the
fail in Michigan, and
heavy
The banquet of the Delta
pacifists, who have been busy every
Alpha class,
deepest snow fall in Boston for seven minute perfecting their organization and M. E, Sunday school was served on Thursj
while
we
did
not
enow
years,
enough j preparing to go to the mat with the day evening by the Burr club in the Ode
get
here to make good sleighing and a few President in a
hold for su- | Bellows banquet hall. Tins proved a very en-

so.

in another column we print an obituary of Hon. Oosby Fowler of Unity,
written by Hon. Asher C. Hinds, who
represents the first Maine district in

earthquakes,

up houses and carry

Opinion.
some

sea

tive

bulls tn recover overdue taxes have
been brought by the city officials, and
the list of delinquents is said to be an
interesting one—lots of people you
wouldn’t expect to find there. Treasurer Stevens is obeying the instructions of
the city government with absolute impartiality and is consequently about as
popular with the tax dodgers as a Zeppelin is in London. To a certain type of
politician it is it credible that his services
to the party in power should not give
him immunity from taxes.— Rockland

In

j

before they reach the Maine coast
and are experienced here not at all or in
a mild form.
We are free from destruc-

Haskell, the editor of The Herald, said
was

The President’s idea is that if he can
stir up the folks "back home,” they will
communicate their feelings to their rep-

9 Cent Sale

avenue.

Miss Marian Tower, who is with her sister
Mis. Jesse Staples, is spending a few days ai
her home in Belmont.

whole system.

school will

violent storms which sweep the middle
west and South Atlantic States, put but

HOWES’

week*

Everett Burgess has moved from Nortl
Belfast to the Ernest Gross bouse on Swai

down in water glass are just as good as President’s prestige is at stake in this
matter.
He has executed r. sudden flop,
new laid eggs, but don’t you believe it.
WINTERPORT.
bay and Bristol and one at Bangort This It is
not so. They may be all right for as Congressman Moore calls it» on this
Rev. Frederic Palladino, Dist. Supt. of th.
order is due to the ice going out of the
cooking—though the writer does not be- question; but his party associates in the Bucksport Dist, occupied the pulpit last Sun
Hudson river and the failure of the ice
lieve in using infirm eggs or athletic House are not as nimble as he is, and day at the M. E. church and visited the
Sun
crop in other places south. We read the
butter in any capacity—but to fully ap- they are still standing where the Presi- day school, where he rendered a solo and
gav<
other day a prediction that the time was
of
his
assistance and encouragement to the classes.
message
preciate those big, rich colored eggs you dent bade them stand in
coming when only artificial ice would be
should go through a course of "put a year ago. In this they are actuated by
Wednesday evening, proceeding a baske
used, but evidently that time has not ar- down” hen
fruit.
two beliefs. They think that the Wilson ball game, a short dramatical saetch will D<
rived and Maine ire will probably be in
!
and
that
given by the students of the High school
of a year ago is the real Wilson
demand for many years yet.
The proceeds will be used in
There is no country or si Hion under
sending delegates
they are doing him a real favor in saving j
the sun with a climate that will suit him from what
a
is
think
misguided
j to the student’s conference in Waterville,
they
In an obituary of Dr. Arathena B.
everyone all the time; and while we do
Friday evening, Feb. 11th, at the High
political manoeuver. In addition they
Drake, on another page, Sallie Joy
not claim that the New England climate,
the i school building, W. H. Lord will address tht
are
that
think
representing
they
White is spoken of as “Boston’s first
teachers, with “The Schools as Viewed froir
or more particularly the Maine climate
sentiments of their constituents in opthe Outside,’’ as his
newspaper woman.” We believe that
subject,
realizes that ideal, it certainly averages
posing a policy which they describe in
to be an error; that Miss Louise C.
The A T. T. class of the Methodist
Sunday
j
well with the rest of the country. The I rather loose terms as “militarism."

Knight

was a

snc

Mrs. Lorenzo Patterson is quite sick snc
her daughter. Mrs. Peter Oleson, is with her.

This disease shows itself in other
ways, as bunches in the neck, inflamed eyelids, sore ears, wasting of
the muscles, a form of dyspepsia,
and general debility.
Ask your druggist for Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. This great medicine
It
completely eradicates scrofula.
purifies and enriches the blood, removes humors, and builds up the

little campaigning under
lucky
portunity
This government’s negotiations with
twelve are usable. But eggs continue tbe guise of presenting his new-found
Germany on the Lusitania horror re- to find their
way to the editors table, policy of national defence to the people.
mind one of the road out west which
and not always singly.
Tbe value of his efforts to this end canAt least, The
ended in a squirrel track and went up a
Journal was favored the other day with not be estimated just now—but ;the fact
tree.
a basket full.
And such eggs! In size that he has awakened little that can be
if nine out of the

Cleansas

Scrofula eruptions on the face
and body are both annoying and
disfiguring. The complexion would
be perfect if they were not present 1

of the

of fresh and is

JCROFULA

Sarsaparilla

Larrabee lost bia horse last week

bought another Monday.
Miss Daisy Stevens of Monroe
end guest of Miss Ethel Savery.

Blood, Skin Troubles Vanish.

stereotyped “joke”
city the stump as a candidate for office. But
papers anent the "egg laid on the edi- now, months before the national conventors table” has become as stale as the tion meets, he is bound by no such rescooler eggs for which the unsuspecting triction; and he is thought here to have
housekeeper sometimes pays the price been very glad to make use of tbe opThe

*

EAST BELFAST.
V. D.

Stubbs,
not
day for the entire school year, and
little Pearl Stubbs, who is five years
old, missed only three days out of the school
year.

miss

GEO. t. JUHNSOf'
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
Has

extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power.
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by

^^roau^^K^Paxtor^Toile^Company^B^ton^MMS^^

Attorney at Lai
3ELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all
as

Courts.S

Probate

pradjH
2t
t

pecialtv.
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one

IN MEMORY OF HENRY E. GREELEY.

ESTABLISHED

“From the dust of the weary
highway,”
Away from all toil and care,
At rest with those who long ago
t
Passed to that country fair.

jThe Republican

The world hath need of men like him;
The generous, trusty kind.
Whose honest acts and sincere words
Uplift the common mind.
The memory of his noble life
ive now he is gone;

Vill

May

it stand

as an

example

To those who follow

on.

Death takes away our dear ones.
But still we trust and know

|

We’ll meet again in that fair haven.
For God had willed it bo.
Delia

Swanville,
raidi

Mabel

Nickerson.

Maine.

anooimp

acauent

at

dtonington

Stonington, Me., Feb. 6, Roy Haskell,
19-years-old boy, who was given permissioi
Saturday for the first time to use a rifle, sho
and fatally wounded Harvey Candage, hi
companion, according to the police. The tw
boys were about to start on a hunting tri
when Haskell, the authorities say, discharge'
the rifle accidentally as he picked it up.
l'b
bullet passed throu gh Candage’s shoulder an
the spinal column, causing his death
few hours later.

struck

GLYCERINE AND BARK
PREVENT APPENDICITIS

!
;
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Journal jl

The Journal for 1916 will continue the policy it
has followed in the past. It has been and will be
a home paper in the fullest
acceptance of the
term.

It is the work of home

jl

J

people and devoted

to home interests.

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS
The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s
—....

$2.00

j|J

2.10J& p

Magazine,

...

^2.25^; ■

^

THE ;PUBUCATIONS|INCLUOEDJllN;OlJR CLUBBINafcOFFER
T 7*5
may,;be sentjto] different; addbesse.sjb«wcm

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS:

The simple mixture of buckthorn bark
glycerine, etc., known as Adler-i-ka, astonish e
Belfast people. Because Adler-i-ka acts oi
BOTH lower and upper bowel, ONE SPOON
FUL relieves almost ANY CASE constipation
sour stomach or gas.
It removes such sur
prising foul matter that a few doses often re
lieve or prevent appendicitis. A short treat
ment helps chronic stomach trouble.
Thi
INSTANT, easy action of Alder-i-ka is as
tonishing. The Old Corner Drug Store Co.

j

1829.

One year, $2.C0, Six months, $1.00; three months, 50 cents.

SEND

IN3YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION

NOW.]

Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast, Maine.
il

II

II

■
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Thomas H. Marshall Circle will have a
Lincoln’s Birthday program at their meeting
next Tuesday afternoon and all are requested
to be prepared to take part.

News of Belfast.

The

will
ladies of the Universalist parish
sale in the church vestry
a rummage
Friday and Saturday. Feb. 17th, 18th

The
we

tist

and 19th.
for severel years in
Leon Shute, employed
& Barrows, has
utting room of Leonard
the

where he has

Augusta
gone
shoe shops.
„„e of the
to

employment

States Naval Observatory time is received daily through the Western Union at
the Old Corner Drug Store, at A. A. Howes &
Co’s, and the Belfast Opera House.

after the firemen’s supper,

starch

story hour for the children will be
next Saturday afternoon at
o’clock at the Peirce school. Mrs. G. G.
bott and Miss Frances Abboct will tell
The

Wednesday

with
eautiful pink and cerise cyclamen
abundant foliage ia
and
blossoms
.»,r
the display window of
.,h.
dig attention in
A
erguaon & Co. A single plant usually
or six flowers.
HS atiout five
\

tv-five

service—why
experiment with the

3 30

Abthe

“other kinds."

Arthur A. Blair was called to SwanFriday to officiate at the funeral of
E. Greeley of Bar Harbor, formerly of
.,le. Mr. and Mr*. Elbri^ge S. Pitcher
mi to furnish vocal selections,

,,.4

ters

lights.

Only

town

original

New York Bargain
ia Frankel
Messrs. George Patterson of the extension
left Monday for New York for her
line and will return in about two j department and H. D. Cunningham of the adof the

She

accompanied by

was

be

daughter j vertising department

York and Brook-

who will visit in New

will

her

practice dancing

a

party in

this, Thursday, afternoon
to 5 30, when Fred G. Spinney will
the new dances. The admission is
hall

lows

Saturday by falling-on
injured
in front of Charles F. Swift's store,
last

There are
was leaving her sleigh.
rnal bruiseH but her condition seems
The cause of her fall is not known.

-he

ing

and dinner will be served at

Circle, and there will be

ujies

Chapter, D.

Cochra-

at their

nigh

Club

an's

was

Mrs.
g

room

A. R

the

inter-

stormy,

six-reel

observed

when
ceived

will

this, Thursday, afternoon and #»venColonial Theater. This is one of

Mrs. Richardson Welcomed. Mrs. OrE. Frost gave a very enjoyable thimble
and tea last Thursday afternoon, invitWilbor Rich-

ardson, wife of the new pastor of the Baptist
church. Many of the guests are neighbors of
Richardson

well

of the

hostess, and
included Mrs. Ben Hazeltine, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Mrs. Joseph Tyler, Mrs. E. A. Sherman,
Mrs. Aibert M. Carter, Mrs. James C. Durham,
Mrs. John R. Dunton, Miss Margaret Dunon

as

as

MIm MdIipI Mutthoujc-

Mrc

A

P

S. A. Parker. Tea was poured by MrsI
Uazeltine, Miss Katherine, little daughter of !
-he hostess, and Misses Grace Hazeltine and
tty Hanshue serving. Music and needle ;
work were the pleasant diversions of the afternoon, and Mrs. Richardson was given a cor-iial welcome to her new home.
Mrs.

j

Portraits of Col. Fogler. Two oil portraits of the late Hon. William Henry Fogler,
associate justice from 1892 to 1898, have just
tren
completed by Joseph B. Kahili, the Portland artist.

The

paintings

are

life size bust

portraits and are excellent examples of the art
f Mr. Kahili. The original of the two portraits
has been sent to Rockland, to be hung in the
Knox county courthouse, and the replica, which
was ordered by the Waldo
County Bar Association, will be sent here.
Col. Fogler, who died
n Rockland Feb. 18,
1902, in his 66th year,
fought for the Union in many of the great
battles of the

Rebellion, notably

at

Fredericks-

burg, Chancellorsville, Spottsylvania, Gettysburg, and on many other battlefields. In 1864,
when

in

command

of

bis

regiment, he

was

severely wounded. In his earlier years the
late associate justice taught school and studied
law in Waldo county and later held various
positions of trust and honor.

a

lighted.

brilliant illumination

Mrs. Cook also

McMahan,

who

as one

of the end-

For 1916

meet

next

j

1

North Belfast, The thr?e-act comedy,
“All Tangled Up,” will be given in the vestry
Wednesday evening, Feb. 16th, under the auspices of the Ladies' Aid
Following is the
cast of characters:
Major Halliday, Victor

|

We have 500 patterns in stock and
1916 Sample Books of

we

Clara, her daughter, Almeda Richards; Vernie,
Plantum’s daughter, Lillian Richards. There
will

be

the

usual

baked bean

supper

at

6

o’clock, to be followed by the play. Admission to supper and entertainment 20 cents_
Fred A. Holmes, who recently underwent a
surgical operation in the Eastern Maine Hospital, Bangor, returned home last week great-

ly improved in health.
Poor’s

Mills. There will be an entertain
hall Tuesday evening, Feb. 15th;

ment at the
if

stormy, the next evening.

“Not

a

Man

in

the

The

R. E. Thibaufs Line of
Peerless Wall Papers,
paper house in the world.

Come in and let us show you the new patterns—
the very latest designs and with the prices that are
RIGHT.
Yours very truly,

CARLE & JONES.

House.”

play

NORTH

|

j

fast, Maine'.

adventures,

Miss Elsie Wyman of Boston is visiting her
Bother, Mrs. Elizabeth Wymkn.
Mrs. Rudolph Hatch has returned from an
The

following jolly company were guests of
Lena Rose Monday evening, Jan. 31st:
/apt. O. F, Coombs, Mrs. Helen Ryder, Mrs,
osie E. Farrow, Mrs. Ethalinda
Robinson,Mrs.
r- A- Rose, Mrs. H. M, Coombs, Mrs. Olive
derbert, Mrs. Leighton Coombs, Miss Beulah
Sates, Miss Myrtie Pendleton and Miss Zoa
Joombs. Apples,pop corn, candy and candied
Jiss

and

from Brooks.

the

The

horse became

VALENTINES 11

T 67 L 5

-AT-

whiffletree iron broke

frightened

and

ran,

Basket ball games last Friday resulted as
Searsport A. A. won from the Rock
land Eagles, 39 to 24, in a fast game at SearsCastine High won from East Maine
port.
Conference Seminary in a fast and clean gafkte
at Castine, 16 to 12. Dark Harbor A. A. defeated Pittsfield A. A.,33 to 27, in a fast and
clean game at Dark Harbor.
The E. M. C. S.
girls won from the Y. W. C. A. girls of Bangor
in an interesting contest at Bucksport by a
of 13 to 5.

greetings,
possession
dining
iua

resounded

of the house.

room

"tit

as

was

the

“Jolly

Nine” took

About 10 o’clock the

thrown open and “Pa and

iiimcu

ill.

out

xuc

in

ucvjiauuiio

pink and

ncic

white.

first course consisted of crab meat salad
lettuce leaves, ham, peanut butter and
plain sandwiches and olives. Then “Midget”
and “Gaggy” quickly cleared the table and
brought in the second course of fancy cookies
and cocoa. The lights were then turned off,
leaving the silver candelabra with its burning
tapers in thd'center of^he table for illumination, and “Goo-Goo” appeared with a threelayer marshmallow cream cake, bearing fortyeight lighted pink candles, and placed it in
front of “Pa” in observance of his birthday,
with directions to cut and serve the same.
After some comment as,to the sise of the
pieces the happy company were served. The
entire evening was spent in playing checkers,
carroms and music, and at a late hour the
“children” said good night. Those present
of the “Jolly Nine” were Ethel Frost, Dora
Brown, Gladys Marshall, Marian Brown, Fred
Seward, Charles Getchell and “Ma Frost.”
Margie Blake and Mr, Frost are known as
“Guests.” The only regret for the evening
was the absence of two
members, Miss Clara
Palm of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Byron M. Salter.
The Frost residence is always open for the
“Jolly Nine” and guests, and many happy
hours are spent together by the congenial
i young people of the Methodist
society.

Mrs.

The Village Post Office.

The entertaingiven in the Baptist vestry last Tuesday evening was a great success. The scene
was a country store and post office, with the
store in one corner and the nail kegs near by
occupied by typical country politicians and expounders of current topics. The arrival of
the village seamstress was the signal that the
ment

gossip

of the town would be revealed.

served

by the hostess.

The

postmaster, Deacon Charles E. Rhoades, and
his wife, Mrs. Geo. Holt, took their parts to
perfection, while the real stars were Deacon
George E. White and his wife, Mrs. Benjamin

7

T'v

A A. Howes & Co
the popular druggists,
have established a new record in the
sale of
medicine. They say
they don’t believe any
medicine ought to he
paid for unless it does
the user some good and
they have adopted the
plan of selling Solvax, the standard

kidney
remedy, under a positive guarantee of quick
from all kidney or bladder
or
misery,
money back without a question. This speaks
eloquently for the virtues of the remedy that
already has created such a wide-spread demand
in t.elfast.
Solvax is not just merely a Kidney treatment, it is a medicine that puts the
entire, pain-racked body into normal condition
and gives vigorous health after the
many painful disorders caused
directly or indirectly by
sick kidneys.
A change for the better will be
seen after the first few doses
of Solvax and its
relief

WOODCOCK’S

continued use will soon tone
up the entire system of improperly
working organs and give
you the desire to live and enjoy life to its

follows:

score

were

QUICKLY_RELIEVED

Geo. W. Davis of East Belfast, who drives
the delivery wagon for the City Bakery, met
with a serious accident Feb. 2nd, when return-

ing

peel

F/'irWTrM

1914.

1SLESB0RO.

Many of our people attended the Food Fair
t Belfast last week.

No.

will be

A baked bean

was the scene of a genuine surprise reception
last Monday night. As Mr. Frost was returning about 8 p. m. from his evening visit with
hirf parents he came upon a bunch of human
beings assembled upon the front piazza, laden
with boxes, baskets, buckets, etc, and heard
whispered exclamations of “That’s Pa;”
“Where shall we go?” “What shall we do?”
Taking in the situation he said, “Why, go inside of course.” Then it was Mrs. Frost who
was to be the victim, and a little later, hearing
a noise in the front hall, she
^ent to investigate, and on opening the door, happy outbursts
of “Hello Ma,” intermingled with joyous

on

also have the

George Avery was called to Wells. Maine,
i eb. 4th to attend the funeral of his
brother,
lev. N. A. Avery, whose death occurred at
*
1 is home in Ashland, N. H.

attended visit with relatives in Massachusetts.

Bennett, Arnold.
From the log of the Velsa, 1914... T 4 B 43
Clark, Francis E.
The charm of Scandinavia. 1914... T 4 C 55
Lee, Mrs. John Clarence.
can’s woman’s

were

a

for less money. NOW is the time
to take delivery of your car. A shortage
is already reported, and last spring many
were unable to get cars. The runabout is
$390, the Touring Car $440, f. o. b., Detroit. On sale by B. O. NORTON, Bel-

throwing Mr. Davis to the ground and break- !
Merriam; Lester Macbey, Everett Hatch; Kee- mg both bones cf the right leg just above the
ling Plantum, Ralph Cunningham; Lieutenant ankle. No assistance was at band, but Mr.
George Rapley, Howard Hatch; O’Toole, Ar- Davis managed to catch the horse, repair
thur Coombs; Mrs. Halliday,Madeline Coombs;
damages and bring the team home alone.

The

new

largest wall

win

There will be a special meeting of the ladies of the general committee of the Soldiers’
monument fund in Memorial
hall Saturday
afternoon at 3 o’clock.

|

beautifully carried

Prices 2\c. to 50c.

The many friends of Rev. N. A.
Avery

bility

Sproul of Appleton is assisting j Warden of the Swan Lake Hou3e. Mr.
Greeley
John O. Black at the Woman’s Club room j waa
always loyal to his home town and was

Miss Bes3ie
Mrs.

fullest.

Solvax is sold under a positive guarantee to
refund the money if it does not cure. Ask A.
A. Howes & Co. about it.

Sproul is spending a few : widely known. Much
sympathy is> extended
Appleton.
to the bereaved widow and three
children, his
A stated conclave of Palestine commandery | mother and two
brothers, who live in Caliheld
last
was
Knights Templar,
evening, FeD^. j. fornia. Those from out of town to attend
9th for ballot a"d work in Order of the Red
j the funeral were Mrs. H. E. Greeley, daugh-

while

Miss

Ada

weeks at her home in

Following the work there was a rehearsal by officers and escort of the opening in
the Order of the Temple.

Cross.

Georgia S. Pendleton entertained the
History class at her rooms at the Wayside last
supper will be served.... Harry Carter and
trios
SWANVILLE.
and
duets,
solos, with bright dialogue.
Cards were
Horace Wentworth have gone to Middletown, Friday afternoon and evening.
This will be given soon in the Colonial Theatre
the
Mrs.
John
played
during
afternoon,
QaimConn., where they have employment_Leo
in connection with the regular picture show.
Mrs. Etta Greeley of Bar Harbor was the
the first prize, a hand-made doily.
Wade went to Hartford last week to take by winning
In the cast are Arthur Johnson, Selden and
Lunch was served at 6 o’clock in the tea room guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson Fricharge of a barge....Capt. O. A. Wade is exCharles Hammons and Mr. McMahan, all well
before the open fire,,the menu includi ng grape day night.
pected home this week....Mrs. Luella Brown
known singers.
Mr. A. W. Damm is confined to his room
fruit, escaloped clams, hot rolls, olives. Lady
was away the past week, returning home SatThe next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua urday.... Mrs, M. B. Smith and sister, Mrs. Baltimore cake, coffee frappe and coffee. The with a severe cold and cough.
Circle will be held at the Peirce schoolbuild- Roberts, have been at the Pearl Brook farm guests remained to listen to selections on the
Edith Howe, pupil in Diet, No. 5, was taken
Victrola. These present were Mrs. Quimby home sick last week.
ing Monday afternoon, Feb. 14th. The lesson lately_Miss Dora Brown is spending a week
is from chapter eight of the C. L. S. C. book, in the city with friends.. Mr. Jellus of Water- Mrs. Wm. ri. Swan, Mrs. Augusta S. FrederMessrs. E. H. and A. Eugene Nickerson of
ick, Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine, Misses Maria Portland who
“Changing America.”
were called here by the death of
Roll-call, Current ville was a recent guest of J. F. Sheldon....
Annie
M.
Frances
Chase
and
Bean,
Events, program; talk: “Contrast the immi- Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Toothaker spent Sunday Andrews,
H. E. Greeley, were guests while in town of
M.
White.
Caroline
gration of thirty years ago with that of to- with Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm.
In Old Alexandria, We quote as follows
day;,’ sketches of characteristics of the far
wtw
ine rtnuuocoi ouj
Mrs. Austin Cole of Springfield, Mass., is
from a personal note from Mrs. E. O Patterson
west, the middle west and the east; paper:
Electric Company has adopted a new wiring
the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. N. Briggs.
“The Initiative and Referendum in Switzer- j
under date of Alexandria, Va„ Feb. 4, 1916
and for a limited time will wire your
Much sympathy is extended to Mrs, Cole in
land and the United States;” talk: “The school- policy
“We like Alexandria very much; it is so very
house at prices so low that you cannot afford
the doss of her only child, a dear little girl,
hou«e as a center for community activities.”
interesting. The quaint old homes are a wonto be w thout electric lights. They make no
died recently aged not quite two years.
der to me.
There is one drug stpre here who
rx\ vuc icuiuarj
meeting oi me womans
charge for wiring estimates. Everybody who founded
the Leadbeaters in 1792 and still
When Mrs. Arthur Varney was returning
by
Club last Monday afternoon it was voted to has installed electric lights in house or office
doing business They have a ledger in which home from » neighbor's Sunday evening, Jan.
have a thirty-table military whist party in
j will telj you that they are indispensable_ is written an order for oil by George Washing- 30th, a beautiful Scotch Collie dog followed
Memorial hall tomorrow, Friday, evening un- j Valentines at Woodcock’s to suit all tastes.
ton himself. We had letters to quite a few her.
He answers readily to the name of
der the direction of Miss Sue M. Partridge, as- Valentine day next
Monday. Select your valen- people here and find them
delightful, gpd be- “Jack,” and is very fond ot children.
sisted by Mrs. S. S. L. Shute, with Mrs. Amos tines now.The 9-cent sale at the James H
ing so near Washington can go over at any
Clement and Mrs. Essie P. Carle in charge of
Howes dry goods store, Odd Fellrws block, will
Mrs. C. K. Nickerson, Lecturer of Comet
time, We are both well and having delightful
the arrangements.
The gentlemen will be in- begin Saturday, Feb. 12th, and end Tuesday,
Grange, went to Augusta Feb. 2nd to attend
weather. The Journal comes to us promptly
vited and doughnuts, cheese and coffee will be
Feb 15th.
the Lecturers Convention, going from there to
It will be a big saving event, lor
and how we do enjoy it. It is always a race to
served.
It was voted to admit ladies not the values are as
Bangor to see her niece, Miss Bernice Damm.
big as the prices are small. see who will
it first. It is like a letter
get
members of the club for a small admission to the
Don’t forget the date....See statement of the
While in Bangor she was the guest of Mrs. E.
from home.”
L. Cunningham, and later the guest of Mr.
cooking school, March 28th, 29th and 30th, un- Springfield Fire and Marine Ins. Co., repreder the direction of Miss Platt of the Univer- sented in
Miss Isabel Ginn, who holds the highest and Mrs. S. D. Greeley in Hampden, returning
Winterport by Joshua Treat. Jr....
sity of Maine.
Mrs. W. A. Shales and Mrs. W, C. Mason record as a woman bowler in Belfast,is to meet home Sunday afternoon.
a
card of thanks.S. G. Swift, Mrs. Conant of Portland, said to hold the
1 he small two-masted schooner Isa
Miss Bernice Damm expects to leave the
L„ owned publish
in Belfast, turned turtle near
McLoon’s wharf Waterville, has two cars for sale—a Mitchell record for the largest single string in the
Thursday morning when the ebb tide left her and an Eimore. See his advt. for parti- State, in a match on neutral alleys. The game hospital this week and go to the home of her
Dr. Laura Preble, in Enfield to convapartly stranded. The vessel had a cargo of
will be rolled at the Bowlodrome in Bangor, aunt,
grain from H. H. Stover & Co. The deckload culars... .Irvin O. Hills, Belfast,, tel. 73-4,
lesce,
went overboard and the rest of the
has for sale a perfectly sound horse, a good and it is expected Chat a large number of fans
was
cargo
Mr and Mrs. H. M. Chase returned home
ruined when the vessel filled. The schooner
driver, and will work either single or double... from Belfast and Portland will witness the
is commanded
by Capt. Rector.-Rockland The real test of the hose comes in the wear- match. MTss Ginn is a very fine bowler, hav- Sunday from Everett, Mass., where they had
Courier-Gazette.
spent nearly two months with their daughters.
ing, and if you buy Holeproof you get an abso- ing recently bowled a total of 427 in five
The Isa L. was formerly a sloop and her
rig lute
She Their many friends are glad to see them
guarantee of six months’ service. The strings as follows: 74, 97, 89, 92, 74.
was changed last summer.
She was built on
bowls a very strong game and in a ten-string back.
the shore below the steamboat wharf, launched only store in town that has the original Holematch as will be rolled, her friends look for
Miss Freda Knowlton is employed in the
in 1912, and is 12 tons net. She has an iron proof hose is The Dinsmore Store.... See
notice of the selectmen of bwanvjlle to those her to win. The game will be arranged by L. family of Mr. Frank Harding. Mr. H. is ill
keel taken from the sloop yacht
Mallard,.forD. Mathis Co. of Bangor, and Miss Ginn plans with grip and his wife, who has been in poor
merly owned by C. R. Coombs, and now owned having bills against the town.
to meet Mrs. Conant in Bangor Feb. 14th. No
health for a long time, remains about the
A Surprise Reception. The residence of
by Scott Tolman of Boston as a power boat.
is offered, it is just a friendly match.
same.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Frost, Cedar street, prize

New
Wall Paper

the

re-

men in the recent band minstrel show made a
decided hit, has written a skit called The Rah!
Rah! Boys, in which he introduces a quartet,

picture, “Graustark,” featuring

iggeet things in pictures ever shown in
It is a play full of action, great
e, romantic and thrilling situatiohs.
This
..re will be here for one day only and
aid be shown to crowded houses.

s.

were

oocieiy

musical

I Tuesday evening for afrjhearsal of the festival music and to make arrangements for the
j
Season’s work.

so-

flowers, calls and congratulations from
and neighbors, and passed a very happy

Almon

her guests to meet Mrs. J.

inw oenasi

(

hall at
The Sons

day.

dist.

M:

all

friends

the

a

to meet at their

candles, which made

Emeroy Ginn
Siugg served tea,

Beverly Boyne,

All members of these

Friday, Feb. 3d, was the 86th birthday of
Mrs. Susan L. Cook, whose home- is with her
daughter, Mrs. B. F. Gardner, and in observance of the day Mrs. Gardner made a birthday cake which had its full compliment of 86

fancy cookies.

eis X. Bushman and

church.

requested

ing.

MiBS

Hill

are

o'clock to march to the church.
Veterans will have a program on Abraham
Lincoln at their meeting next Monday even-

by quotations on LinWilson Mahoney read an in-

Florence

:ches and

Baptist

of

paper, “Sketches from the Life of
and Mrs. Cora Jellison Bowker read

Mrs.

are

very atiracOne of the attractions is Louis
a

10

by

answered
Ida

Feb. 22 in the Colonial

in the Students’ Festival.

cieties

rpgular meeting in the
Monday evening. The

Perfect Tribute.”

own

an

If

program in the afternoon.
:.-st fair day.
im

ii

noon

on

and it p romises to be

The per-

Special List

and

j, ained to hear of his sudden death at his home
Ashland, N. H. The
j'1 athy of this community.family have the sym-

irange

Belfast Fhee Library.
11.
Travel.

Monday

I.
More than ONE MILLION now in use—
500,000 more are to be built and sold this
year. This year’s lowered prices mean
the same Ford card of quality and relia-

wafers.

tor the student s concert which

Veterans and Ladies Auxiliary
and the Daughters of Veterans will attend the
Lincoln Day services next Sunday morning at

February meeting
permitting
Waldo Veteran association will be held
city today with Thomas H Marshall
md Circle as hosts. It will be an all-day
;i

and that is

The Sons of

the

•iiher

on

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

he gave conclusive reasons why this country
should be prepared for defence. Mr. Blair is
not an extremist, but he believes this country
should be alive to possible dangers and be
prepared to meet them. Mrs. J. S. Harriman
and Mrs. S. A. Parker served fruit punch and

Maine

tive program.
Langman of Camden, the ten-year-old violinist who made such a tine impression at the
Teachers convention in Bangorr last fall, play-

Lovma Hartshorn of the Head of the

k

Holeproof—

last

Mrs. W. D. Harriman was called to
Sandy*
>oint by the illness of her little grandson
1 luford Grant, but at this
writing he is better.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Harding and daughter
ustina arrived Monday
morning from Hal:>well, where Mr. Harding had been employed
or
several
II
months.

Rev. Arthur A. Blair read a very interesting
paper on National Preparedness before the
Woman’s Club last Tuesday evening, in which

Co.

going

A. Pierce, in Sandypoint,
'uesday.

guest of honor and address the club on
Fallacies of. Democracy.” Mr. Colcord
will speak on the same subject before the
Twentieth Century Club pf Boston Feb. 26th.

Co. were in Belfast several days last
attending the Food Fair, and Mr. Cundemonstrated the new electrical dej ningham
vices in the booth of the Penobscot Bay ElecI
reparations
is to be given

of Brewer was the
relatives in town last Saturday.
Evander Harriman visited his sister, Mrs.

be the

week

tric

night.

in Bangor

uest of

"Some

Power

j

■ents, to cover actual expenses, and all
-ted are invited.

is

of the Central

furnishes music every

were

^Master Ralph Avery

The Unitarian Men's Club will meet Monday
evening, Feb. 21st, with Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
S. L. Shute. Lincoln Colcord of Searsport will

store in’
has the

one

that

Miaa Lola Carter «Hill*, who underwent n
second serious operationJjlast Sunday at the
Tapley hospital, remains in a very critical con*
dltion.

pieces

-Holeproof!

Advertised Letters. The following letremained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending Feb. 8th:
Ladies—
MisB Carroll Heald, Mrs. A. F. Richardson.
Gentlemen—N. W. Curtis, R. M. Cousins,
Walter Gray, E. C. Perry, Mr. E Schweizer,
Herman Whitmore.

of Fairfield, of the wiring
,.n department of the Maine Central
o., began work Monday in East Belfast
meeting with excellent success. Many

rge Patterson

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Banks
ist week for several days.

sonnel of the orchestra is as follows: Miss
Hazel Doak, violin; Mrs. A. H. Welch, piano;
A. H. Welch, cornet; Philip
Brawdy, flute; Mr.
Peavey, clarinet; Lewis Auspland, drums.

This means Asking
for and insisting upon
the original

Women’s Alliance of the First Parish
(Unitarian) will meet at the home of Miss
Charlotte W. Colburn, Church street, this,
Thursday, afternoon at 3 o'clock. The subject
of a paper by Mrs Eugene L. Stevens will be
“The H<.u?e in Henry Street.”

~~

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Welch, lessees of the
Universal Theater, have changed the name to
Crescent Theater. Welch's orchestra of six

storios.
The

~

Late reports from MUs Ada M, Mitchell of
New York are very encouraging and it is
hoped she will be able to Kfrave the hospital in
two weeks to accompany her father, Charles
H. Mitchell, to California.

Months'

held

usual

as

prospect perry*.

~

Subscription papers for the Belfast Band
will be started at the Board of Trade
meeting
tomorrow, Friday, evening.
This is a re*
minder that now is the time to give material
assistance to our band boys.

When you can buy
the very best looking
—also get absolute
Guarantee of Six

factory of R. L. Pitcher Company, Caribou, is still grinding potatoes. Mr.
Pitcher also has about 60 men engaged in
evaporating potatoes, which, it is understood,
go to Europe to help feed the soldiers there.—
Fort Fairlieid Review.
The

\,.Ii]ng

will have their houses wired for

hose may look alike
at first but the real
test comes in wearing.

United

in

left
A few dishes
are not known, wi'l be returned
se owners
those who have not received
the firemen if
them.
jr dishes will notify
of Emma White Bar[.... regular meeting
be held this, Thursday,
; rnt, I> of V„ will
from
in Memorial hall, postponed
evening, Feb. 9th.

_

all!

Ladies’ Social Union of the Bapchurch met last Monday evening with
Mrs. Perle Benner. They voted to have their
annual sale just before Easter.
The young

Thursday,

Mr*. ot*pb*n s. u abut* baa baaa
appointed
local r*nraa*ntatW«:ot the latamattonal N«wa
Serric* by the Boa ton agent
rt

Friends of Mrs. Fred E. Stinson are sorry to
learn that she is seriously ill with grip and
bronchitis at her home in North Searsport.

j

ter

Helen

and

Sweeney, Mrs. Etta Greeley, and
Spratt of Bar Harbor, Mrs. Harold

Mr. Frank

Bangor, Messrs. E. H. and A. Eugene Nickerof Portland, Mrs. Abbie Hussey and son
Emery of Waldo, Mrs. Flora Roulstone, Mrs.
A. J. Nickerson and Miss Jessie Nickerson of

! Searsport.
j
I

LIBERTY.
Mrs. Ella Greeley and John Hoit
visitors in Belfast Saturday.

were

busi-

ness

L.F.Hurd spent two days in Belfast last week
business connected with the creamery.

on

Greeley left Monday for Augusta,
has a position in the Insane Hospi-

30

$200.00—Elmore,

H. P., 33x4. Good non-skid tires on
wheels, 3 extra tubes, presto lights, top.
wind shield, extra tools, 15 gal. tank. Run
less than 6000 miles.
Will trade.
Look

it

over.

Phone 72

where she

S. G.

SWIFT,

tal.

Ladies’ Aid of Arbutus Chapter, O. E.
S., bought a piano last week for Mason»c hall,
The

and it will be installed the

WATER VILLE,

returned home last

MAINE.

coming week.

Mr, John C, Sherman, who h s been in Massachusetts for treatment for the past month,
week much

improved

We Examine

in

health.

Walker, who has been spending
days in town at the Hunt home, with a
number of his high bred dogs, on a hunting
Mr. Donald

several

trip,

returned to New York last week.

Mr, and Mrs. B. K. Meservey of Waterville
Meservey of Pittslield spent a
few days in town last week, called here by
the death of their mother, Mrs. Sewell Meser-

The

vey.
HiuuBius

ine

I

j

ui

mgii stuuui,

i^iueriy

wuu

working on a comedietta, “A Case
of Suspension,” for several weeks will present
it at Sanford's hall Friday evening, Feb. 11th.
have been

Music and recitations will be given between the
Dancing will follow the play with music
A supper will be
by Sanford’s orchestra.
served in the Grange hall by the citizens, and
as this is for the benefit of the High school it
acts.

is

e

xpected to

Mrs.
home

receive

a

generous

patronage.

Sarah (Mears) Meservey died at her
Feb. 1st after many months of suffer-

Meservey had been
ing. aged
an invalid for many years but was always patient and cheerful. In her youth she became
interested in the Christian religion and united
with the Methodist church and was a faithful
78 years.

Mrs.

attendant at all its services whenever health

would permit.

She

friend,

a

was

faithful

a

kind

neighbor,

wife and

a

a

devoted

3d, Rev. J. N. Taylor pastor of the Methodist

mother.

She is survived by her husband and
by four sons, W, A. Meservey of Pittsfield, B
and
K. Meservey of Waterville, George O
Freeman E. Meservey of Liberty village
who have the
funeral
church
were

at

were

Searsmont

taken

of many friends.' The
held at the home Feb

sympathy

services

to

officiating.

Eyes

By Modern Scientific Methods
(without

and Rev. W. A.

saddened Feb. 2nd by
news of the death of Henry E. Greeley of Bar
Harbor, formerly of this town. The remains
were brought here Friday and services were
held at the church in the afternoon, Rev. Arwas

p.

125 in. wheel base,
45.^x27, Federal nonskid tires, 4 good tires on wheels, 2 new
ones on carrier-ail
non-skid—power tire
pump, starter, electric lights, chains,
shock absorbers costs $90 per set of 4,
clock, speedometer, radiator cover for
cold weather. All in first class condition.

Mis? Ella

The pupils of Miss Ona Kimball, teacher in
district No. 5 will have an exhibition at the
schoolhouse Fridaj evening, Feb, 18th. Admission 5 cents. The proceeds are to buy a
flag, which is much needed. If stormy it will
be held Saturday evening.

community

1

$600.00 Cash
Mitchell 6, 45 h.

Guaranteed.

generous

The

j

Graham oft

erso n

;

For Sale

Henry, Jr., Mrs. James

son

And

Pit

the aid of

Most

the

drugs)

Up-to-Date

Glasses
At Reasonable Prices.

Broken Lenses Replaced

Chase & Doak,
-^Optometrists,
Belfast, Maine,

25 Main Street,

Cord Wood Saws
Genuine Olonta-igy.

guaranteed,

$6.25, smaller sizes in proportion.
tables, $14.50.

30 inch.

Tilting

Send for catalog.

THORNDIKE MACHINE CO.

Portland, Maine.

2m49

The remains

Morrill for interment in

the

TO THE PUBUC

They had just returned from their
Mears lot. There were a profusion of beauiifirst visit to the city, where they had heard
I have installed an up-to-date grinding
Eui flowers from relatives and friends.
Diant and can now replace your broken
Billie Sunday and reproduced in duets some of
thur A. Blair of Belfast, pastor of the UnilenseB while you do your shopping.
j
the music they heard. The proceeds were $24.
versalist Church spoke beautifully of his life
If fitted by Dr. Adams a complete rec1 he Shoe Situation.
Little Misses Delia Cook, Emma Webber, JenoL'
the
condition
as
well
ord
of
to
the
bereaved
your eyes
and his words of comfort
nie Roberts and Mildred Stimpson sold $5 50
as the glasses you wear are on file here
were
much
Mr.
relatives,
appreciated.
There was a heavy influx of orders for
for reference.
worth of home-made candy. The committee
and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher of Belfast sang two
spring and summer footwear during the week,
In any case the broken lense will bring
in charge was Mrs. Warren A. Nichols, Mrs. J.
selections. The bearers were Messrs. Frank the strong leather situation materially stimuan exact duplicate, simply bring or send
G. Aborn and Mrs. Kempton B. Craig.
the pieces.
M. Stevens, W. E. Damm, C. R and A. T.
lating the interest of buyers. Though facThe Bozeman Woman's Club Observes: Nickerson. The beautiful floral
Yours for quick and accurate service,
offerings were ;oriea are running to full capacity, difficulty is
ITS 5th BIRTHDAY. Bozeman, Montana, re- mute
testimony of the high esteem in which he experienced in making shipments as promptly j
FRANK F.
cently had a Farmer's Week and one of its was held. Mr. Nye of Belfast had charge of is
requested. The unusually brisx trade in
pleasant social features was a reception for the
arrangements. Interment was in Green :ootwear insures an active domestic raoveGRADUATE OPTOMETRIST,
the visiting and local women on the fifth anniLawn Cemetery, after which the mourners,
nent in leather, and foreig- buying of the latversary of the Woman's Club. The home who had come a
Successor to F. L. Adams,
er
showB marked improvement in certain
long distance, returned to the
economics department of the club arranged church where a lunch
I. O. O. F. Block.
was served by Mr. E. C. 1 nes.—Dun’s Review, Feb. 5th.
the affair and all the members of the department assisted in serving.
A Bozeman paper
says: **A beautiful white birthday case with
amilax entwined around the candles waa
brought in by five little folks, Margaret
Choate, Lois Cobleigh, Billie Schoppe, Kenneth Whipple and Laura Co.ldy carrying the
47 Main Straat,
Ballast, Malna.
green and white ribbons attached to the cake,
MUSIC MDSE.
TEACHING
which was carried by Miss Mary Danielson.
RENTING
REPAIRING
After the cake was cut in two by the presiJ. LEE PATrERSON, Proprietor.
dent, one part wsb taken to the music room,,
where Mrs. Harry Benepe cut it for the guests
and Mrs. W, F. Schoppe poured tea; the other
|
-ATpart was taken to the library, where Mrs B.
B, Law cut the cake and Mrs. Carl Gottschalck
100 gal. complete $90. 28 in. wood saws, $5 50.
Other sizes in proportion.
Special low prices
poured tea. During the afternoon. Misses
on farm engines.
Will burn kerosene. Saw
Leah Hartman. Hortense Kirschner, Azalea
water
frames, arbors,
pumps. Send for cataLinfield and Edith Fowler conTHORNDIKE MACHINE CO.,
| Linfield, Leila
log.
music
on
the
tributed delightful
piano."
4w4
Portland, Maine.
Robertson.

GRAVES,

NEW ST. JOHN’S

PATTERSON’S

MUSIO

SHOP,

ALEWIVES

Power Sprayers

Bramhall’s Market

TRIBUTE TO A MAINE POET.

THE MIRROR.
Before a mirror ooce I saw ou stand
When the dance was don- and the night

of the best poetry of 1915 to pay a
tribute to Lincoln Colcord, and
his Vision of War. Mr. Braithwaite
says:
“Here is a poem that ought to have a
million readers. These readers ought to
tie, beginning with the President of the
United States and his official family,
Weary, irresolute, ar.d ill at ease
there.
the
mirror
by
I marked you linger
every legislator in Congress and throughout the States, great financiers, educaface
Does the dim glass once more reflect your
tors, clergymen of every denomination,
And from the past lost images impart.
philanthropists and peace advocates, professional men, especially lawyers, all
Complete in every feature every grace.
persons in authority over wage-earners,
Or are you pictured only in my heart?
and every person who believes in the
Solden Rule and the Brotherhood of Man.
The flickering failing candles gutter low,
It is the greatest poem this war or any
A weeping and a wailing fill the air
war in modern times has inspired. And
The shades of long dead times are passing
hot because it deals with this war conslow
cretely, but rather this war reflects the
In sad procession through the mirror fair.
Mr. Colcord
faults
of
civilization.
indeed
in
pain?
Hark! Is the dying night
florifies his vision of war not because
he believes
in war as such, hut beA weeping and a wailing fill the air.
cause he
sees
that strife is the only
Irresolute and wistful once again
curative
for the ills of the individual.
"Your ghost—is lingering in the mirror there.
When
those
ills
have been permanently
Charles Philip Krauth.
cured, there will be no need for further
itrife. Peace is a fosterer of human
weakness and guilt, of selfishness and
Letters from Florida.
freed, of falsehood and oppression, of
iate and distrust. When peace becomes
The "Wonder City’Ja nd Personal Notes is magnanimous as war, war will cease.
When governments will vote billions of
from Jacksonville.
credit to eliminate poverty, to cleanse
1916.
Thinking
St. Cloud. Fla., Feb. 3,
city slums, to protect the helpless, to
your many readers would like to hear about
encourage to spiritual ideals, to provide
and
abor for the workless, and to create a
St. Cloud from one who is not a promoter
lundred other reforms that will give
has no property here to sell I will give a description of the place as we find it. It is contentment and opportunity to the masles of mankind, as readily, as unhesitatrightly named the “Wonder City.” It is not
ngly as the parliaments of Europe voted
six years old and has a population of about
jillions of credit to destroy life, enOsceola
of
is
in
the northern part
3,000. It
croach upon national bo .ndaries, to Sanccounty on the east shores of Lake Tohopekaton wholesale murder.to infuriate hatred
liga, a body of water seven miles wide and hetween men innocent of any personal
nine miles long. The place i6 70 feet above
frievance or ill-will against each—then
war will have ceasedWe have in this
sea level.
It is incorporated and governed by
hoem
a great vision of sick humanity;
a mayor and city council, has ice and electric
:he poet diagnoses all the symptoms of
plants, telephone and telegraph service, and :he
patient, but instead of being a quack
It has
one newspaper, the St. Cloud Tribune.
hhysieian he is a great surgeon.
the only national bank in tbe county. The
Paradoxical as it may seem,
most common winter vegetables are cabbages,
Mr. Colcord is the greatest peace advoturnips, tomatoes, lettuce, onions and beets and cate of the modern world. The significance of this poem is exactly the signifitbe fruits are oranges, lemons, grapefruit,
cance
of that paradox Christ uttered
kumquats, tangerines, strawberries and roselle when he said
I came to bring a sword.
or Florida cranberries. There are nine churches
iVi.d He was the greatest of all peace
here and a fine public school building, two
advocates.
stories, built of white brick, with eight well
“So much for the exalted message of
now
en250
are
Mr. Colcord’s poem. It is equally as
lighted rooms. Over
pupils
rolled, with eight teachers and a principal. The freat looked at in another aspect. I
cannot even hint in this summary at itB
sidewalks are excellent, being made of cement.
narveious progression of details. Its
There are visitors here from every State in
thorough dissection ot society, its asthe Union and they all agree that the people
pirations, its strong denunciations, and
of St. Cloud are the most social people in the
But this I can say
iffirmative ideals.
country. The climate is beautiful, the ther- without
equivocation that those who
mometer ranging from 65 to 85 degrees with
relieve they have heard the voice of
but little rain. We are well and like very
Wait Whitman since his death in any of
pis disciples with the one possible excepmuch.
There are about 1,000 old soldiers
tion of Edward Carpenter, have but to
here.
pear the voice of Lincoln Colcord to know
Now this is a soldier town we are in
they have been thoroughly and shameAnd they still have army ways;
fully deceived. For here is the authentic
For we rise and eat and go to sleep
Whitman in substance and form, in the
As they did in army days.
passionate idealization of a world demoNow Hark! What is that we hear?
cracy. He fulfils that prophecy of ZaranA distant bugle call.
thusa’s w’ho, going up into the mounThe “taps” are sounded—go to sleep!
tains for mediation, warned his disciples
Dear reader, this is all.
that one shall come after him greater
Mr, James H. Clark arrived here about a than he to carry out his message.
He
month ago from Palatka, Fla. and was feeling
possesses what was the most vital shorthere.
came
he
in
the
Whitman
of
but
has
since
very poorly
gained
coming
genius
(yes, I
grant that noble seer genius because of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Russ.
his prophetical vision), and that is an
This not
intellectualized imagination.
Feb.
1916.
Jacksonville, Fla.,
2,
Events only makes his vision a flame but a Pencome up occasionally which indicate that
ur
tecostal tongue of fire. The exhalation
country is not so large after all, and in this re- which burns throughout the poem is only
exceeded
by one sublime fact—its dedicaspect I have two or three incidents to relate.
“To the Memory of
In my first coming to Florida, in 1912,1 dropped j tion, which reads.
a Man,’
and I am persuaded that the
into the hotel business for a time, and one
man
with the most worthy memory to
evening in the early winter a tourist came in receive it is Jesus of Nazareth.”
and registered. He name was Long and he j
registered from Barnstable, Mass. I remarkTRANSFERS liN REAL ESTATE.
ed, “well, you are from pretty well down
east.” “Oh! no,” said he, “I first saw the light
The following transfers of real estate
of day on Charles street in Belfast, Maine.
were recorded in
Waldo County RegisOf course 1 was somewhat surprised, and I try of Deeds for the week ending Feb.
have
a
1916:
I
little
the
to
him:
he
t
of
said
9,
“Well,
1
Ciiarles E. Knowlton,
Belfast, to
you (as I was the older.) 1 also first, saw the
Charles
street, Belfast, Me. Josephine C. Hazeltine, do.; land and
light of day on
buildings in Islesboro.
He wa6 the son ot a Mr. Long who in lfco9 or
Harriet A. Rice and A. Laura Tol60 was in the market business with one Mr.
man, Winchester, Mass., to Ada B.
Havener and thet fact 1 remembered well. 1
Morton, Belfast; land and buildings in
think Havener & Long had a market in the Belfast.
Otis E. Robbins, Searsmont, to W. G.
store now occupied by Ralph Southworth.
Wood, do.; land in Searsmont.
Another rather singular occurr nee. A few
Oren A. Tibbetts, Searsmont, to Alweeks ago the city of Jacksonville entertainfred E Tibbetts, do.; land in Searsmont.
ed visiting mayors from 103 cities from vari.
Alfred E. Tibbetts, Searsmont, to
ous States south ol the Mason & Dixon line.
Orren A. Tibbetts, do.; land in SearsThere was over a mile-of tables to be used mont.
for the 7.30 p. m. supper, but as the weather
Sylvester Benson, Winterport, to
Monton D. Neally, do.; land and buildhad cooled off somewhat the dinner was not a
in Winterporc.
success.
However, there was to be a high j ings
James R. Tabor, Unity, to Fallen M.
diving act in the evening which brought many
Reynolds Pomeroy, do.; land in Unity.
visitors and residents of the city out on the
Grover
U.
Braley, Burnham, to
streets and in the parks. I was walking about Mabelle Morse
Ellingwood, do.; land in
with some gentlemen friends and we would Burnham.
Leighton Parks, New York, N. Y., to
occasionally get into conversation with others.
Howard H. Henry,
Soon we ound a mixed crowd of us entering Mae D., wife of
Fort
Washington, Penn.; land and buildinto a general conversation, when I heard an
in
Islesboro.
ings
elderly lady say to one of my friends, "1 am
George Wentworth, Belfast, to Lizzie
from Maine,” evidently in answer to his havWentworth, do.; land and buildings in
x, ui ujuusr,
Belfast.
mg iuiu ner wuere ne was iron).
Fred W. Brown, Belfast, to Wilmont
turned around and asked what part of Maine,
please. Her answer was from Monroe. Of L. Gray, Troy; land in Troy and Thorndike.
course I was at once interested and told her I
Mary M. rattee, Belfast to Harriet A.
was from Belfast, and she asked me my name,
Hall, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
say ing at once, "which one of the Morison boys,
Frank L. Stewart et al, Montville, to
Ed or Will?” In my boyhood days I used to Loren
E. Stewart, do.; land and buildof
at
Bradford
school
vacation
part
my
spend
ings in Montville.
Webber’s near Monroe Center and she seemed
L. E. Stewart. Montville, to E. L.
to be aware of the fact and told me that after Stewart, do.; land and buildings in Montville.
in
in
Belfast
business
I grew up and engaged
Howard H. Ham, Fairfield, to Emery
that in company with her father she had been
Buzzell, Harmony; land and buildings
in our store many times, and in those days
in Jackson.
knew me when she saw me.
She was also
Arthur Boyd, Frankfort, to Lewis E.
aware of the fact that one of us married in
White, Winterport; land and buildings in
Searsport and asked me which of us it was. If Frankfort.
I understood her aright her name was Mis6
sume

old.
at hand,
Gray in the east the dim dawn lay
The paling stars blinked sleepily and cold
The first fresh\reath of morning rocked the
trees,'
A weeping and a wailing filled the air.

flowing

1

and she had been away from Monroe for

Piper
a

Belfast and

Searsport man living
here in Jacksonville, in Capt. W. M. Tupper,
the agent of the Clyde line of New York
steamers.

ter,

a

His father

occupied

the

pulpit

in

church, and on leavSearsport and Capt
from there. He also

the —then new—Methodist

ing
ministry
Tupper wen* to
the

moved
sea

to

me about many of the scholars he used
to go to school with—many of whom have
passed to the great beyond. I believe Capt.

asked

Tupper
ed in

married in

Searsport

and

finally

settl-

Brunswick, Georgia, coming to Jackson-

ville from there.
It is

not often

I

see

anyone

irom

Waldo

county or, in fact, from Maine, but several
times I have met Mrs. Jennie (Morse) Bragg
of Stockton

Springs,

whom

Free

I knew very well

She is spending the winter
as a young lady.
here with her son, who is one of the trusted

efficient employees in the engineering department of the Jacksonville street R. R..
owned by Stone apd Webster of Boston, Mass.
87 degrees in the shade Feb. 1st, I p. m.
E. J. Morison.
and

Medical

Book—in

bration of sixty years

Methodist minis-

was a

and in the lat* 50’s

;

Remedies.

No.
1
2
3
4
7
ft
9
lO
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
27
28
30
34

For

Price

Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25
Worms, Worm Fever.
2"
Folic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 2
Diarrhea, of Children and Auults.
Foughs, Colds, Bronchitis.2
Toothache, Faceaohe, Neuralgia.2.
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.C
Dyspepsia Indigestion, Weak Stomach.2
< roup, lloarseCough, Laryngitis..
Salt iihcuin. Eruptions.2.
and Ague, Malaria.
2
Fifes, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 2
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head..2
ever

Whooping Couch.2
Asthma,Oppressed.DIfflcultBreathiug.2.
Kidney Hiscuse.2
IVervous Debility, Vital Weakness .IX.
Urinury Incontinence, Wetting Bed.2.
Sore Throat, Quinsy.2.
La
77
Grippe—Grip.21
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corn

William and Ann Streets,New York.

The Kind You Have

rHE

LATE

HON. CROSBY

Hon. Crosby Fowler

Maine, in

1828.

He

was

the

Fowler, whose ancestors lived

GETTING

FOWLER.

born in

was

son
on

Unit/,

When You Have

of Thomas
the

INN, NORTH FORT,

“Old Jim

Fowler

a

MAINE.

THC

ACQUAINTED.

Jimpson

is the worst

grouch

Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Company,* Belaat. Me.

2w4

VOWK

CITY.

\ certain instrument, purporting to be the last
i\ will and testament of'Walter K. lieaid, late
of Isiesboro, in said County ot Waido, deceased,
having been presented tor probate.
Karl S.
eald ot Somerville, Mass,, nanod as executor
of said will to serve without bond.
Ordered, That notice tie given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate < ourt, to be held at
Belfast, w ithin and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot February next, at ten of the cl oca
before noon,and show cause, if any they have,
wiiy the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. LkonArr, Register.

copartnership consisting of Jes0e E.
Staples and James H. Post, both of Belfast, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, doing
business under the firm name and style of Belfast Trucking Co., has been dissolved by ArtiThe

j

j

Dissolution dated Feb. 1st, A. D. 1916.
All parties having bills against such corporation are requested to present said bills to the
office of said Belfast Trucking Co. for payment. and all parties owing said Belfast Truck
ing Co. are requested to make payment at
once.
Said Belfast Trucking Co. will be conducted as usual under the same name by Jest-e
E. Staples.
JESSE E. STAPLES,
JAMES H. POST.
Belfast, Maine, Feb. 1, 1916-3*5
cles of

j

J

IT* bate Court

At a

neni

at

Belfast. within and

tor the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
January, a. I). 1916.
H. M(’ODY. administratrix on the esta e of Allen M. Mooi y, la’e of Lincoluville,
m said County of Waldo, deceased,
having pr«*
sei ted a petition praying for a license to sell
and convey cert in real estate belonging to said
deceased’s esiate as set forth i
said petition

IjM.LEN

WANTED
A few more good salesmen, experience not
necessary, steady employment, outfit free.
Write for particulars. Addres s
3w5
H. H. GURNEY & CO..
Nurserymen, Auburn, Me., or Geneva, N. Y.

1

1829.

NSW

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
tor the County ot Waldo on the second Tuesday of January, A. I). Ifcl6

j

ESTABLISHED

COMPANY.

my neighbors, Jimpson would be the
first man I’d pick out.”—Pittsburg Gazette Times.

“1 have
farm the title of which extends back to the i in town,” said the assessor.
to
be
on frienniy, neighborly terms
tried
PITTSFIELD
PERSONALS.
days when the Indians inhabited Unity. Mr.
with him,but he won’t stand for it. Just
Fowler has often said that no one but the
William
McGilvery left Wednesday for
last evening I saw him loafing around j
Fowler family had ever owned this farm.
a business trip to Boston.
his place, and I went over to talK with j
Mr. Fowler always considered himself a
Miss liortense Nickerson is spending a
him, just to be sociable. He looked j
farmer and was deeply attached Doth to his
plumb disgusted when he saw me coming, : few days at Stockton Springs.
home and his State. He had, however, a love I and let me know
pretty soon that my j
Miss Jennie Brann of Bucksport. who
of adventure which led him, as a young man, 1 room was better than my company, so I !
has been visting her brother, Harry
to join the band of gold seekers in California, faded away, and if ever I go to his place
Brann, a student at M. C. I., has reHe sailed from Bath in 1849, going around again it will be when he asks me to.”
turned home.
com“That’s
a
wise
determination,”
Cape Horn. He never SDoke of the result of
mented the village patriarch, “and a j
Master Clyde Reynolds of Twitchell’s
his labors as a gold miner, but his friends have
good deal of unpleasantne's would be Corner, Burnham, visited his uncle, Warreason to believe that he was successful.
He
saved if people would adopt something ren Benson Carr and family, on the
returned to Unity by way of the Isthmus of
ike it. Most of us are too anxious to I e Burnham road,Sunday, Jan 30th.—PittsNicaragua. In 1860 he went overland to Mis- friendly and neighborly, especially when field Advertiser.
souri, bought a herd of cattle, hired young j we are just suffering to talk some one’s
arm off, and we seldom pause to ask our- j
men to help him care for them and drove them
Gifts to Bates College.
selves whether our particular line of con- ;
across the plains to California.
The trail was
versation is going to be refreshing to the
LEWISTON. Me.. Jan. 27.
Pres George C.
beset with danger and hardship. Mr. Fowler
man we want to be neighborly with.
| Chase of Bates College reported today that he
tells stories of lighting Indians, of having his
four
had
received
for the college
subscriptions
“If you approach Jimpson in the prop- j
to $12,000. One gift was of $10,000.
herd stampeded by buffalo and of long days of
er
manner
find him a most amounting
you will
the endowment of a chair of education,
toward
travel and hardship to get it together again.
charming and engaging man. He will and another of $500. for the same purpose. A
He tells also of meeting with the famous
take off his coat and give it to you if you third, of $1000. was for a
scholarship, and
want it.
There’s nothing he won’t do $500 was given for general purposes.
hunter and plainsman, Kit Carson, and of
j for a
to be a I
A previous pledge of $5000 for the chair of
but
wish
if
friend,
you
his
herd
over
the
driving
present site of the
friend of his you must study him a little, | education has been received, making, with
city of Denver.
and that’s a safe rule to apply to every- ! these announced today. $15 500 for this purse
A recent gift of $26,000 was given eith« r
Aside from these business
trips Mr. Fowler body. When a new family moves into pmr this
professorship or toward the building of
spent his life in Maine, making an occasional o*r neighborhood I always observe the a college ‘•Union” or social center
building. As
head of that family narrowly for 10 days it
He was an enterprising
trip to California
j requires $100,000 for this purpose, while
or more before I go over to assure him
will
endow
the
a
$50,000
business
farmer, capable
professorship of educaman, and a trusted
that the tariff is and must continue to be tion. it is probable that this $25,000 gift will be
citizen. He took an important part in town
the leading issue of our American poli- aDplied to the latter purpose, making the fund
affairs and in 1880 served lb
County Commis- tics.
$40,5- 0
sioner for Waldo county.
He was scrupulous
Pledges to the amount of about $25,000 have
“Now Jimpson is interested in one been
made toward the social center building.
in his dealings with others, and until
age inabove all others. He insists that
subject
terfered with his activities was often called
White Plymouth Rocks are the best
upon to act as administrator, executor and
chickens in the world.
He has a lot of i
!guardian in his neighborhood. On one occa- them in captivity and he seems to have
sion, when assuming the guardianship of a hypnotized a good many peopie into his
i
minor, he made a formal call upon the grand- belief in them, for he sells the eggs and
young hens and roosters at scandalous !
mother of the ward. There had been some
prices. The way he adores those hens of I
friction about the guardianship and the heirs
Don’t waste time with orhis is astonishing. He will stay out in !
were a divided household,
politics and religion
dinary flour when your grothe chicken yaid for hours together,just ]
having something to do with the division. In gloating over the birds.
cer can give you William
“One evening I went over to get acgreeting Mr. F'owler the lady announced that
Telly milled from Ohio Red
she had always been a
Congregationalist and a quainted with him, just to be friendly
Winter Wheat. Order a sack
and
as
ou say, and I talked
neighborly,
“And
Republican.,
I,” replied Mr. Fowler
today and do some blue
hens for 10 or 15 minutes. I don’t know
|
“have always been a Universalist and a Demoribbon baking. You can
much about hens, for they never appealcrat.” After this irank confession of faith on
1
i ed to me in the least, and I have always
win domestic science prizes
both sides, it is reported that the affairs of the
considered them a nuisance; but when 1
with the good things baked
wards were conducted to the satisfaction of
see a
neighbor infatuated with hens I
from William Telly the
both families.
know how to approach him with the best
flour that goes farther.
resul's.
Mr. Fowler married Miss Almeda
||
Sproul
“Jimpson was overjoyed to encounter
from a well known Montvilie
family, and for
somebody who seemed to take an intermany years, until Mrs. Fowler’s death iu 1911,
est in his fowls, and he talked earnestly
his domestic life was one of comfort and
hap- and ardently for half an hour, pointing
piness. Mrs. F'owler was a help meet in every out the superiority of White Plymouth
Rocks over the Angoras and Leghorns
way and kept a hospitable home where she enand Poland Chinas and other ’just as
tertained the many friends and business asgood’ varieties. I agreed with all lie
sociates of her husband.
said, and said there ought to be a law
The Fowler homestead had a
reputation prohibiting people from keeping any
throughout the countryside for thrift and open other breed, and Jimpson was so pleased
that he listened to me explaining the
handed hospitality. Unfortunately, in Decemtariff for two hours, and you can’t exber of last year these historic old
buildings,
pect more than that from any man.
which had sheltered five generations from
“People don’t like him, and say he’s
father to son, were destroyed by fire.
an oid curmudgeon, and
11 because they
Mr. Fowler had two sons. The elder, Dutton
don’t use a little strategy in approaching
Fowler, d>ed several years ago. He was a
him. Let Jimpson talk of his hens for
man
of enterprise and food business
ability 20 minutes, and you can have the floor
who heartily joined with his father in
keeping the rest of the day, and you’ll come
away from his place convinced that you
up the hospitable traditions of the family. The
never
encountered a more agreeable
second son, Mr, Charles Fowler, who has lived
man.
on
the old place ft r many years, is
widely
“Every once in a while he sends me
known as a worthy successor to his
father, over a few eggs from his silver-plated
whose kindly ways endeared him to all who
hens, and when I meet*him I tell him I
knew him.
never tasted such
incomparable eggs,
FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCERS
Asher C. Hinds. > and th n I am reasonably certain that

|

CtNTauW

lie’ll send me over some more before
long.
“If I had the privilege of choosing all

New Neighbor Study Him
First.

Always Bought

In Use For Over 30 Years.

1

__NORTH FORT

PROBATE NOTICES

and described therein
stated in said pettMon.

and

hr the purposes

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
ah persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively
in I he Republican Journal, a newspaper
j ed
publish*
at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
j
to
be
held
at Belfast, within ami for said
j Court,
County, on the «th day of February, A. I). 1916,

at ten of the ciock before noon, and show cause
| it any they have, why the prayer ot said petitionI,DO S8.—In court of Probate, held at «el- l er should not be granted
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
fast, on the 18th day of January, 1H18, i
A true copy. Attest:
in vacation. Riley W. Wiggin, administrator on
the estate of Huldah Wiggin, late of Knox, in
ARTHi uW. Lkomard, Register.
said County, deceased, having presented his first
j and
final account of administration of said esAt a Probate Court, hekl at Belfast, within and
[ late for allowance.
for the Comity ot Waldo, on the 11th day of
Ordered, that notice thereof lie given, three
January, a. I). 1916,
weeks
in
The
Journal
successively,
Republican
j
HUBERT
F. DUN'ION of Belfast, in said Conn
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
Xl ty. administrator <m the estate of Heitn W
I that ail persons interested may attend at a Proof Belfast, in said County of v\ al
late
roshy,
j
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
ha ving presented a etition ptayday of February next, and show cause, if any I do. deceased,
tile actual market value of said deceasthat
mg
)
the
said
account
should
be
they have, why
not
estate,
ed's
subject to an inheritance tax under
allowed.
the Laws of tlie state of Maine, the persons inj terested
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
in the
succession thereto ami me
A true copy. Attest:
amount of the tax thereon may be deteimiued
Arthur \V. Leonard. Register.
I by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Probate Court, within and for the County of jail persons interested by causing a copy of tins
Waldo, in vacation, on the 18th day of Janu- • rder to be published three weeks siotcmsively
ary, A. 1). 1'JlB,
I in The Republican Journal, a newsp.per ptiblished al Belfast, that they may appear at a Pro\ certain instrument, purporting to he the j hale Court, to he held at Belfast, within and for
will and testament of Parkman ; said ('utility. on the 8th day of February, A.D.
last
Woodman late of Searsmonr, in said County of 1916, at ten of tin* clock hetorr noon, uni >liow
Waldo deceased, having been presented for cause, if any tbe\ have, why I he prayer of said
.probate. Mary Woodman Foster named as exe- petitioner should not be ^ranted.
cutrix ill said will to serve without bond.
JaAiLs LIBBY, Judge.
|! A true
ill
copy, Attest:
VMlieiCU. Ulrtl UIHICC UC given
perSOUS inA in bcr Vv. Ekokakd, Register.
terested by causing a copy of this older to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at tu-llast, that they At a Probate ourt held at Beliast, within and
may appear at a Probate Court, to be neluat uelfor the County ot
aluo, nu the lltlt uay ol
ta-t, within and for said county, on the second
daiiuary, a. l> luib.
Tuesday ot March next, at leu of the nook
AltLKS A OHCt T'T, sect it or of the v.
before noon, and show cause, u any they have
of
why flu* same should not be proved, approved
Josephine .\ I’cnde mist. latent Norihporr,
in said ( dimly of M a Ido, fleetand allowed.
asm I, having pres«-nt''I a petition P
J AMES LIBBY, Judge.
aying tor a he.use i.» sell
and c
A true copy. Attest:
v.-y ceitam iva. es ate h.-.oiiguig L> said
deceased s estate as >et lorth ami described m
Arthur W. LeoNard, Register,
saut petition, and tor the
purposes named iu
s .id petition
At a .Probate Court, held at, net fast, ivltuin am
Oi tiered, Thai the saui
petitioner give notice to
for the County of Waldo, on tin- ilth day of
ail persons interested
!»y causing a copy of tills
January, a. 1). 1916.
older to he published three weeks
successively
in
THOMPSON of Belfast,in said Coun1 In- Bcpublican .lourna.', a
newspaper pubhslicd at Belfast, that limy may
ty, administrator of tin* estate ot Ann A
appear at a Pro
Cowen. late of Thorndike, in said County of
bale « ourt, to be held at Beliast. within and fur
said t
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
utility, on the M:h day of February. A. It.
1'.‘lb. at ten of the lock i-e.oie eoon, and show
j praying for a license to sell aid convey certain
I real estate situated in said Thorndike belonging car,sc, it any they haw. why the piayer ol said
l<» said deceased’s estate described in said
peti- petitioner should uot he mauled.
! tion and for tlie purposes therein expressed.
.Kami
LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice ti
Amurn w. Li-'uN'akd, RegisterI all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
1| in Tin Republican Journal, a
At a Probate Court, in Id ur Belfast, w itliin and
newspaper publishthat they may appear at a ITobati
tor the County ot Waid-u mi til
lltli day of
j ed at Belfast,
Point, to be held at Belfast, within and tor sail |I
January, a !» Jmi;
County, on the 8ru day of February, a. D
a. bray, wiiimm iioit ami w.uI 1916, at ten ot the clock before noon, and show,
liam H. Bray, all I
■•Ha-i, inlaid County
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
in tile estate ol
\Vii
null, a late of Belfast, in
petitioner should not he granted.
i aid County of vva i.io. ... •••ased. Having preJames LIBBY. Judge,
sented a petition praying tliat Wiliner J DorA true copy. Attest:
j
man of said Bellas! liny !.-■ appointe
trustee of
Arthur w. Leonard, Register.
said estate in place <d R.m. n F. Duoton, who
has resigned said .nisi and that the prayer of
At a Probate court field at Belfast, " tr im and
I said petition rsinayb allowed acuor ing to the
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th nay of • provisions
ol law.
; January, a. l>. 1916.
I Ordered, that the said p«-1itmneis give notice to
H. WHITNEY of Belfast, in said Conn
all persons interested by
.using a copy of this
ty, daughter ot James l. Smith, late r order to he published thi. c weeks successively in
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav- ! The Republican Journal, a newspapei published
ing presented a petition praying that she, Mary | at Belfast, that they may
ppcar at a Probate
H.
vy hiti ey of said Belfast, may be appointed Court, to be held alBHlasi, upliin and lor said.
administratrix of the estate of said deceased.
County, on the sth ay ot Febinary, A. I). l‘,»lb
Ordered, ! hat the said petitioner give notice to at fen of the clock before noun, and show cause
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins it any they have, why the piayer ot said petitioners should not be grained.
order to be published three weeks
successively
in I he Republican Journal, a newspaper pubJ a Alts LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
lished at Belfast, that
Attest:
may appear at a Prothey
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tot
Arthur \V. J konaiid, Register.
said County, on the 8th day ot February, a. l>.
1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
i D MIX 1ST I.AT OK'S NOTICK.
TJu ubcause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
petitioner should not be granted.
duly appointed administrator,of the estate of
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
PRUDENCE N P.\KK, late of Sear sport,
A true copy. A ttest:
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
At s Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and desired to present the same for settlement, aud
tor the County.of Waldo, on the second Tues- all indebted thereto are
requested tu make uayday of January. A. L> 1916.
ment immediately.
BENJAMIN F. COLCORD.
A certain instrument purporting to be
lie
last will and tes.ament of William Haugli,
Searsport, Me.. January 11. lPlb.
late of Belfast in said county of Waido.de -eased,
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICK.
The >ubhaving been nresemed tor nrnhate. sain will
i\ scriber hereby gives notice that she has
specnyiLg that the executor therein named be
been
of
administratrix
the esduly
irom
appointed
exempt
giving bond.
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The Journal for 1916 will continue the

term.

It is the work of home

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday ot February m-xt. ai ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same snould not be proved, approved ai d allowed.
JAMES LI BUY, Judge.

1i

interested

people and devoted

A

true copy.

l|

Leonard. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the 2ml
Tuesday
of January, v. 1). 1916.

Oidered, That notice be given to all person* inby causing a copy of this order to lie
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

2.10

Magazine,

MAY BE SENT TO DIFFERENT

4
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
lx will and testament of Samuel W.
Johnson,
late of Belfast, in said ( minty of Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate. Fred a.
•Johnson named executor in said will ot serve
without bond.

$2.00

Magazine,

;PUBUCATIONS INCLUDED

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS:

\v.

|

JOHN II, KaKEK, late of Winternort,
in tlie County ot Walco, ileceaneu, ami given
bonds as the law hirer's. All persons having
demands against the estate ot said uee*-ased are
desired to present the same toi settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to mukt payment immediately.
ill LKN M. BAKER.
VV interport. Me., January 11, 1916.
NOTICE.

iEXECUTORS’
notice
by

terested

2.25

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Behast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if
any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur VV. Leonard, Register.

IN OUR CLUBBING OFFER

ADDRESSES.

One year, $2.C0, Six months, $1.00; three months, 50 cents.

SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW.

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.

The

Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast, Maine.

WILLIAM G.

FOSTER, late of Burnham,

the County of Waldo, deceased, and giver
I in
bonds

}

:

1

as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are de»ir**d to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
FLORICE I>. FOSTER.

Burnham, Me., January 11,1916.

mem

ot

SUSAN M. CK AiG, late of Belfast,
All prisons
Count? of Waldo, deceased,
having demands against the os;ate of said dein the

ceased are desired to present the same lot settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment iniinei iately
CHARLES M.CKAIG,
D\V lOH 1 1*. I'aL.MER.
Belfast, Me., January 11, 1916.
I?XKCU lORs' NOTICE.

1 tie

subscribers liere-

-Ci by give notice that they have been duly appointed exeeutois of the last will ami testament

ot

M

A

IT LAND B.

SMITH,

latent

Belfast,

in tlie County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as tlie law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same lor settlement, and
all iudebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
WALDO TRUST COMPANY.
Belfast, Maine, January 11. 1916.—6

sub-

scriber hereby gives notice that she has
duly appointed administratrix,with the wiil
annexed, of the estaie of

The subscribers herebeen duly
anil testa

thai they
have
give
executors »>i the last will

appointeu

The Journal and Farm and Home,

THE

Attest:

akthi r

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS

jj

1

1

to home interests.

The Journal and Woman’s

II

it

has followed in the past. It has been and will be
a home paper in the fullest acceptance of the

The Journal and McCall’s

||

policy

been

The desirable residence known as the Crosby
house on Cedar street, ten rooms and bath,
with modern improvements, in best section of
city, for sale at a low figure. Apply to the

Children.

and

health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

Ilheunmtism, Lumbago.2

l

Infants

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
«Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the

cele-

have
published a revised edition of
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
diseases, giving in minute detail
the
care
and
treatment
of
the sick with
Humphreys’
we

uK. A. M. SMALL CANDIDATE FOR
COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
Allen M. Small of Freedom announces that
he will be a candidate for County Commissioner
in the June Primaries and hopes to have the
Waldo
support of the Republican voters in
county.

for

HUMPHREYS7 I

number of years.
We have

I

In his recently published Anthology of
Magazine Verse for 1915, William Stanley
Braithwaite finds an opportunity in his re-

was

NOTICE—Tlie subscriber herethat lie has been duly ap-

GUARDIAN’S
by gives notice
pointed guardian

ot

PHILENE F. BAGLEY ot

Waldo,

in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands against
said Philene F. Bagley are desired to present the same tor settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imme-

diately.

CHARLES W BARNES, Guardian.
Waldo, January H, 1916,

in m i a
Bill.
,.

Engage in Fierce Battle.

I_a.es

Driven

..

,,

[

!

of Boston and the heart of New
Such a base, moreover, would
.nd.
ie ample supply of wood and water,
lid pines for mas's, fish and lurnDer.
vas the cause of the seizure of the
harbor of Penobscot, now called
ue, on the bay which indents the
ral shores of the present State of
The story of this seizure and of
r.e.
gallant attempt to capture it by the
ricans, is the subject of this essay.

V

present

!

placed on the shore.
Tuesday, the 27th, was marked by more
of the same desultory firing in which a
boat from the American fleet was sunk.
On Wednesday, July 28th, the morning
At 3 o’clock the
was calm and misty.
American fleet was in line up and down
out
musket
shot of the
the bay, just
of
defenders. Four hundred men were or-

b« ready, but not overready. Not a great
military establishment, but the means to
enable trained leaders and instructed
men to meet emergencies as they arise,
and to keep the enemy from penetrating
our borders.
There lies tbe problem of
preparedness.

Wintering Poultry.

dered into the boats. A landing w <a
made on the precipitous aide of the peninsula.

by Approach of Enemy’s
The Assault.
tu of Victory.
[Hartford, Ct., Timea.]
The shore just north of Dyce’s head is
a line of sleep, rocky cliffs.
No landing
.nhers of Ruth Wyllys chapter,
could be marie there, but further on the
liters of the American Revolution,
ntertained and interested, this cliffs are succeeded by a long,lofty bluff,
at their meeting in the parish
very steep indeed, but capable of being
..
,if the Asylum Hill Congregational climbed from the shore. Here at a point
lies upon
eh by the Rev. Dr. James Goodwin, where a great granite boulder
the beach, the Americans landed. Just
oi nf Christ church, who read a paper
with the revolt of the American as the boats touched the shingle a heavy
fire was opened upon them through the
mes. Dr. Goodwin’s subject was "A
Kmwn Episode of the Revolu- mist from the top of the bluff. An
ln introducing it he said the War American captain, Hinckley, leaped to
ine Revolution was an interesting the lop of the boulder on the beach and,
uid the outstanding fact was the waving his sword, called to his men to
\
made by the royal government scale the bluff. He was mortally wounda fifer
campaign against the colonies. He ed and fell there. Israel Trasa, shelter
brief outline of the war during boy, crouched behind the rock for
a
his
st four years and then came the and played his fife lustily to cheer
companions as they came under the fire
-ode.” Said Dr. Goodwin, in part:
the
scene
visited
from the bluff. Trask
: 779 it seems to have occurred to
British that a military and naval of the landing in after years, and it is to
him that we owe our knowledge of the
a
for
which might serve as
point
and othibjugation of New England would exact spot at which it was made
It was soon
immense advantage to them. They er details of the attack.
st Boston.
Burgoyne’s surrender clear that the bluff was too steep at this
invented their attempt to cut off point for a direct assault. The attacking
one party reEngland from the rest of the colo- party divided, therefore, divert
the atBut Cornwallis in the south was maining on the beach to
rifle
to subdue South Carolina, and the tention of tne British by an ircessant
.ion of the American army and fire, while two others sought a better apThe right hand
genera! financial collapse seemed to proach to the heights.
British battery
possible a new stroke which would party captured a small
rhe east under the British yoke, if situated on a knoll at the highest point of
the
left, although they
,i fresh and secure
position could be the ridge, but
j somewhere on the flank of the gained the top of the bluff, did not sucthe
ceed
in
enemy. The latter
encircling
England colonies. Accordingly they
escaped, leaving thirty men killed or
t
a base upon the coast of Maine
(asted
might be in touch with the loyal wounded. The whole engagement
only twenty minutes, but was a brilliant
res of Canada, safe from immeof
an alattack, and yet within striking dis- one in the fact that the ascent
Fleet on

f

era, which had been

iuwii

ui

t/nauuc,

men

i Penobscot, is situated on a lofty
insula, whose highest crest is some

above tidewater. It is almost
-land at high tide, having only a
row neck, about an eighth of a mile
ngth between it and the mainland,
-pt just on either side of this neck
ater is deep close to the shore everyOn all sides the land rises steepre.
rom the water, and in many cases is
■ipitous. There is buf little level
ind, save on the summit of the penjla.
It forms consequently a natural
-:ress easily defended in the days of
.eh we write. On the south side lies
teet

,.

deep harbor, protected by a ring
green islands, and by the long, curvarm of (Jape Kozier to the south,
re there is ample accommodation for a
Vge fleet, with deep and safe anchorFrom all points are some, lesser
.Lr.terways ieading into the heart of the
ritory to the north. It is said that
large,

.where else is there such a network of
■reams and rivers navigable for canoes
in Maine. It is possible to travel
rywnere about the State and even
this way.
m thence into Canada in
Pius supplies of all kinds could be
r light down from the interior to CasIt is not strange that the British
.utborities casting about for a new base
r action against New England, pitched
q on this spot as meeting very effectiv’their needs in this respect. Accordglv, on the 17th of June, 1779, General
Francis McLean arrived in the harbor of
'astine, with 700 men composed of deachments of the Seventy-fourth and
ighty-second regiments of the British
ne, in a fleet of some seven or eight
-ail. After landing, General McLean
-et to work to clear the land, fell trees
1 build entrenchments.
In the high ground at the crest of
ridge ’overlooking the bay and har: or, he built a large fort which he named
.irt George after the king, and which
planned to make as strong and imregnable as possible. His men worked
ithout intermission until July 18th,
mpleting these works and also baracks, storehouses and earthworks along
i, e shore at the foot of the hill.
Meanwhile knowledge of this move.ent on the part of the British had been
.rried to Boston and general alarm was
It over the situation. The State board
; war of Massachusetts was ordered to
neage such armed vessels as could be
rocured and to make ready to sail
ngainst the British on the Penobscot.
Authorization was given to charter or
mpress, if need were, private armed
t-ssels, to promise the owners fair compensation for losses and allow the seamen the same pay and rations as were
given those in the continental service.
Fifteen hundred men were called for to
engage in the expedition, besides the seamen who were on board the various craft
which made up the fleet. For cannon
'hey had two eighteen pounders and four
field pieces and a large quantity of ammunition and other supplies.
1

■

Yankee rleet.
The fleet consisted of nineteen armed
vessels and twenty-four transports and
carried 344 guns. It was said to be the
most beautiful fleet ever assembled in
New England waters.
The commander
was Dudley Saltonstall of New Haven.
He was an able and experienced man,
but obstinate and overbearing. Brigalier-General Samuel Lovell was in command of the land forces and General
FVleg Wadsworth was second in comThe ordnance officer was Lieumand.
tenant-Colonel Paul Revere. Theexpediion did not secure all the troops called
for, but carried upwards of a thousand
men.
All, however, including m03t of
the officers, were inexperienced and lackng in discipline.
They had not even
paraded together more than once. The
whole force, however, was quickly in
readiness and
n Tn'y 25'h appeared in
Penobscot b ■>
General McLean, the
.t ., had received intelliBritish comm
gence of the txpedi ion on July 18th and
he promptly made n adv to receive the
Americans
On Saturday, July 24 the American
fleet was sighted stanuing up the bay.
The British naval commander. Captain
Mowatt, stationed the sloops-of-war,
Albany, North and Nautilus, in line of
battle across the mouth of Castine harbor between the
point of Dyce’e Head
and the opposite island, which is now
known as Nautilu" island. On shore all
available cannon were mounted and the
troops were distributed at their stations.
At 3 o’clock on Sunday afternoon, July
25th, the Americans advanced, firing,
and a brisk cannonade was kept
up for
two hours, and a landing attempted. The
wind
the
success of this
high
prevented
attempt. Monday, July 26th, the British
vessels withdrew further into the harbor and the Americans followed, a heavy
cannonade taking place. After two hours
and a quarter, however, little damage
was done to either side, although an attempted landing by the attacking forces
the

Special

Care

Should

be

During Cold Weather to

Given

Fowls

Obtain Best

Results.
To obtain good results from a flock of
poultry during the winter all houses and
coops should be put >n good condi
only healthy fowls placed in the buildings, and good care given to the poultry.
The houseB should be thoroughly cleaned,
disinfected, and made tight for winter.

If the house has a dirt floor, it is well to
remove three or four inches from the
top and substitute fresh gravel or sand.
If the floor is cement or wood, remove
( all litter and dirt and put uitour or five
inches of fresh straw or litter.
Be sure
that the house is tight on three sides and
that there is no chance for a draft to
If hens roost or are
strike the hens.
placed in a draft during the fall and
winter, colds are sure to develop, which
may result in roup and other troubles.
The south side, or front, of the poultry
house may be left comparatively open,
but should be under control, bo that the
openings may be closed gradually as the
weather becomes cold.
Have muslin
curtains in the frunt of the house, or
leave a window partly open even on the
coldest night3 to allow some ventilation
in the house. Fowls will stand considerable cold air provided it is dry, and
ventilation will keep the air thoroughly
dry in the house.
The pullets should be brought in off
the range and put in winter quarters,
but before they are mixed with the older
fowls be sure that the hens are banded
or that the web of the foot is punched in
most precipitous bluff was made in the some way so as to distinguish between
the pullets and the hens. In this way
open under a heavy fire from troops entrenched above behind rocks and trees. the older stock may be culled out when
Indeed, it may well be called o e of the ever it appears desirable, and the young
hens kept for further laying. Cull the
most brilliant affairs of the whole war.
and had the expedition been finally sue- 1 chickens which are brought into the laycessful would probably have become one ing house carefully, and fatten and
of the historic events of the Revolution, market all chickens which are small,
The final defeat of the Americans result- poorly developed, or in poor condition.
Thooo umu! I nonrltj rlouelnnoH phinlfena
ed in the effacement of all recollection of
are
apt to catch cold if put in with th
lue t^inuic ui vne
mis neroic assaun.
battery permitted the Americans to move other poultry, and develop diseases
which
quickly spread through the flock.
their fleet further in shore. The landing
Market- all surplus cockerels or older
party took possession of the heights a d
male birds which are not desired for
set out to reduce the fort, which lay
breeding or not wanted for a later
about a mile further inland.
It is one of the interesting episodes of market.
Feed the gram in a deep litter on the
this siege that Sir John Moore, who was
all
later to die at Corunna, and to be one of floor and make the hens exercise for
of
their grain.
The mash may be fed
the heroes of schoolboy declamation, was
the defending either wet or dry, and should be so re,
a young lieutenant with
forces. He himself tells of the affair in ulated that the fowls will get abouc
his letters. He says, with no superfluity equal parts of mash and of the scratch
of modesty, of the conduct of his com- grains. It is necessary to give the fowls
plenty to eat to get good results, but the
rades at the taking of the battery:
“I was the only officer who did not birds should always be eager for each
feed.
In cold weather feed about oneleave his post too soon.”
It was due to his fiery resolution that third of the scratch grains in the mornthe Americans were held at bay for a ing and two-thirds at night. In this
way the hens are forced to exercise
time.
‘‘Will the Hamiltons leave me?” he more than if they receive all the grain
cried. ‘‘Stand, and behave like soldiers.” they desire at the morning feed. Scratch
In spite of his efforts the British were grains, mash or ground grains, animal
several days protein, green feed, grit and shell should
forced to retreat. For
be supplied in the winter. A good
nothing of importance was accomplished. scratch
mixture may be made of equal
There was more or less skirmishing and
cannonading, but little advance was parts, by weight, of cracked corn, wheat
made. However, from their vantage and oats; and a mash may be made of
ground on the bluff.the Americans,under two parts corn meal and one part each
General Lovell, gradually worked their of wheat bran, wheat middlings and
beef scrap. Green feed, such as cabway nearer the fort, until they were
within seven hundred yards of it. It was bages, mangel wurzel beets, cut alfalfa,
proposed to demand the surrender of the or sprouted oats, should be supplied to
fort, and if the demand was refused to replace the green feed which the fowls
assault it directly. Probably this would have been securing in the fields; and
beef scrap, skim milk, cut green bone,
have resulted in its capture.
or some similar feed is needed to reAmericans Retreat.
place the bugs which the fowls have
Beef scrap
But Commodore Saltonstall seems to been getting on the range.
or
feed of this n-ature is very essential in
have had little stomach for his work. He
refused to allow the marines to partici- securing a good supply of eggs during
pate in such an assault on the ground the winter months.
Clean the dropping boards at least
that they had suffered much. He did
send some whaleboats back to Boston for once a week, and spray the roosts with
assistance. By
August 13, however. kerosene or some commercial preparaGeneral Lovell, with such forces as he tion for killing mites once a month durhad, made an attack upon the fort, and ing the winter. Have a good supply of
succeeded in reaching the rear of it, al- sand or dry dirt on hand to use on the
though he was unable to enter. Forced dropping boards during the winter.
If any of the birds develop colds, put
to fall back,intelligence was received the
that a large British force was as much potassium permanganate as will
same day
approaching from Halifax. A general remain on the surface of a dime into a
retreat was ordered at once. During the gallon of water and keep this mixture in
night of the 13th of August, the Ameri- their drinking water for several days, or
until the symptoms of the colds have
cans silently removed their cannon from
the peninsula and embarked.
disappeared. Remove any sick birds
Early the next morning a party landed from the flock as soon as they are noted
and spiked the guns landed upon Nautilis and treat them in coops|by themselves,or
island. They had hardly gotten away kill and bury them if they are not worth
after the performance of this dangerous treating.
Examine the pullets and hens for lice,
duty when the British fleet appeared in
and dust thoroughly with a good insect
the offing. It was a vastly superior fore
to that of the Americans and carried over powder or apply a mixture ot 2 parts of
fifteen hundred men. Commodore Sal- vaseline and 1 part of mercurial or blue
tonstall formed his ships into a crescent ointment, about the size of a pea, 1 inch
and made an attempt to resist the enemy. below the vent of the bird, rubbing the
Sir George Collier, the Brtish commander, mixture lightly on the skin. An appliattacked with great energy and speedily cation of this ointment two or three
scattered the American
vessels. One times a year will keep the fowls free
ship was captured, but all the others from lice. Where insect powder is used,
it should be applied three or four times a
were burnt,
or run ashore, with all sails
standing by their crews, who escaped to year, or oftener if the fowls become inland and returned to Massachusetts on fested. Provide a small box in the house
foot. So ended in failure and disgrace partly filled with dry road dust or fine
dirt in which the hens may dust, thus
no ii was
uic
x cuuuacub
xja^cuiuuii,
called. The fact that for twenty-one helping to keep themselves free from
days a small garrison with only three lice.—U. S. Dept, of Agriculture.
ships, held out against a large expeditionary force, and finally drove it off, is
certainly not to the credit of the com-

mander, Dudley Saltonstall. He
popularly accused of being a traitor,
was later tried
by court-martial
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For Infants and Children

cashiered.
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to

In Use For Over 30 Years

Preparedness.

In these days we are wont to draw or
Always
the
try to drqw such leBsons as we may from
the events and experiences of former
Signatui
wars.
The cry of preparedness is in the |
air, and we feel strongly the necessity of !
.‘‘BLOW THE MAN DOWN.”
profiting by the successes and mistakes
of our countrymen in the past. Even
I such an obscure incident as
this may fur- | A New Novel from the Pen of Holj nish its illustrations and lessons which
man
Day.
can throw light upon our problems
today.
Holman Day, the Maine author, ia
When we speak of preparedness, let us
have a clear idea of what we mean. Of just completing a novel soon to be pubcourse we say that preparedness must be
j 1 ished by Harper & Bros. Ii will be the
for defense only. That is true enough,
Mr. Day has ever penned, conbut let us see what this involves. It longest
must include not only adequate muni- taining about 400 pages, and is a sea
Mr. Day has written several
tions, ships and guns, but men as well. story.
There must be a great body of men cap- short stories about the sea, but this will
able of using the weapons which me- be his first complete novel of this kind.
chanical ingenuity and foresight have The name of the book is "Blow the Man
provided. There must be intelligence to Down," which is a catch line in what is
one
of the oldest of all known sea
grasp the situation, and to provide for
chanties. One of Mr. Day’s most valevery emergency.
The question of a body of trained and ued possessions is a book containing
experienced leaders becomes one of the many of these old chanties and from
most pressing needs of due preparation these he has culled extracts with which
for any emergency of defense. Given to lead each chapter of the book. Tbe
such leadership the Americans are able to book was given to him by Capt. Jack
cope with any foe. To the intelligence Christy of the steamer Irishman, one qf
and capacity of our people we may safely the author’s warmest friendB, and the
leave the questions of material equipment novel has been dedicated to him. It
and the effectiveness of our armies. But will probably appear late in the spring.
when we talk of preparedness we must
not forget the all-important questionof
Aroostook Potatoes'
leadership. I believe that this is the
lesson which we may draw from this
Potatoes have been coming into the
little episode which is known to but com- Port Fairfield market rather Isowly of
paratively few among us. With the late. Late last week they were bringing
right leaders, we are always ready to de- (2.85 to $2.95 in the Fort Fairfield
fend our shores.
That is the lesson of market, but that price has been easing
the Revolution. It is also the lesson of sff considerably, until this week they
the Civil War. It is the great necessary have been going as low as $2.65 and
was repelled.
element in all our efforts to put our coun- (2.70. Our people do not seem to care
At 6 o’clock this attempt was renewed
try on the footing of adequate prepara- to haul for those figures. A common
and a landing effected on Nautilus island,
tion. The leader is the first requisite. belief among our farmers is that this
while 200 Americans dislodged twenty That
preparedness may go beyond what lower price ia only temporary.—Fort
marines and captured four four-pound- is
needful, I feel sure. The country must Fairfield Review, Feb. 2nd.

|
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BRIGHT BRIEFS.

«

can

be fattened on the

est of food.

Borne people speak

as

while others speak oftener.

cheap-

i mm

they think,

Thank heavens, worn out autos can’t
land in the butcher shop anyhow.
If you never learn to take orders you
will never know how to give them.

t
To be Held in Portland March

23,1916.

It is just as well to remember that
the best time doesn’t always cost the
most money.

Republican State convention for the
year 1916 will be held in City hall, Portland,
Maine, on Thursday. March 23, at 10 o'clock in
the forenoon, (1) for the purpose of nominating six candidates for electors of President and
Vice-President of the United States; (2) electing four delegates at large, and four alternates,
to attend the Republican National Convention
to be held in the City of Chicago, in the State
of Illinois, on Wednesday, the 7 day of June.
1916; (3) electing a State committee, (4) a district committee for each congressional district,
(5) a county committee for each county; and
(6) formulating and adopting a declaration of
principles, or platform, in support of which
the Republicans of Maine will appeal to the
electors of Maine in the ensuing campaign and
the September election; and also (7) transacting any other business that may properly come

In the cemetery all men are equal,
matter what the tombstone inscription may be.

before the convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows:—Each city, town and plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes

Many people throw money away, but
very few people ever find any of it
The top round of the ladder of sucIs usually the most slippery of all.

cess

There are two ways of remaining
neutral—your way and the other fellow’s.
Chinese revolutionists remain active

regardless of the nominal form of government.

no

The

cast for the

If you cannot look on the bright side
of things better keep your eyes closed
as much ns possible.
The theater of war, says a philosopher, charges the highest prices for admission. And fvet there are many deadheads.
The Congressional Becord is now
promising some of the liveliest features
it has offered in its entire course of

publication.

Now, they are all “fighting for
peace.” and when they get it the dead
can’t break it.—Atlanta Constitution.
A I.ondon professor says the war is
a blessing in disguise.
Isn't it about
time it removed its false whiskers?—
Detroit Free Press.
Red Cross authorities estimate that
95,000 soldiers have been made blind
In the war. Rut scarcely so blind as
are the diplomats.—Detroit Journal.
say that any modern
war would be a short one.
That was
before they became familiar with the
dread word "attrition.”—Chicago News.
The astrologer who announces an end
of the war in June has a fine twelve
to one shot so long as he refrains from
mentioning the year.
Washington
Post.

Teople used

to

—

Fashion

Frills.

Some girls have mighty slender exfor wearing short skirts.—Macon
News.
cuses

is

candidate for gover-

Republican

1912 an additional delegate, and for a
fraction of '40 votes in excess of 75 votes an

nor

in

additional delegate.
Delegates must be elected subsequent to the
date of this call in order to be eligible to participate in the convention.
The State committee will be in session in
Reception ball adjoining City hall at 9 o'clock
in the forenoon of the day of the convention
to receive the credentials of the delegates.
Un

the

evening

Deiore tne

convention

Because a girl has fur topped shoes
no sign the weather is cold.—Florida

Times-Union.
“If the shoe fits, wear it." is a time
worn saying, but with a woman, if the
shoe fits, take it off because it is too
big.—Philadelphia Record.
Those new one gallon hats worn by
fashionable men on formal occasions
would look more convenient with spigots in them.—Chicago News.
Man is supposed to be the braver,
but no son of woman has yet been born
with enough nerve to be the first to
walk down street with shoes laced at
the side and fur at the tot).—Washington Post.

NATIONAL BANK BUILDING AT SEARSPORT. MAINE.

me

committee will hold a public meeting in
dining room of the Falmouth hotel, Portland, Maine, at 8.30 o’clock at which meeting
all delegates, and others interested in the welfare and success of the Republican party, will
have an opportunity to make suggestions, and

formulating and drafting a declaraof principles, or platform, to be present-

assist in

tion
ed to the convention for consideration, amendment and adoption.
All electors of Maine who are opposed to
the policies of the Democratic party and in
sympathy with the purposes and aims of the
Republican party, without regard to past political affiliations, are cordially invited and urged
to assist and unite in electing delegates from
the several cities, towns, and plantations, to
participate in the proceedings of this convention.
Per order Republican State Committee.
Frank J Ham. Chairman.
H. H. Hastings. Secretary.
January 21, 1916.
Maine,
Augusta,
THE

WALDO

Waldo county is entitled to delegates

Dipping in a solution of alum will
fireproof paper candle or lamp shades.
Keep tacks in bottles; it saves opening many boxes to find a particular
kind.
Salt thrown on the fire once a day
prevents the accumulation of soot in
the flues.
A pail of boiling salted water should
be poured down the kitchen sink every
■week to prevent its becoming stopped.
Cotton gloves to wear in doing housework are better in every way than old
kid gloves.
If bought especially for
this purpose get a size larger than
worn.

Sparks of Fire.
To protect wood against fire, silicate
of soda is the most effective remedy.
There are traces of an organization
for the extinction of fire as far back as
2,000 years B. C.

as

These

|j
||
iff
II

fol-

lows:

catarrhal

H
tt
If

They call loudly, too. If Peruna is neglected
these catarrhal conditions are liable to become
chronic. One bottle of Peruna used at the
right time will save months, even years, of
suffering and sickness.

1

THE PERUNA COMPANY

1

■

Waldo.1

Winterport.3
—

Total.53

Nomination Papers.
Secretary of Slate John E. Bunker has
prepared a list showing the minimum and

II

|j

maximum number of signatures required
for a candidate for any office within the
State. The law plainly states that there shall
be at least one per cent and not more
than two per cent of the total vote cast for
Governor at the last State election for the
district where the candidate is to be voted for
For U. S. Senator, Governor and auditor the
minimum is 1416; maximum, 2833. For Conmaxigressman, 3d district, minimum, 423;
mum, 845. For county officers in Waldo
112.
For
maximum,
66;
minimum,
county,
representatives, as follows:

Belfast. 23

Unity Class.
Searsport Class.

13
11
10
10

§§

Columbus,

fill

47
26
23
20
20

(Sold

They

/

be sworn to before a
magistrate and returned to the department of
Stste before the first Monday of May, 1916.

|

MONDAYS

AND

TUESDAYS

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manlcurng and Shampooing. Also Facial Work.
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES
32tt

Mill

Sites, Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

JEMAL RAILROAD
a

to

those

desiring

change in location for a

new

to

start

life.

Unlimited Raw Material

Republican Journal and McCall's
Magazine one year each for
$2.10, paid in advance.

The

Good

Farming

Land

Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent ofj the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

Eastern Steamship Lines.
MAGAZINE can we give you the benefltof
this mouey-saving club offer. McCALL’S
is the Fashion Authority ami Housekeeping Helper of more women than any other
magazine in the world.
Come in or write to see a sample copy.
All the latest styles and fancy work
every month; also delightful stories and
articles, besides regular departments In
cooking, home dressmaking and housekeeping that lighten housework and save
Loved by women everywhere.
money.

Don’t Miss This Offer

ir'i’-FREEM'CALLPATfiRN
“Family
^^k
Each subscriber for this Great
sain’’ may choose from her first

copy

Barof

received. OHS of the cele^^k MeCALL’S
McCall Dress Patterns, FREE,
^^k brated
(value 15c) by sending a postal card
direct to The McCall
^^k request
New York, giving Mum^^k Co..bar
and Size desired.

Unity.
Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive.

Bangor.

Clinton.
Benton.
Waterville.
Portland.
Boston, pm.
lO

7 05
(7 10
17 20
7 32
17 44
7 50
7 53
<8 0f£
8 20
11 45
8 39]
8 48
8 54
11 50
320

PM

PM

12 20

3 29
5 50

2 20
t2 25
12 35
2 47
12 59
3 05
3 13
13 23
3 35
5 05
511
6 20
5 25
8 25

AM
3 00

AM
8 50

7 00

12 25

10 02

3 15
1 50
3 24
3 34
3 50
4 00
4 09
4 17
,4 25
4 40
,450
15 00
5 05

412 25
•

|12 35
12 47
12 59
1 05
113
41 23
1 35
3 00

BF1.FA8T;
PM
10 00

Portland. 12 00
AM

Waterville.
Bangor.

7 16
7 00

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. 48 45

Unity

8 54

—

10 08
10 17
10 30
HO 40
10 65
11 05
ill 15
11 35
,1145
ill 55
12 01

Tlorndike. 9 02
Knox. 19 10
Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. ,935
Citypoint. |9 45
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
ft lag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent
G. C DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

A LL THE WAY BY WATER

DR. W. C.

i\m,

DENTIST,
Belfast, Me.

For Sale

WINTER SCHEDULE.
*,

BANGOR

LINE

a

Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast.
Leave Belfast Mondays, and Thursdays at
2.00 p. m., for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Leave Belfast Wednesdays and Saturdays at
7.30 a. m., for Searsport, Bucksport. and Winterport.
Returning: Leave India Wharf, Boston.Tues
days and Frid ays at 6.00 p m. Leave Winter
port Mondays, and Tboredaye at 10 a. m. fo
Boston and intermediate landings.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
BETWEEN PORTLAND AND NEW YORK

Street,

Knox.
Thorndike.

FAST

I**

monthly

Only because of a very special arrangement with the publishers of McCALL’S

37 Main

j

BURNHAM.

I! r, I.

Belfast depart.
Citypoint.
Waldo.

Boston.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

MAINE

^^k

AND

Brooks

H

^<

On and after Sept. 26. 1915, trains
connecting
at Burnnam and Waterville with
through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:
FIIOM

and

in

pages

at

BELFAST

Locations

\

make

100 big

Manufactured
Belfast, Maine.
BELFAST AUfcNTS.

Factory

give opportunity

Subscriptions may be new or renewal
Write or call at this office

FERTILIZERS.

Country

MAINE CEN1RAL RAILROAD

Quarries,

BUY1NUTON OPTIGAL GO.,
DAYS.

Ohio
Drug Stores)

THE COE-MORT1MER COMPANY. NEW YORK

OF THF

OFFICE

all

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

Eye-Sight Specialist

44 South Main Street, Winteruort, Maine.

at

JACKSON & HALL

|

E. H. BOYINGTON

Ulll)

^^JjJftjPunjoToartComianr^BotoajMi^^^

|

Troy.2
Liberty—.1 Unity.3

The question is whether in a leap
year wedding the bridegroom shouldn’t
promise to obey.—Pittsburgh Chronicle.

Hu eatiaordiiiafy cleaming and germicidal power.
Sample Free. 50c. all dniggitt. or poUsaid br

j j

j

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam,
mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinlcham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical,

All

All of the acute catarrhal conditions above
referred to, call for

During the glad leap year a woman
also has the last word first.—Washingtorf Post.

Jat*

conditions.

Knox. 1

Lincolnville.2
Monroe.3
Montville.3
.1
Morrill....

Leap Year Musings.

lllUb

||
||
ili

pi

||

AND

CAjuaiUS

||
||

I

||
II

Belfast.9 Northport.1
Belmont.1 Palermo.2
3
Brooks.
Prospect.1
Burnham.2 Searsmont.2
Frankfort.1 Searsport.3
Freedom.1 Stockton Springs.2
Islesborough.1 Swanville.1
Jackson.1 Thorndike.2

all

are

No Greek or Roman armjr crossed a
frontier without carrying an altar on
which a sacred fire always burned.

I? vuiau

Colds, coughs,
throat, tonsilitis,
catarrh, bronchitis,
pneumonia, are all

||

dependent upon the same cause, climatic
changes. Sloppy weather underfoot. High
winds, chilling blasts, changing from day to day.
Thermometer dancing a jig. Barometer following suit.

Undeveloped [ Water Powers

difference in leap year is that the men
then know that the women are proposing.—Boston Herald.
With Mr. Bernard Shaw’s revelation that woman does the proposing In
nearly all cases anyway, leap year
lost much of its significance.—Chicago
Herald.

11
II
11

prevalent.

There is no doubt that the original
method of finding fire was by the friction of two pieces of wood.

The origin of fire varies, according to
old time fables. The Greeks held that
Prometheus brought to earth the torch
he had lighted at the sun, and hence
there was fire.

February and
March bring weather
conditions very trying
to most people.

sore

DELEGATION

Lincolnville Class.

Wiiv

—MB

mm

State

Winterport Class.
Each petition must

Household Hints.

usually

■■>VSfegKJ-.

the

Echoes of the War.

/
a

Tiir nrmmi iffiii

__—■

Vanity

STEAMSHIPS NORTH

LAND

AND HERMAN WINTER.
Reduced Fares. Reduced Stateroom Prices.
Schedule disturbed. Information upon request.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.
CHAS. M. HiLL,

1 el 306

Sears port Ave.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law
BELFAST,

MAINE.^

Practice; in all Courts.; Probate practice
a specialty.
2tf

The nay friend* of Mr. and Mr*. Harry W.
I Griffin of Mattapoiaatt, Me**, win heir with
interest of the graduation, Jen. l>th, of their
elder daughter, Mies Pauline, from tho Mem.
ehueetta General Hospital, where she baa for
several year* been in training for a profes-

"
■

SEARSPORT.
from a
Frank C. Whitcomb returned Friday
business trip to Boston.
waa in
jj# w. Kneeland of Dorchester, Maaa.,
for

town

A Distinctive Reason

Sidney M. Webber left Tuesday
ness trip through central Maine.

on a

buai-

What is the chief reason for the
ority of Royal Baking Powder?

to his
George B, Delano baa been confined
borne for the past week with the grip.
at
Several fine catches of trout were made
Swan Lake last week by local fishermen.

Patten
Parker and daughter Hazel of
Bister, Mra. F. C.
guests of the former’s

Mra.

1

*—

several

There is no alum nor phosphate in

from WayBaree Boylaton arrived Feb. 4th
fertilizer to
mouth. Mass., with 900 tone of
the A. A. C. Co,

E. Bangs, Esq., went to Bangor Monday,
having business before the Supreme court,
H.

in seision in that

city.

in
Leroy D, Littlefield is running his mill
Mechanics Haliow with a full crew, sawing
stave wood and barrel headings.

William P. Thompson, who died in Banin Searsport
gor Saturday, had many friends
Hon.

were

soriy to learn of his death.

The rehearsals for

Sally

Lunn

everything indicates a
performance on the 10th in Union hall.

merrily

and

on

ing house for the employees of the A. A. C.
Co. at Macks Point, which opened Friday.
Millinccket, Capt, Perry, arrived
Feb. 5th from Newport News with 4,000 tons
of coal to the P. C. & W. Co. at Mack’s Point.
Steamer

Barge Spring arrived Feb. 3d from Philadelwith 3,000 tons of coal to tne P. C. & W.
Co., finished discharging Saturday and sailed
Monday on her return.

phia

M. Sylvester entertained
about forty of their friends and neighbors at a
Mr.

and

Mrs.

D.

dinner and musicale last

enjoyable evening

was

Tuesday,

and

a

very

spent.

was received Monday of the death in
Sunday,after a.longand painful illness,
of Mrs. Clara E., wife of Rev. J. A. Weed, a
former pastor of the M. E. church here.

News

Brewer

Quite

number of the

young people of
more sessions of the

a

Searsport attended one or
Belfast Food Fair, and a large number went
over on

confetti

Saturday night

grand wind-up,

for the

night.

Many of the young matrons of the town are
practicing basketball and are thinking seriously of organizing two teams for matched
games. Mrs. Linuahan, wife of Principal Liunahan of the High school, is coach.

Glenn,

Mrs. John Randolph (“Sally")
Harriet Roulstone
Annie Whittier
Marjorie Randolph,
Harriet Erskine
Mrs. Penelope Winslow,
Rebecca Ross
her
Vivian Winslow,
daughter,
A number of relatives and friends went to
Swanville Friday to attend the funeral of
Henry Edwin Greeley of Bar Harbor, which
at

Nickels, aged 13 years, and George V. Haskell,
son of Rev. and Mrs. C. M. Haskell, aged 12
years, lost their lives on Penobscot bay while
Bkating. Their bodies were recovered late in

spring,

where he

years had lived in Bar Harbor,
member of the firm of Nickerson,

Eighteen years ago, Feb. 1st, the schooner
Marcellus, Capt. A. A Larrabee of Searsport,
ar.d the schooner James Holmes, Capt. Frank
Ryan of Belfast, were lost on Doiliver’s Point,
Gloucester Harbor, in the great northeast gale
that swept the New England coast. All hands
on both schooners perished.,

Henry G. Curtis will give a silver tea
22nd, from 2 30 to 5 p.m., for the Guild of
the Congregational church. The guests are to
dress in old-fashioned costumes.
There are a
Mrs.

Feb.

great many beautiful materials from all over
the world made into dresses owned in Searsport, and well worth seeing, at least once a
year.
Lincoln Colcord returned

Friday from Ban-

gor, where he was the guest of Wingate F.
Cram, and with his host attended the banquet
of the Twentieth Century Club Wednesday
night. Mr. Colcord was one of the guests
honored with a seat at the table with the guest
of honor, tx-President William H. Taft, who
addressed the gathering.

Dr, Robert G. Horn, who died suddenly Feb.
he&rt failure in Watertown, Mass.,

2nd from

well known here.

His mother

was

Miss

Deborah Giikey, formerly of Searsport.

Dr.

11U1II

DJItUk

OCTV.lCil
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port House when the late Williston Grinnell
was

proprietor.

leaves

a

His age was 44 years, and he
and one daughter

widow,

one son

Woman’s Club

entertained last FriF. K. Sawyer, The
program included the reading of Jeanne D’Arc
as outlined by The Mentor.
The biography
was discussed after the reading.
The club recently voted to take up a literary program in
connection with its charity work. Tea and
dainty confections were served by the hostess.
The

day

by

afternoon

was

Mrs.

Dodge’s Corner. Mr. and Mrs. Robert G.
Seeley, wno had spent several weeks in Connecticut, returned to their home in Swanville

Saturday-George

last

E.

Chapin

filled his

week, Ira Veazie hauling the ice
on wheels....Mrs. Fred E. Stinson, who has
been very ill with the grip, suffered an ill turn
last Sunaay night, and at this waiting is very
ice house last

weak.
The

correspondent has a dinner
by John Beals, proprietor
of the Waldo House, West Prospect village,
now the Searsport House.
The card has printJournal

ticket that

ed

on

used

was

“Admit the bearer

the face:

to

the din-

the Waldo
the back, with
House, West
a large spread eagle, is the name of the prd*
prietor, J. Beals, West Prospect.
ner

on

the fifth of

July, 1840,
Prospect,” and on

About four inches of

snow

at

fell

Wednesday

and

Thursday, Feb. 2nd and 3d. It was very
light and dry and the roads being bare and

badly cut up the sledding was very poor.
Sunday the sun was very warm and the weather mild, making the snow run.
Monday the
thermometer registered 40 above until night,
when the wind
it

was

out of the northwest and
Tuesday morning it was 10
strong breeze.
came

colder.

above and

was

for

Spratt &

His

Linehan,
Rphnnl

principal

Vine

of
tho

the
to

uni

fur

unrlr

it

Several games are|scheduled for the
ture and the

boys

into

near

honor by presenting a creditable appearance
well as by putting up a good fight. New
suits are needed and through the generosity
and support of the towns people may become
possible. Keep in mind the supper, and plan
to attend the game on the same evening be-

his

tween

the

home team and Castine.

at

Miss

a

This, Thursday, evening the two-act comedy
“Sally Lunn,” will be presented in Union Hall
direction of Mrs S. C. Pattee for
benefit of the Congregational cburch
piano fund. Music by Gilkey’s orchestra.
Reserved seats 35 cents; admission 25 cents;
children 15 cents. Tickets on sale at the Searsport Drug Store. The cast is as follows:
John Randolph, Jr., a Yale Junior,
under the
the

Billy Randolph,

Nellie

Admis-

Bennett,

Mrs. Albert K.
P.

Sarah

Hatch has

from visits in Portland and
Mrs.

an

returned home

seized

Sanford.

Sunday with

a

severe

street,

to

two

Lonie

ago and

weeks

out

again.

was

attack of the

on

basket ball team will play
Friday, night with The U. of M

“holding his own,” although Dr. Small connot yet passed.
It is hoped
favorable symptoms may appear soon.

Law

as

was

fifty
ant

siders the crisis

School.

The first of

a

series of

monthly C.

E.

Socials

held in the parsonage, Ja.n. 24ih. About
were present and all rej ort a very pleastime. The evening v as spent in games

music, etc. It was a Calendar Party ai.d the
February social will lie a Valentine one.

■

Mrs. Horace Staples, West Main street, suffered a severe ill turn last week, necessitating Dr. Stevens’ attention for several days.
Her

j

sister, Mrs.

Elmer E. Thompson,
throughout the week. She is
recuperating, although still very weak.
with her

was
now

Some

eighty

the newly

or

mar-

were

served

by Mabel Rose, j

ladies’ Aid will meet with Mrs. John
Graffam Wednesday afternoon.
The

j

and

Mrs.

Mr. and

m

n

Geo. Glidden loBt

a cow

laBt

Our

week.

$1 per bushel.
Grange has in progress a contest for
The captains are Mrs. Herbert Paul and Mrs. Will Shorey.
The

the N. It. Turner farm

S. J. Oldaker occupied the pulpit Sunafter a month's illness.

some

quite ill,

who haB been very eick

Nelaon,
time,does not

Mrs. Eliza

for

seem

to

members

Mr, and

Kev.
day

PRODUCE

F. E. Littlefield is shipping potatoes, paying

new

Mrs.

but

J.

have been

Littlefield

G.

are now

better.

Some

here have been very sick with the

improve,

families

grip.

Christmas time the people of this
place became aware of the fact that Harry
Littlefield had revoked his decision of reAbout

Mr.
Mrs. L. T. Leigh*on viaited her parents,
last
and Mrs Orrin Crommett of Somerville,

maining a bachelor and would soon take to
himself a wife—Bertha J. Parker of Litchfield,
Maine.
Accordingly on the evening of Jan.
llth more than fifty of the young and old people of this vicinity gathered at the Littlefield
home to serenade them. The visitors were
royally welcomed and entertained. Both Mr.
and Mrs. Littlefield are performers on the

week.
closed last week with
The schools
tne exception of the center school which began
two weeks late.
in town

Miss

Corrected

Sunday school is increasing in numbers

and interest.

H. Foster.
Tobey is working for E.
in this section
There is a great call for hay
and not much for sale.
Handy
W. W. Turner is lumbering for Harry
Wtn.

on

BELFAST

WALDO STATION.

PALERMO.

many pieces.
struck Mr. Downer, who

Cry

Children

was

FOR FLETCHER’S

throwing away

CASTO R I A

day to

care

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN

I

New York, Feb 3.
son, Providence for
Boston for Norfolk;

Ar,

ruRTS.
schs

WHITE’S

CORNER, (Winterport )

I

Susie H

David-

N

■

GIRLS-DOYOU KNOW
WHY YOUR HAIR
IS UGLY?

j

FOR SALE

horse, weighing

lbs.,perfectly

MARKET.

CASTOR I A

1
^

Journal.

PAID

dried, per lb.,

7; Hides,

PRODUCER
10 001a41
C6

3 76a4 00 Lamb.
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E.,
3 76 Lamb Skins,
76
Butter,
28a30| Mutton.
8
Beef, sides,
32 lb.,
66
8i Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,
10L
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
10
22 Straw,
Cheese,
7.00
18 Turkey,
Chicken,
26a3C
Calf Skins,
18 Tallow,
Duck.
20 Veal,
12al3
29 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
3
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
6.00
18 Wood, soft,
Geese,
3.60

*

a

|

e

8$alO|Oats,

RETAIL

RETAIL PRICE.

1 10
5
4
13al4
8
14
1.13
4
1 45
47
50
6

HORN.
Bailey. In Knox, February 3, to Mr and
Mrs. Joseph Bailey, a daughter, Mildred Irene,
Bo WDEN
In North Penobscot, January 23,
to Mr. and M rs. Oscar M. Bowden, a son
Bowden.
In Orlax d, January 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lester L Bowden, a son,
Clement. In Southwest Harbor, January
26, to Mr. and Mrs. Chester Clement, a daughter.

CONARY. In Orland, January 16, to Mr. and
Mrs Heroert Conary, a son.
FOSTER. In Dark Harbor, January 27, to
Mr and Mrs. vv. 1\. Foster, a son.
Robbins. In Stonington, January y, to Mr,
and Mrs Freeman C. Robbins, a sun.
Starrett. In Warren. February 1, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Starrett, a son.
MAKKILJD.

L)AY-Carter. In rsrooklin, January 29. by
J. V\
We6t, Elmer B. Day of Bluehill

Rev.

Mies Flossie M. Cat ter of Brooklin.
H UNT-Cole.
In ilartland, February 5,
Arnold Hunt and Miss Etta Cole, both of
Burnham.
Stanley Davis
In Swan’s Island, January
1, by Rev. D. A. Mackinnon, Leroy Stanley and
Grace H. Davis of Long Island.
Tayi or- Trask
In Belfast, February 5, by
Rev. J, Wilbor Richardson, at his residence,
George F. Taylor and Mrs. Sylvia F. Trask,
both of Belfast.
anti

DIED
Arey.
In North Bucksport, February 5,
Jennie S,, wife of Capt- Frank Arey, aged 53
years.
Bennis. In Sullivan, January 26, Capt. Spiro
V. Bennis, aged 78 years, 1 month and 2 days.
Billings
In Brooksville, January 23, Mrs.
John H. Billings, aged 74 years and 9 days.
Bunker. In Franklin, Jai uary 31, George
B. Bunker, aged 76 years, 10 months and 28

days.
Crockett. In I’rospect, February 5, Kingsbury B. Crockett, aged 82 years.
DOWNING. In Boston, February 6, Georgia
Heath, wife of Jere R Downing, formerly of

Bucksport, aged

30 years.
East Bucksport, January 29,
Clyde Eastman, aged 27 years and 1 day.
FOSTER. In Newark, N. J., January 31,
Harriet, widow of Rev. Davis Foster of Winchester, Mass,, formerly of Bucksport, aged 81
years.
Glidden la Northport, February 5, Charles
Grant Glidden, aged 75 years and 3 months.
GREELEY. In Bar harbor, February I, Henry
E. Greeley, aged 58 years.
Grotton. In Belfast, February 5, Nellie A
wife.of Stillman C. Grotton, aged 37 years, 6
months and 18 days.
Harvey.
In North Bucksport, February 7,
Fannie A., widow of Edward Harvey, aged 84
years.
Houston. In Belfast, February 8. Nathan
foster Houston, aged 86 jears, 3 months and
18 days
MESERVEY. Ill Belfast, Febiuary 1. Mrs
Sewell Meservey, aged 79 years.
In Thorndike Station, February 5,
Morse
Dr. F. W. Morse.
Eastman.

UKUUTT.

In

in

Mrs, Harriet
and 17 days.

nasi

nucKsporr,

renruary

4.

Orcutt, aged 96 years, 7 months

Partridge:
III Jackson, February 6. Mrs.
Hannah Partridge, aged 70 years.
PERKINS. In Caatine, January 23. Mrs. Mary
E. Perkins, aged 87 years.
PORTER. In Winterport, February 6, Gershom
Porter
Wardwell In Pe nobscot, J; nuary 27, Nelson Wardwell, aged 72 years, 10 months and 8

days.
Wardwell. In Penobscot, January 27, Miss
Abbie Wardwell, aged 60 years, 1 month and 17

days.

Weeks.
In Castine, January 27, William
Henry Vveeks, aged 88 years, 2 months and 3
days.

NOTICE
TbiB is to

give notice to ail persons having
bills against the town of Swanville to present
same ior settlement on or before February
Per order
19, 1916.
SELECTMEN OF SWANVILLE.
Swanville, Me Feb, 7, 1916—2w6

the

MEN

WANTED—TOLBRING OR MAIL

their Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharp
ened better than new. Single edge, such aa.
Gems, 25c. Gillettes, 36c; Durham Duplex
60c. per dozen. C. E. Sherman, 72 Main street^

Belfast, Me.

3

b

|^

MARKET

omed,
18ILiine,
Butter Salt, 14 lb.,
18a22jOat Meal,
Corn,
91iOnions,
Cracked Corn,
86-Oil, kerosene,
Corn Meal,
86 Pollock,
24 Pork,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
21° Plaster,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
12 Shorts,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
19 Sugar,
7
50a8 8 50 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
3 76 Sweet jPotatoes,
Lard
15 Wheat Meal,
Beef,

single

Children Cry

Weekly

10

uURRNET.

for The

Applea,per DbU.OO; 2.90j Hay.

good

HILLS,

PRICE

*

I

-—_

from the saw, and knocked him back on to the
Olive Merrill of Carmel is with Mr. and i woodpile and cut a large gash in his shoulder.
A piece of the saw went up in front of him as
Mrs. Fred Perkins for several weel|8.
he was going buck, tearing his clothing and
Mrs. Nathaniel Partridge spent last week in
marking the skin. The wound was dressed by
Belfast and attended the Food Fair.
Dr. Taylor of Weeks Mills.
went
to
Pittsfield
Foster
FriMrs. Josephine
|

John Mitchell of Port

I

--0

Mrs.

for her sister, who it ill there.

\

Penobscot Bay Electric Co.

|

Y; Emma F Angeli,
Mrs.
5th, Capt.
Saturday evening,
WashMetinic, Newport; Hugh
Misses Elite Styles and Caro Perkins went to
for
i
Sewall’s Point; sld,
the
50th
Frank Grindel celebrated
anniversary ington, N. Y., who, after the funeral of her LaGrange Friday to visit Mrs. Charles Me- j
| DePayens, Beverly
G H. York was a business visitor in Belfast j schs William E Litchfield. Charleston; Cora A,
of their marriage with a reception ? t their resi- ! mother, Mrs. Elizabeth D. Blanchard, January
Kenzie.
and Bermuda; 5, sld, sch Hugh de
j Norfolk Sewall’s
Feo. 1st.
dence on Grindels Point. At the renewal of 29th, remained a few days with relatives, took
! Payens,
Point; William E Litchfield,
Mrs. Fred Black, Miss Grace Black and Miss J
the marriage vows Mrs. Grindel was presented the train Wednesday afternoon, r eb. Lnd, for
Geo. W. Fletcher of Bangor was a business | Charleston; 7, sld, sch Adelia T Carleton, St
Dora Shute were in Belfast Friday attending
i
C
Vincent,
N,
with a diamond ring from her husband, the Bangor, to take the night Pullman for New
caller in town last Saturday.
the Food Fair.
Boston, Feh 8. Sld, sch Theoline, Norfolk
grandchildren marched in with a bouquet of York.
The members of the several families visited
and Bermuda.
Mrs A. L. Foster and son Frank left by early j
flowers for the golden wedding bride, and then
Philadelphia, Feh 5. Sld tug Carlisle, towing
Flitner Staples, West Main street, is having
by the grip are all convalescent.
train Thursday morning for their home in I
barges Herndon for Searsport, Pickering for
several poems written for the occasion were
a very hard winter, his distressing spinal afMr. and Mrs. E. H. Nealley of Monroe were
j
Bar Harbor, and Henry Clay for Belfast
Dorchester, Mass.
read and music and refreshments were in
fection causing much suffering in addition to
Baltimore, Feb 6. Ar, sch Elisha Atkins,
guests of Mr. ana Mrs. C. W. Nealley Sunday
were
the
reand
Mrs.
Grindel
J.
Morse
order.
T,
Capt,
Port Tampa.
Capt. A. W. Shute of steamer
absolute paralysis of his lower limbs. Much
Walter Clarke was the guest of hei
Mrs.
well
as
conI
as
Newport News, Feb 7. Ar, sch Jane Palmer,
arrived home Tuesday for a vacation. The
cipients nf many lovely gifts
sympathy ie extended to him and to his devotsister, Mrs. Madge Trask, in Hampden, last Portland.
gratulatioiis, Some of the out of town guests ed mother, Mrs. Horace Staples, in her great steamer is in winter quarters in Camden.
Searsport, Feb 2. Ar, barge Spring, Philaweek.
were Mr. and Mrs. Chester Pendleton, Capt. i
Rev. Harry Trust, a former pastor here, was
delphia; 4, ar, barge Boylston, Weymouth,
anxiety.
Mrs. Laura Sawtelle of Newburg is spending
and Mrs. Joe Harlow, and Miss Adeline Ware j
Mass; 5, ar, stm Millinocket, Norfolk, with
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. G Clifford two
The annual mid-winter dinner of the Curcoal to Great Northern Paper Co; 7, sld, sch
a few weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Walter
of Brewer, Mrs. Livona Williams and Mrs E.
last week.
Nelson Y McFarland, bay ports
rent Events Club, necessarily postponed from days
Clarke.
Gilkey of Searsport, Harlow Pendleton of Bos- j
The funeral of James Harold Foster was
the appointed date, Feb. 2nd, will be held at
FOREIGN PORTS.
in
are
and
son
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rose of Derry, New' j
Mrs.
Hattie
Clement
Edmund
j
! held Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 2nd, at the
The Stockton, Wednesday, Feb. 16th, when it
Rio Grande Do Sul, Jan. 29.
Hampshire. Capt. Grindel recently sold the j
Ar, sch Isabel
Mass., and other cities for a few weeks
Lynn,
and
Mrs.
F.
S.
!
home
of
his
wife’s
Mr,
is hoped all members in town may be able to
parents,
B Wiley, Johnson, Philadelphia
homestead to Otto Kahn of New York.
visit.
James
AinsRev.
with
a
service
Harriman,
by
St Marc, Jan 29.
attend.
The Club president and vice presiSld,sch Pendleton Sisters,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bickford visited hei Hayes, Chester, Pa
dent are Mrs. Lucretia Handers and Mrs. lie of Searsport, conducted by A. M. Ames.
CENTER MONTVILLE.
Jan.
29.
Bermuda.
Sld, sch Augusta W
MonG.
A.
on
the
hill.
and
Mrs.
Interment
was
in
Mr.
the
cemetery
Hopkins,in
parents,
Alice May Hichborn.
Snow, Haskell, Jacksonville (to load for BosThe bearers were N. C. Partridge, H. M. Grif- roe, Sunday.
Miss Belle Lowell picked some pansies in her
ton.)
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Goodere, West Main
fin. Fred L. Blanchard and Millard Grant Mrs.
Buenos Ayres, Feb 5
Sld, sch James W
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Clarke, who have been ir
garden Feb. 1st.
street, entertained at cards last Thursday
A, L. Foster, mother of the deceased, and Mr, town for a time, returned to their home iE Paul, Jr, Peterson, New York.
Mr. Colley recently took the apples he
evening the following guests: Mr. and Mrs* Frank
Feb.
5.
Montevideo,
Ar.sch
Oakley CCurtis,
Foster, a brother, came from Dorches- Brooks recently.
bought here last fall.
Leland, New York via Norfolk.
Alvah C. Treat, Mr. and Mrs. George C"
ter, Mass., to attend the funeral.
Mrs. Julia White is spending the present
Fred Gay and hiB family attended the Food
-:Fletcher, Mrs. Carrie P. Hamlin, Mrs, G. A
week in Islesboro, the guest of Capt. and
Stevens and Mr. and Mrs. Rufus L. Mudgett'
Fair in Belfast last Saturday.
MONROE.
Mrs. J. F. Grindle.
Dr. Stevens was unable to attend because of
Mr. Wilbur Penney, whe was recently injurMrs. A. G. Larby returned to her home last
Mrs. Helen Cooper has returned from a trip
ed by a falling tree, has had a a hock and is re- professional calls. Cake, cocoa, olives, etc.
were served and a very
pleasant evening to Augusta.
Friday after a stay of three weeks with hei
ported to be in a bad condition.
passed by all participants.
A dramatic company from Knox Station
Charley Littlefield has been having an at- daughter in Perham.
Mr. John McLaughlin, School street, recentMrs. SyIvina Perkins, who has been with
tack of the grip.
gave the play “Topsy Turvey” at the Grange
Many women do not realize the necessity of
a new fourteen-passenger automoher granddaughter, Mrs. Walter Bickford, foi
hall last Friday night. A dance completed ly bought
Mrs. Forest Grant has been the guest of her
keeping the hair and scalp absolutely clean in
the past week, was called to her home in Monthe entertainment. Owing to the poor travelbile,to be delivered the first of April, which he son
And yet, with only a
to look their best.
order
in
Thorndike.
Ralph
ing the audience was rather smaller than us- intends running as a public conveyance beroe Saturday on account of the illness of hei
few minutes of tonic massage, the hair may be
The Primary school taught by Miss Carrie
ual.
lustrous luxurito
a
thick,
beautiful,
tween Hampden and Belfast, connecting at
brought
husband.
little cost.
Durham closed last week.
j ance, and that at very
former place with the electrics for Banfew
directions
%the
of
Toledo.
1 Just try these
simple
today:
State of Ohio, City
F. L. Palmer is talking of making.a trip to
A number of daily trips will be made
gor.
Lucas County, 68.
| Into the palm of the hand pour a little Parisian
PROSPECT.
i Sage, a rigidly guaranteed, inexpensive and
Frank J. Cheney makes rath that he is sen- on the route, beginning as soon as travelling Florida soon, to remain until May.
• 1
I most beneficial preparation to be had at any
ior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney & Co.,
will permit. Between Winterport and HampThe Odd Fellows will have their annua
Isaac Cummings and family are sick with the
drug store; thoroughly wet the hair near the
doing business in the City of Toledo, County j den he
j
half
ball
Feb.
hour
proposes
maamg
daily
Wednesday
evening,
firm
will
masquerade
trips.
grip.
pay (
and State aforesaid, and that said
scalp with it and then rub vigorously until a
soft
16th.
the sum of ONE HUNDREU DOLLARS for
tingling sensation comes stealing over the
The Bangor News of Monday reported the
Miss Grace Hutchins called on friends in the J
head.
Do this regularly for a few days and
each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be !
destruction of Mr. F’rark S. Treat’s jewelry
Hoods’ creamery has a receiving station village Monday.
CATARRH
HALL'S
cured by the .use of
you will surely be surprised and delighted with
here to take in cream and it is taken from
store Sunday night, in a fire in the business
the
FRANK J. CHENEY.
results.
CURE.
McKinley Lodge, K. of P., installed officers
me genuine ransian sage is ouiaiuaiue irom
Sworn to betore me and subscribed in my | section of Milo. Mr. Treat is a native of this here to Brooks creamery.
•
Tuesday evening, Feb, 1st.
A. A Howes & Co., who always sell it with an
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886
of Mr. and Mrs. James M. Treat)
village
(son
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Averill have returned from
!
absolute guarantee of perfect satisfaction tc
A. W. GLEASON,
a
Randall
Eamea
birthday {.arty
j and the community is greatly interested,
gave
the user or the money will be returned.
hop- a trip up-river, where Mr. A. had work in the
Notary Public.
(Seal)
j
Wednesday evening, B'eb. 2nd.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and j ing its townsman’s loss may not prove exten- woods and Mrs. A. was
as cook.
employed
acts through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces j
Mrs. Thomas Clark, who has been very ill
sive. No particulars are known at this writThe Rebekahs will give a baked bean supper
of the System. Send for testimonials, free.
with grip, is somewhat improving.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O. ! ing, Monday afternoon. His sister and hus- and entertainment Feb. 14th for the benefit of
and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, Church
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Cyrus Trevett of Lynn, Mass., has bought
, band, Mr.
the church. Tickets, 10 cents. Everyone is
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
tne farm of the late Robert Killman.
street, left Tuesday morning to visit Mr. and
invited.
cordially
Mrs. Treat and if possible assist them in
Miss Ora Libby received a shower of postWilliam Smith, formerly of this village, died
State Of Trade.
straightening out matters.
cards Thursday in honor of her birthday. \
and
his
remains were brought here and
A
about
away,
Mrs. Charles H. Emery, Maple street, reDavid Kingsbury and wife visited their
Activity, More than normal business doing,
placed in the tomb to be interred in the family
1050
sound
despite irregular weather. Scarcity of goods cently received from her cousin, Mr. Allen N. lot in the spring.
this
one
Mrs.
C. R. Cummings,
day
daughter,
still complained of. Deep snow, floods and
announcement
week.
Retail Staples of St. Paul, Minn., the
driver. Will
and a
summer weather in different sections.
The next W. C. T. U. meeting will be held
Hanson—
of
of
Ada—Mrs.
the
death
his
sister
trade reflects good purchasing power. Country
Mr. and Mrs Rb!ph A verill of Hardwick, Vt„
at the Grange hall Friday afternoon, Feb.
in
Wheat
or
markets.
for
on
work
either
at
in
her
home
January 18th. It will
buyers
spring already
Mankato, Minn.,
be the quarterly meeting and a are visiting Mrs. AverilPs parents, Mr. and
exports large, industry active. Preparations 28th, from complications arising aftei an opMrs.
C.
Harriman.
lunch
will
be
K.
measures
of
moveserved.
for active building January
double.
eration for appendicitis. The end came'after
ment good.—Bradstreets, Feb. 7th.
Mrs. Annie Ryder slipped on the ice recentIRVING O.
great suffering. Mr. and Mrs, Staples were
Mohr
Mis.
Acquitted.
and in trying to recover herself threw out
UK. a. m. small candidate for with her a week during her illness and at the ly
her right arm and sprained it so badly that
Belfast.
Tel.
73-4
Mrs. Elizabeth F.
Providence, Feb. 5.
time of writing were about returning to spend
COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
she has been unable to use it much.
Mohr was acquitted of the charge of inciting
another week with her husband and family.
CARD OF THANKS
two negroeB to murder her husband, Dr. C.
Allen M. Small of Freedom arnounces that Mrs. Hanson is a native of this town, which
We wish to thank all for their kindness to us
Franklin Mohr, by a jury in the Superior court
he will be a candidate for County Commissioner she left in childhood with her parents, the late
in
our late bereavement, particularly the Belat 6.07 o’clock this forenoon. The two negroes,
in the June Primaries and hopes to have the Capt, and Mrs. Peleg Staples,and numerous reCecil Victor Brown and Henry H. Spellman, far t Band members and Waldo Lodge of Odd
FOR
FLETCHER'S
MRS W. A. SHALES.
The penalty, is life im- Fellows.
were found guilty.
support of the Republican voters in Waldo membering friends extend deepest sympathy
MRS. W.C. MASON.il
to the bereaved husband, family and relatives.
prisonment.
county.
Feb.

e«

j

en-

The Dark Harbor
tomorrow,

Easy Terms ot Payment When Desired.

Beatrice Bowler came home from Colby
Vesta D. Higgins, Lillian Morrill and Mae !
College Feb. 3rd for a few days She has a
Huxford. A large array of dainty ar.d useful j
bid cold and cough.
gifts was exhibited in an adjoining room, and
Mrs. Gustavus Brown, who has been critical- violin and
the happy couple received* congratulations and
piano and a fine musical treat was
is improving at this writing, Mrs. H. S. first in order. Then came refreshments. A
|
hearty good wishes for a long and happy life ly ill,
Coombs and Mrs Lucy Russ are sick with the I
generous supply of candy, nuts, oranges, cake,
together, from their assembled friends. Among
also Victor and Turner Gregoire and
three kinds of icecream, and other articles of
the out-of-town guests we noted Mr. and Mrs. ; grip,
list.
sick
the
on
are
Brown
food of seasonable variety. Later on all reGilbert Morrill of Waterville, Mrs Dilla Me- j Evelyn
While Ormand Downer, Frank Finley, Aud- paired to the hall and dancing was enjoyed
Taggart of Belfast, and others.
brey Stevens, Maynard Knox and Bion Grant until a late hour. Their many friends wish
SA1\DYPCINT.
for Dexter Turner last them long lives and much happiness.
were sawing wood
Friday with H. B, Leeman’s wood sawing outSeveral from here went to the village Satur- fit
they pinched the saw in some way and it
day evening to the movies,
The arbor flew and
broke into

Mr. Everett Crieve. who is very seriously ill
the ice |
broke her arm, is able to i from pneumonia,complicated by extreme weakness of the heart, is reported today,
Monday,

Hatch, who sloped

Monroe road.

and assorted cake

grip,

Boston to

the

couple assembled at an early hour and
were delightfully
entertained by their host
and hostess. During the evening, ice cream

and left for

Middle

on

friends and relatives of

ried

quickly.

Mrs.

go

more

threatening pneumonia, which Dr. Small
hopes may be »verted. A needed mother in a
operation for appendici- I family of children, we hope she may rally

Guy Hatch has gone

the hospital for

ter

home

is

store.

ISLESBORO.

of the

A most enjoyable occasion was the wedding
reception of Mr. tnd Mrs. Lauriston Cilley,
held last Saturday evening at their beautiful

Belfast to spend a few weeks with her sister.
Miss Emma Hichborn, who is employed as
saleswoman in the J. H.
Howes dry goods

sion to game, 25 cents.

Mrs.

Satuiday

one

many marks of modern progress in this section
of the Pine Tree State.

Hichborn, West Main street

closed her house la6t

houses,

which will be

,r

oi

re-

Nearly all the houses m Brooks are wired,
and the poles are being set, after which we
hope soon to have the electric current turned
on, and the village blessed with well lighted

habitation, aDd no sunlight streamed
cavern February 2, 1916.

family. His vessel, sch.Edith McIntyre,
Cape Jelhson piers to load lumber.

town

unseasonably warm weather of the past
is causing considerable illness from
grip and colds in this section, as well as elsewhere. Measles also got a start m the village
and it waB deemed wise to close the grade
schools for a time on that account.

Charles Cole, School sheet, and daughters Pauline and Julia, returned recently from
Boston and la6t Saturday Capt. Cole
jointd

as

in

the

The

streets and

Lights

It adds more to the value of a house than any’other improvement
and costs less. A wired house sells better, rents better and is
more comfortable to live in.

month

Mrs.

fu-

anxious to do the town

are

the

was

sale of his house here,
and other property, after which he returned
to Portland where he has a lucrative position
as harbor inspector.

his winter

Searsport High

Bennett

,ol

0

summer,

Capt, James W.
cently, completing

Mrs.k James'A: Blanchard of New
York, called here for the.^funeral of their
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth D. Blanchard, left
Feb. 1st for home.

wife, who survives him, was
formerly Miss Emma Nickerson, daughter of
the late Andrew N. Nickerson, a brother of
the late Alfred Emery Nickerson of Swanville.
She is also a niece of Mrs. Flora Roulestone of
Miss Elva May Randall,Cross street, after a
Searsport. Besides his wife, Mr. Greeley is week's illness from the grip,ventured to resurvived by three children: Helen,aged 19, Ed* sume her duties as teacher in the primary
mund 11 and Janet 10. His mother and one school Monday morning.
brother,J,John Greeley, also survive him and
_At this writing, Monday, the senior class of
live in the West.
the High school is busy.with_ preparatTons for
Friday, Feb 11th, at 6 p. m., there will be a its dance, Feb. 9th, in Denslow hall, with
public supper at the Cong’l vestry for the music by Green’s oichestra of Searsport, and
Mrs. G, R
benefit of the basket ball boys.
supper at the hotel.
Wilson and Mrs. A. S. Trundy will be in charge
If the old Candlemas adage proves true this
and the usual good time is in store lor those
our
winter is broken, tor surely the
attending. Supper tickets, 25 cents. Weeks year
of hard practice under the direction of Joseph ground hog saw no shadow as he emerged from

Greeley.

the

pictures.

reading.

Mr. and

tis.

The remains of Henry E. Greeley who, died
at Bar Harbor Tuesday, Feb. 1st, arrived here
Friday and were taken to Swanviile, his old
Mr. Greeley when a
home, for interment.
young man worked for parties here and was
very industrious and highly esteemed.

was

nolds, during

in the

noon

With Electric

Mr. Chas. H. Emery, Middle street, aftei
Mrs. Dana Reynolds of Unity is visiting in
being housed with a grip-like cold for a week j
town. She spent last week^with her sister,
is again able to be out.
Mrs. W. O. Estes, going to Belfast for the
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parisl
week-end with another sister, Mrs. Ed White.
was entertained Tuesday afternoon by Mrs
Mr. Pearl Crockett has bought the building
Walter F. Trundy, Church street.
formerly known as the pant factory, and is
The Current Events Club met with Mrs.
making extensive alterations and repairs. It
Elmer Thompson, Church street, Wednesday
is being fitted up, we understand, for moving
afternoon, with Current Events as the topic

church, Rev. A. A.
place
Mr. Greeley was
Blair of Belfast officiating,
a native of Swanville, but for a number of
took

Fet. 4, 1888, 28 years ago last Friday, William M. Nickels, son of Capt. and Mrs. A, V.

the

prices so low that you cannot afford to be without Electric
Lights. We have experienced workmen and a large stock of
fixtures and supplies. This is your opportunity to make use of
them, We make no chargeTor wiring estimates.

Miss Phyllis Reynolds has returned from a
business college in Portland, and will remain
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rey-

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Yale Junior. Renfrew Wilson

a

a

of the board-

Closson has charge

William E.

going
pleasing

are

Morton

■

at

Mrs. Dilla McTaggart of Belfast spent the
week-end with her friend, Mies Mabel Rose,
and attended the reception given at the Cilley
home Saturday evening.

New York

from
Henry W. Kneeland arrived Saturday
Dorchester, Mass., to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Kneeland.

who

We Will Wire Your Home

M. J. Dow is very ill with the grip.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.

r

installing them.

Friday.

home

now

We have deemed it advisable, in order to better serve the public,
to offer for a limited time to the people in the territory we supply, the benefit of low prices in the face of a rising market for
quality fixtures and; material, and tor the best workmanship in

j

The News of Brooks.

Powder.

Baking

three

Royal

j

New Electric Wiring Policy

Griffin—to remsin a few months sfter graduation to complete the course. Congratulations
are tendered to our young friend by relatives
and acquaintances in Stcckton, that after next
September she may appear in “cap and ribbon,” the goal of every nurse in' training, aa a
reward for cloae application and conscientious
work in her chosen celling. Mia* Griffin wee
a graduate of the well-equipp< d High school—
the gift of the late H. H. Rogers to his native
town of Fairhaven.Maas.,—previous to taking
up her hospital studies, which have included a
three months’ couras at Simmons Col lege.

powders.

—

Maurice S. Dolliver, who hBd been spending
weeks in Bangor on bueineee, returned

«

are

This reason, which every woman should
know, is that Royal Baking Powder is made
from cream of tartar, which comes from
grapes. This means a healthful fruit origin.
It means natural food as distinguished from
mineral substitutes used in other baking

day.

Whitcomb.__

superi-

good reasons, but there
is one which distinguishes Royal from other
baking powders.
There

to
Elder George S. Brooke has been confined
his home with the grip for the past week.
WilMrs. E. W. Gilkey and Mrs. Lovina
week.
liams visited relativee in Ialeeboro lait
Falla ie the
Mrs B. W. Walker of Island
Edwarde on Water street.
W.
L.
Mies
of
gueet
the Shaw
Liemore Kidder, who is attending
town SaturBusiness college in Bangor, was in

are

sional nurse. Mr. end Mrs. Griffin and Dr. and
Mrs. J. F. Ryder of Cembridgo wore present
as her guests at the exercises end reception
following. As candidates are admitted to the
training department at three stated periods
during the year and (he graduating ce-emonies are held only in January, it is necessary for
those admitted in September—a* was Mias

Sunday.

over
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